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Resumen

Las capas de hielo que cubren los granos de polvo son promotores impor-

tantes de química de supercie en el medio interestelar. Esta tesis tuvo como

objetivo establecer un marco integral para determinar con precisión parámet-

ros como las energías de unión y las barreras de estado de transición, esen-

ciales para comprender la formación de especies prebióticas en ese entorno.

El enfoque en las energías de unión está motivado por su papel en dictar las

razón de desorción de las superficies desde las capas de hielo, mientras que

las barreras de estado de transición son esenciales para calcular las tasas de

reacción entre moléculas en sitios adyacentes.

La investigación exploró el impacto de una superficie de agua sólida

amorfa (ASW) sobre estos parámetros, construyendo modelos rigurosos de

hielo ASW y empleando métodos de teoría de estructura electrónica de alto

nivel. Se generaron varios modelos de hielo ASW, incluyendo un set de clus-

ters de agua y una superficie periódica amorfa de gran tamaño, utilizando

tecnicas de dinámica molecular ab initio y Machine learning potentials. Los

modelos de hielo se caracterizaron en términos de átomos de hidrógeno col-

gantes (dangling-H), ya que esos constituyen sitios catalíticos importantes

donde la adsorción y la reacción ocurren preferentemente.
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Los métodos DFT utilizados para la evaluación de la energía de unión

y los estudios de reactividad, se calibraron cuidadosamente utilizando pe-

queños clusters de agua en relación con un valor de referencia CCSD(T)/CBS,

con el fin de obtener valores de energía altamente precisos para usarse con los

modelos propuestos de ASW.

Para automatizar el cálculo de las energías de unión en modelos realistas

de ASW, se construyó una Plataforma de Evaluación de Energía de Enlace

(BEEP), basada en la idea de que la energía de unión de las especies ad-

sorcionadas sobre superficies amorfas está mejor descrita mediante distribu-

ciones. Este enfoque de tipo multi-unión, junto con la determinación rig-

urosa de las energías de unión, tuvo un impacto significativo en observables

astrofísicos, tal como en la posición de los frente de sublimación (snow-line)

en discos protoplanetarios. Además, el análisis de los modos de enlace de los

reactivos en una síntesis de Strecker de glicina reveló que no todos los mo-

tivos de adsorción facilitan los encuentros reactivos. Por lo tanto, un enfoque

multi-unión constituye un punto de partida más completo para el estudio de

la reactividad en superficies de ASW.

El segundo objetivo principal de la tesis fue investigar el papel de ASW

en reacciones asociadas a la síntesis de Strecker de glicina utilizando el en-

foque multi-unión como punto de partida. En consecuencia, se exploró cada

paso de reacción utilizando métodos DFT en un conjunto variado de sitios

reactivos con diferentes características morfológicas, ofrecido por el modelo
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más realista de hielo ASW. Los estados de transición de los diferentes pasos

de reacción se optimizaron y caracterizaron junto con un análisis detallado

de los mecanismos de reacción mediante la obtención de un perfil de Coorde-

nada de Reacción Intrínseca (IRC). Los resultados indican que, dependiendo

de la naturaleza del sitio catalítico, se producen variaciones significativas en

los mecanismos de reacción. Notablemente, las reacciones de transferencia

de protones asistidas por agua pasaron de ser concertadas a ser en varios

pasos (step-wise), mostrando barreras de energía menores, lo que podría pro-

porcionar rutas sintéticas viables a temperaturas extremadamente bajas (<10

K). La investigación concluyó que existe una ruta viable bajo condiciones

interestelares para la primera etapa de la síntesis de Strecker, la adición nu-

cleofílica de amoníaco y formaldehído dando el producto aminometanol. El

resultado, junto con el análisis de los valores de energía de unión calculados

para las especies, sugiere que el aminometanol esté presente en la superficie

de las capas de hielo interestelares. Por lo tanto, el hecho de que la especie

no se haya observado en el medio interestelar hasta ahora, podría estar rela-

cionado con dificultades en su identificación espectroscópica.

Sin embargo, la segunda etapa de la síntesis, la deshidratación del amino-

metanol, presentó desafíos, afectando la validez de la síntesis de Strecker

como una ruta viable para la formación de aminoácidos en regiones inter-

estelares extremadamente frías.
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Abstract

Ice mantles covering dust grains are important drivers of surface chem-

istry in the interstellar medium. This thesis aimed to establish a compre-

hensive framework for accurately determining parameters, such as binding

energies and transition state barriers, essential for understanding the forma-

tion of prebiotic species in that environment. The focus on binding energies is

motivated by their role in dictating desorption rates from ice mantle surfaces,

while transition state barriers are essential for calculating reaction rates be-

tween adjacent molecules.

The research explored the impact of an amorphous solid water (ASW)

surface on these parameters, constructing accurate ASW ice models and em-

ploying high level electronic structure theory methods. Various ASW ice

models, including a set of amorphized water clusters and a large periodic

ASW surface, were generated using ab initio molecular dynamics and Machine-

Learning Potentials techniques, and characterized in terms of dangling-H

atoms, as they constitute important catalytic sites, where adsorption and re-

action preferentially occur.

The DFT model chemistries used for binding energy evaluation and re-

activity studies, were carefully benchmarked using small water clusters with
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respect to a CCSD(T)/CBS reference value, in order to obtain highly accurate

energy values for the proposed ASW models.

To automate the computation of binding energies on realistic ASW mod-

els, a Binding Energy Evaluation Platform (BEEP) was build, driven by the

idea that binding energies on amorphous surfaces are best described by dis-

tributions. This multi-binding approach paired with accurate determination

of binding energies, resulted to have a significant impact on astrophysical ob-

servables, particularly on the position of snow-lines in protoplanetary disks.

Additionally, the analysis of binding modes of reactants in a Strecker synthe-

sis of glycine, revealed that not all adsorption motives facilitate the necessary

reactive encounters. Therefore, a multi-binding approach constitutes a more

comprehensive starting point for the study of reactivity on ASW surfaces.

The second main objective of the thesis was to investigate the role of

ASW in reactions associated to the Strecker synthesis of glycine using the

multi-binding approach as a starting point. Accordingly, each reaction path-

way was explored using DFT methods in a varied set of reactive sites with dif-

ferent morphological characteristics, as offered by realistic ASW ice models.

Transition states of the different reaction paths were optimized and character-

ized together with a detailed analysis of the reaction mechanisms by means

of obtaining a Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate (IRC) profile. The results indi-

cate that, depending on the nature of the catalytic site, significant variations

of the reaction mechanisms occur. Notably, water-assisted proton transfer re-
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actions shifted from concerted to step-wise, displaying lower energy barriers,

which might provide viable synthetic routes at extremely low temperature

(<10 K). The research concluded that a viable route exists under interstellar

conditions for the first stage of Strecker’s synthesis, the nucleophilic addition

of ammonia and formaldehyde yielding the product aminomethanol. Such re-

sult, coupled with the analysis of the binding energy values calculated for the

species, suggests that the aminomethanol is present on the surface of inter-

stellar ice mantles. Therefore, the fact that the species has not been observed

in the interstellar medium, might be related to difficulties in its spectroscopic

identification.

However, the second stage of the synthesis, the dehydration of the amino-

methanol, posed challenges, impacting the validity of the Strecker synthesis

as a viable pathway for amino acid formation in extremely cold interstellar

regions.
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1. Introduction

In the cold, deep void among the stars, pristine material is rare, embedded

in gas and covered in molecule-rich ices. This place is the interstellar medium

(ISM) and contains the remnants of celestial objects, from which new gener-

ation of stars will emerge, in a sequence of recycle and transformation. The

ISM is constantly changing, and its chemical evolution is controlled by the

interplay between its components, namely gas and cosmic dust. Moreover, it

is permeated by electromagnetic radiation, magnetic fields and pierced by en-

ergetic particles called cosmic rays1,2. The elemental composition of the ISM

is dominated by hydrogen (found in ionized, neutral atomic, and molecular

forms), amounts of helium, and only trace amounts of heavier elements. The

state of the gas ranges from ionized plasma to molecular form, while the dust

(about 1% by mass) is in the form of solid grains, which may be carbon or

silicon-based, and in general show dimensions on the submicron scale. The

life cycle of dust is tied to the evolution of stars, as it forms in the cool ex-

panding environment around evolved stars, is injected in the ISM by stellar

winds and then distributed throughout the interstellar regions by supernovae

shock waves. The dust then cycles several times through the different regions

until, ultimately, processes such as grain growth, grain-grain collisions and
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sputtering, alter or destroy it.

The dust has several important functions in the ISM. Abundance studies

revealed that many of the refractory elements (e.g. C, Si, Mg, Fe) are locked

up in the dust. It also regulates the gas-phase abundances of the elements

through accretion and destruction processes, as it acts as molecular sink and

catalytic surface for the encounter and reaction of species. Moreover, the

dust adsorbs and scatters the stellar radiation crossing the ISM, resulting in

a collective process of radiation intensity loss, referred to as visual extinc-

tion, Av. The different regions (or ’phases’) of the ISM can be categorized

according to their capacity of starlight dimming, in: dense clouds (Av > 5

mag), translucent clouds (1 mag < Av < 5 mag), and diffuse clouds (Av ≤

1 mag). Those clouds are neither uniform nor dynamically quiescent on long

timescales: they interact and cycle between phases, as the ISM is far from be-

ing in thermodynamic equilibrium3 (a schematic representation of the classic

interstellar matter cycle can be found in Figure 1.1).

Among the variety of interstellar environments, the dense clouds are maybe

the regions of greater astrochemical interest. They show a large temperature

gradient, from 10 K in the most dense regions, to 300 K approaching the

forming protostar, and their gas density is about 104 − 108 hydrogen atoms

per cm3. In these clouds, elevated concentration of gas, along with dust opac-

ity, offer protection from the UV radiation, allowing the formation and sur-
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the classic interstellar matter life cycle. Adapted
from Pontoppidan [4].

vival of ’large’ interstellar species. Astronomical observations of the dense

clouds’ gas have been carried at infrared, radio, millimeter, and submillimeter

frequencies revealing several organic species such as nitriles, aldehydes, al-

cohols, acids, ethers, ketones, amines, amides and long-chain hydrocarbons.

Among them, a class of compounds which are thought to be involved in the

first biochemical reactions leading to the origin of life, the so-called prebiotic
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molecules. Small molecules such as hydrogen cyanide, urea or aminoace-

tonitrile, are considered prebiotic since they are precursors of life-necessary

species, like amino acids, ribonucleotides and phospholipids, among others.

An important trait of the dense clouds environment is the fact that, in the

regions where temperatures are below 150-180 K, the dust grains are covered

by thick ice mantles (∼100 monolayers). In terms of ice composition5, water

is known to be the primary component, along with traces of CO, NH3, and

CO2, CH3OH. Although precise information about the morphology is still

lacking, water is assumed to be amorphous6 and to contain a certain number

of micropores7 (even though energetic processes taking place in the ISM are

expected to reduce the porosity8). Ices are an important reservoir of chemi-

cal elements, for example up to 60% of the oxygen not included in silicates

is incorporated in known ice species. Therefore, addressing the origin and

development of interstellar ices is relevant to understand the evolution of or-

ganic and volatile reservoir of such regions9.

Large samples of ice sources spanning diverse dense cloud regions, evo-

lutionary stages and luminosities have been necessary to determine ice abun-

dances and to identify how ice processes depend on their environment10. In

the modern accepted vision11, interstellar ice formation can generally be di-

vided into three stages, related to the cloud matter cycling between regions.

The first stage of ice formation is driven by atomic hydrogenation reactions in

cold clouds and results in H2O-dominated ice. At later times, in star-forming
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regions, CO depletion (freeze-out) stage takes place, leading to the forma-

tion of apolar ice layers on the grain. The last ice evolution stage is thermal

and UV processing around the nascent protostar, resulting in CO desorption,

ice segregation, and the formation of more complex organic molecules. A

pictorial summary of the life-cycle of interstellar ice can be found in Figure

A.1. Therefore, studying the composition and structure of ices, as well as the

efficiency of the relevant chemical surface reactions as functions of the inter-

stellar environments, appears to be pivotal for understanding ISM chemical

evolution10,12.

The dense clouds are also the birth sites of stars in the ISM. Their geomet-

rical structure therefore is diverse, as it contains regions of relative quiescence

(dark clouds) as well as warm and turbulent regions of current star formation

(star-forming regions)10. The observed organic and prebiotic compounds dis-

play large spread and compositional variations between quiescent dark clouds

and star-forming regions, so a description of the characteristics and chemical

fauna of the different environments is required and will be provided in the

following.

Dark clouds

In the coldest (≤ 20 K) part of the dense clouds, prior to the onset of star

formation, dust grains effectively shield molecules from interstellar UV pho-

tons; however, cosmic rays can penetrate throughout and cause a induced-
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UV field through H2 ionization and further excitation and decay processes.

Chemistry in dark clouds, therefore, is driven by a gas-phase chemistry (typi-

cally ion-molecule and neutral-neutral reactions), supplemented by grain sur-

face processes of radical coupling and atoms addiction/abstraction. Studies

of interstellar absorption features are naturally dependent on the availability

of background field stars to act as continuum sources. Recently, thanks to

the extraordinary high sensitivity offered by James Webb Space Telescope

(JWST), it has been possible to carry out the first observations13 of pristine

cloud ices at Av > 50. The ice inventory suggested that the complex vari-

ety of organic species observed likely forms in water-rich ices, result of the

aforementioned first ice formation stage (rather than after the second stage

of catastrophic CO freeze-out, through purely hydrogenation pathways of the

CO apolar layer, as it was previously assumed). The presence of prebiotic

species in those regions, therefore, is compatible with non-energetic synthe-

sis mechanisms that can be achieved before the formation of a protostar.

Star-forming regions

Star formation has a profound effect on the chemistry of the surrounding

medium. Those regions are warmer14, ranging from 25 to 40 K, since in

the early phases of protostellar evolution, the surrounding gas and dust ex-

perience radiative heating and shock waves. Ground-based telescopes and

space observatories15–17 have provided abundance inventories along sight-
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lines through the envelopes of nascent protostars. Star-forming regions are

particularly rich in organic and prebiotic molecules, which are thought to

derive from various possible origins. Already mentioned gas-phase and sur-

face processes can be amplified at higher temperature. Moreover, massive

accretion of molecules (e.g. CO, HCN and acetylene) onto dust during core

collapse increases ice molecular diversity. Lastly, in the regions around the

forming protostar (hot molecular cores), higher temperature (70 - 300 K) and

density (> 106 cm−3) is observed. The mobility of adsorbates on the dust

is then enhanced, increasing the probability of species encounter. Several

thermal reactive channels, that presented prohibitive activation barriers for

the colder environments, are now enabled to take place on the grain surface,

leading to the formation of more complex species, such as long hydrocarbon

chains and sugars and amino acids precursors. Also, evaporation/sputtering

of icy grain mantles can occur18, which, in turn, facilitates warm gas-phase

reactions, as ejected molecules from the mantles provide higher local con-

centration of species19,20.

Protostellar disks and interstellar heritage in the solar system

The protostellar stage includes the formation of an accretion disk of solid

material which ultimately become the formation site of planets. A schematic

illustration of an accretion disk can be found in Figure A.2. The disks are

observed to have cold (20–150 K) midplanes where ices should be abundant,
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beyond the so-called disk snowline21,22. It is often difficult to study these disk

ices directly because of confusion between disk ices and ices in foreground

clouds23. Comets and other primitive bodies in our own solar system may,

however, carry a record of the ice composition in such disk midplane.11

Comets are porous agglomerate of frozen gases, ices, and rocky debris24,

and are thought to form in a mildly warm25 region (45 K) about the disk

midplane, from materials that were not assembled into planets. There is no

clear consensus on whether these materials survived the voyage from the

outer space to the early Earth and to what extent their composition resem-

bles the original icy-dust or it is the result of chemical processing within the

star-forming cloud. However, analysis of the distribution of cometary ice

abundances are consistent with the idea that most cometary ices have a pro-

tostellar origin11, making them likely the most pristine remnant objects from

the formation of the solar system. Recent measurements revealed that not all

comets are fully covered in ice, some present rather warm average temper-

ature (∼200 K), compatible with a surface scenario composed of patches of

ices and exposed refractory material26.

Meteorites are carbonaceous (stony-meteorites or chondrites) or metallic (iron-

meteorites) bodies that landed on Earth, derived from the fragmentation of

larger interstellar objects such as asteroids, comets or moons. Before the ad-

vent of in situ cometary missions, meteorites were the only known extrater-

restrial material. The importance of "daughter" objects such as comets and
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meteorites lies in the surprising amount of prebiotic compounds discovered

in those solar system primitive bodies, including a large number of amino

acids27,28. The samples also present amino acids that are unknown in terres-

trial biochemistry or present very low abundancies, suggesting an interstel-

lar - or at least extraterrestrial - origin. Furthermore, the enantiomeric ex-

cesses (7–9%) measured in several alien amino acids opens questions about

the role of solar system primitive bodies in relation to the developments of

life, hinting to an extraterrestrial provenance for the homochirality found in

protein amino acids, i.e. to a primordial L/D excess further amplified at a

later stage29. Therefore, the early Earth and perhaps other primitive planets

may have obtained most of its prebiotic organic material from the arrival of

such primitive ’seeding’ bodies.

A detailed and quantitative understanding of the relevant chemical alter-

ations that the organic matter undergoes in dense clouds, comets, and me-

teorites during the ISM evolution, and their common link, is necessary to

provide constraints for the processes that lead to the origin and distribution

of life in the Galaxy.
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1.1 Theoretical background

1.1.1 Interstellar ices modeling

Interstellar ices are mainly composed of water, in the so-called amorphous

solid water (ASW) form. Experimental ASW, grown by vapor deposition at

low-temperature has been studied extensively30–32, in order to gain insights

about processes occurring on ice mantels. However, vapor-deposited ASW

may not necessarily represent realistic ice mantles: the formation of H2O-

ice on dust grains does not primarily occur through deposition of gaseous

water, but rather by sequential surface-hydrogenation reactions of O and O2,

or through the surface reaction of OH with H2 (See ref. Hama and Watanabe

[33] and citations therein).

ASW has distinct properties from crystalline-ice e.g. lower thermal con-

ductivity, larger surface area and higher porosity. Even though its structures

is not precisely known, ASW has no long-range order, resulting in great sur-

face heterogeneity. An implication is that more potential adsorption sites

exist on the grains surface, as it has been confirmed by experimental34,35 and

theoretical36 works.

Figure 1.2 reports some of the ice models that have been used during

the past years for simulating desorption of molecules and reaction processes

under dense clouds interstellar conditions. The simplest approach is approx-
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TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW

Figure 1.2: a) Small water cluster used for benchmark studies36 and catalogues of
binding energy of interstellar species37,38; b) Large periodic model of 683 water
molecules computed with QM/MM techniques used for H2 adsorption study39: 57
surface molecules at the center of the hemisphere have been treated at the quan-
tum level, while the rest at MM level; c,d) Single medium size (33 and 63 water
molecules) clusters used for reactivity studies40 and binding energy calculation41,42

respectively; e) Set of medium size clusters (20-22 water molecules) used for bind-
ing energy evaluation of interstellar atoms and molecules36,43.
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imating the surface using various water clusters up to the pentamer37,44 (Fig-

ure 1.2a). This model has the computational advantage that it allows to use

high level ab initio techniques that yield very accurate results. However,

considering the small scale of the clusters, such model failed in reproducing

the statistical variety of the adsorption sites present on a actual amorphous

ice. Regarding the simulation of more realistic surfaces, there are mainly two

strategies: using a large-scale system and applying a embedding technique,

i.e. treating the molecules close to the adsorption site with a higher level of

theory and the rest of the molecules with a lower level (Figure 1.2b), or pre-

ferring a medium-sized ASW clusters. This can be done on a single cluster

by exploring different adsorption sites (Figure 1.2c,d), or using the so called

set of clusters approach36,43, where a larger ice surface is spanned by a series

of many amorphized clusters (Figure 1.2e).

1.1.2 Gas-grain astrochemical models

There is a variety of processes that can lead to the formation of molecules

in the ISM, but these can be separated into two broad classes: reactions that

occur in the gas-phase and reactions that occur on the surface of dust grains3.

Among the gas-phase reactions, only ion-molecule interaction, dissociative

recombinations and radical associations are viable in the dense clouds en-

vironment, since they are exothermic and typically lack activation barriers.

However, when it comes to the synthesis of saturated organic species such as
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large prebiotics, gas-phase chemistry alone is not an efficient method. Suit-

able reaction pathways typically would necessitate high temperatures and/or

three-body reactions, conditions that are not commonly encountered within

the ISM. Moreover, some abundant small interstellar species (such as H2,

H2O, CO2, CH3OH) require surface chemistry to attain the observed abundan-

ces45,46.

As mentioned above, the surface serves several roles. First, molecules

and atoms from the gas-phase adsorb on dust grains, due to van der Waals

interactions between them and the ice mantles. The dust also acts as local

encounter point for surface reactions, and eventually absorbs and dissipates

some of the excess energy generated by association reactions, stabilizing the

resulting products47. Since the flux of species coming from the gas-phase to

the surface is extremely low, surface reactions are thought to occur through

a sequence of elementary processes. In the most important mechanism, the

Langmuir-Hinshelwood, the elementary steps include adsorption, diffusion

across the ice mantle, prior to chemical encounter and reactions. The prod-

uct is thermalized on the ice, or can be further processed and/or eventually

desorb back to the gas-phase2,33. Surface chemistry is considered to be in

the diffusion limit, where the reaction rate is essentially limited by the rate

at which species can migrate on the surface. Diffusion is thought to be very

slow under cold dark clouds conditions, especially for polar molecules, that

interact strongly with the ice mantles48,49.
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Kinetic models, meant to predict the abundances of species over time in a

certain interstellar environment, have historically treated gas-phase and grain

surface chemistries separately. However, nowadays it is commonly accepted

that a complete and realistic astrochemical kinetic model should account for

both type of processes, within a paradigm known as gas-grain chemistry50–52.

Gas-grain astrochemical models typically adopt the rate-equation approach,

where the complex interplay of phenomena that interests a specific interstellar

species M is accounted for in a set of coupled differential equations:



d
dt

ng(M, t) = fdes,M +∑
i

freact,g(i → M)+∑
i, j

freact,g(i+ j → M)

−∑
i

freact,g(M+ i →)− fdiss,M − fads,M

d
dt

ns(M, t) = fads,M +∑
i

freact,s(i → M)+∑
i, j

freact,s(i+ j → M)

−∑
i

freact,s(M+ i →)− fdiss,M − fdes,M

(1.1)

(adapted from Tielens [3] and Cuppen et al. [53], to which reference is made

for the functional form adopted for each term). The two equations represent

gas-phase and surface processes, respectively; ng,s(M) are the number densi-

ties of species M in gas-phase and on the dust surface. For each equation

there are positive terms that account for species formation and negative terms

for destruction. A certain phenomenon, like adsorption on M onto the sur-
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face, results in the loss of the species from the gas-phase (− fads,M in the first

equation) but also in the increasing of its surface density (+ fads,M in the sec-

ond equation), and vice versa for desorption processes ( fdes,M) of the species

back to the gas-phase. The surface adsorption of M depends on its sticking

coefficient as well as surface composition and properties. The reaction terms

( freact,g,s) account for the species’ gain and loss due to uni- and bi-molecular

grain-surface and gas-phase reactions between other generic species i, j. The

bimolecular terms depend on the activation barrier of the chemical reactions

and also on the diffusion rate of the species, as they scan the ice surface in or-

der to meet. Examples of unimolecular reactions in the dense clouds are pho-

todissociation or photoionization due to cosmic-ray-UV induced field. Large

reaction networks treat up to a few hundred different species, and the gen-

erated set of differential equations is numerically solved using a multi-step

integrator53–55.

1.1.3 Estimation of Binding Energy

The desorption of a species from the ice mantle ( fdes terms in Equation

1.1) consists of acquiring sufficient energy to overcome the energy barrier to

return to the gas-phase. It can occur thermally (due to cloud temperature fluc-

tuations) or non-thermally (due to external energy sources such as UV radia-

tion, impact of cosmic rays or ice warming-up, thanks to the energy released
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during in situ exothermic reactions). In a process of thermal desorption, the

residence time of a species on the surface, τ(s) is defined as the inverse of its

desorption rate, kdes, i.e. it is the characteristic time scale required to acquire

sufficient energy to desorb;

τ =
1

kdes
= ν

−1 exp
(

Eb,M

kBT

)
(1.2)

where the rate constant is described by an Arrhenius equation where Eb,M is

the binding energy (or adsorption energy) of the adsorbate M, T is the dust

temperature, and ν is bond-vibration frequency between the adsorbed species

and the substrate56. Therefore, the binding energy magnitude depends on

both the physical nature of the molecule (e.g. polarity, polarizability, etc) and

of the grain surface (morphological parameters, coverage, etc)57. Normally,

the diffusion rates that appear in the second term of Equation 1.1, depicting

the hopping of species between different ice mantles’ sites, are also described

by Arrhenius equations assuming diffusion barrier as a fraction (0.3-0.5) of

the binding energy53. Thus, the binding energy of a species is a quite impor-

tant parameter that controls - directly and indirectly - the chemical behavior

of interstellar species.

Unfortunately, one of the main problems in the kinetic modelling descrip-

tion of reaction networks is the lack of appropriate laboratory data of binding

energies and desorption efficiencies on different interstellar ices. Binding
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energies can be experimentally measured using Temperature Programmed

Desorption (TPD). This kind of experiments are performed under ultra-high-

vacuum conditions (∼ 10−9 mbar): depositing a certain amount of species

on a substrate at very low temperature and increasing the temperature in a

linear manner until desorption happens. Monitor of the desorption behavior

and analysis of the volatiles allow to estimate the residency time and derive

the binding energy. However, current facilities are affected by sensitivity

problems in the identification of volatiles with the same mass and by the in-

capability to study radical species58. It is, then, necessary to complement

experimental studies with theoretical computations. It is worth pointing out

that the accuracy of theoretical calculations is paramount since the desorption

rate constant, kdes, depends exponentially on the binding energy, therefore un-

certainties on its value might have a dramatic effect on the models59.

The efforts to obtain a binding energy extensive catalogue for small mole-

cules on ice surfaces have been so far limited to Density Functional Theory

(DFT) calculations on small water clusters (up to 6 molecules,37,44, Figure

1.2a) or interaction with water monomer by linear semi-empirical models38.

However, as previously said, a more reasonable choice for theoretical de-

scription of interstellar grain is ASW, and the aforementioned works did not

capture the complete statistical nature of the adsorption of molecules. Re-

cently, there have been efforts to consider more sophisticated surface models
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presenting a variety of sites available for the adsorbate to bind to the surface.

Among them, Shimonishi et al. [43] proposed to use a a medium size amor-

phous surface model (Figure 1.2e), in order to provide a sets of values for

C, N and O atoms. In addition, several reactivity studies have been carried

out by using a QM/MM ASW simulated surface, including binding sites and

binding energies analysis39,60,61 (Figure 1.2b).

The most complete study thus far41, provided binding energy of 21 molecules

and atoms, using a slab of ASW with periodic boundary conditions (Figure

1.2d), considering up to eight binding sites per molecule. More recently, a

ONIOM QM/QM hybrid method has been used to compute a set of 8-10

binding energies of several small species, including radicals62,63.

The few available experiments on ASW surfaces show that the molecules

interact with grains in different ways depending on the available type of

sites57,64. Some sites are more suitable for strong interactions and are usually

the first to be populated, while “peak” sites (as opposed to “valley” sites) pro-

duce weaker interactions. Thus, the capability of molecules to remain bound

onto the surface is determined by the distribution of their binding energies.

According to experimental34,35 and theoretical36 findings, these binding en-

ergy distributions resemble a Gaussian function, suggesting the need to re-

consider the treatment of binding energy values in astrochemical models as

well as in interstellar surface reactivity studies.
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In a new so-called multi-binding approach, the binding energy average

value for a certain species, normally included in kinetic models, is substituted

by a binding energy Gaussian distribution. The possible impact of the new

multi-binding approach in terms of kinetic study, has been recently presented

by Grassi et al. [65]. Their results shown that considering a larger variety of

binding sites with corresponding binding energy, allowed to more accurately

estimate the amount of desorbed species. This is due to the fact that the new

approach enables a (weighted) incorporation of sites where molecules stay

on the ice for longer times, due to their greater binding energy, which were

commonly excluded in the average binding energy value approach.

The multi-binding approach also represents a novel paradigm for the study

of surface reactions. Taking into account a variegate set of sites on the ice

where molecules are tightly or loosely bound corresponds to a more realistic

census of possible reactive configurations. Strongly bound molecules with

higher residence time onto the grain surface, - that usually corresponds to

poor or no reactivity at all - would become available for reacting with loosely

bound molecules that can diffuse more easily, even at dark cloud tempera-

tures. In summary, surface reactivity is expected to be determined by the

two extreme situations represented by the wings of the binding energy distri-

bution: molecules very energetically bound and with low mobility, and vice

versa, hence the pivotal importance of accurately predicting the ’entire’ shape

of the binding energy distribution, in order to constrain the uncertainties. As
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mentioned above, a database of accurate binding energies distributions of im-

portant small and medium size interstellar species is, so far, lacking.

Lastly, the new multi-binding approach is meant to disclose the effect of

the ice morphology on a certain reaction mechanism, clarifying the efficiency

of the catalytic role exerts by the surface in a varied set of reactive sites with

different characteristics, as offered by realistic ASW ice models.

1.1.4 Synthesis of glycine under interstellar conditions

The origin of amino acids within the prebiotic chemistry of early Earth is

a subject of long-standing fascination. While a plethora of amino acid precur-

sors has been discovered within the dense regions of the ISM, the quest for

the amino acids themselves has yielded no success so far. Glycine is the sim-

plest achiral amino acid, starting from it, numerous chemical reactions lead to

more complex amino acids66. As mentioned above, glycine has been discov-

ered in the solar system most pristine bodies, such as meteorites that landed

on Earth27,67 and also by ground based and in situ survey of comets68. The

presence of glycine in the interstellar medium is still controversial69–72 and

to date its search has been the object of the largest number of investigations

ever made for any prebiotic molecule73.

Whether glycine can be formed under the harsh conditions of dense clouds,

is also still to answer. As mentioned above, such complex molecules are dif-

ficult to produce and, additionally, they are challenging to identify unambi-
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guously1,74. The majority of interstellar complex molecules have been de-

tected by radio astronomical means, and by infrared, visible and ultravio-

let spectroscopy in minor part, in particular for molecules with no rotational

spectrum. A purportedly successful detection of glycine69, which was later

refuted70, focused on three hot-core sources. Those regions present large

abundance of complex molecules, which is a challenge for the detection, as

such compounds have many rotational transitions, resulting in frequent over-

lap of spectral features. Besides, complex molecules are generally less abun-

dant than smaller ones and often have greater moments of inertia, resulting

in a higher number of rotational energy levels populated at a given tempera-

ture. Even if a complex molecule were as abundant as a simpler one, it would

still be harder to detect, due to its less favorable partition function. In fact,

the line intensity would be spread over more lines and across a narrower fre-

quency range, causing a significant drop in maximum intensity, even at the

same number densities. Lastly, for species adsorbed on dust grains, spec-

troscopic detection is much more difficult than in the gas-phase because the

spectral features in solid-phase are broader and not very distinctive2,74. Ad-

ditional possible obstacles to glycine detection is the fact that it is the least

stable of the three common isomers of the same generic formula, therefore,

in light of the ’minimum energy principle’73, it might also be the least abun-

dant one. However, ISM chemistry is not under thermodynamic control3, and

noticeable exceptions exists to such principle.
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Regarding the synthesis of interstellar glycine, several gas-phase forma-

tion routes have been explored theoretically. Those studies involved mainly

radical-radical coupling75–77 and ion-molecule associations78–81, and revealed

high activation barriers, reinforcing the hypothesis that glycine, as many large

interstellar species, is more likely attained on the icy-surface of dust grains.

Among the surface reaction pathways, the most exploited is the Strecker syn-

thesis, for historical reasons. It was inadvertently discovered in 185082 and

represented the first successful demonstration of the laboratory synthesis of

amino acids. It is assumed to have taken place in solution in the oceans of the

primordial Earth, as well as in “aqueous alterations” of meteorites precursor.

This last hypothesis embraces the interstellar-parent body scenario that views

meteorites as deriving from objects like asteroids, comets or moons. Such

bodies might have underwent physico-chemical transformations resulting in

the melting of part of the water ice coating. That would allow liquid-phase

organic reactions, like the ones associated to the Strecker synthesis, to take

place on the lower layers of the remaining ice mantle of the parent body or

in its interior, in case of porous materials such as comets83. The generated

amino acids therefore might have stayed inside of the newly formed mete-

orite, shielded by radiation, until landing on Earth.

The entire Strecker synthesis of glycine has been successfully carried out

in laboratory under simulated interstellar conditions, in various experimen-

tal settings84–87. Such experiments are typically performed on interstellar ice
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analogs: the reactants are deposited at very low temperature on a substrate

and the reaction takes place via UV photolysis followed by thermal pro-

cessing of the irradiated ice. Final hydrolysis of the residue obtained yields

glycine along with other amino acids.

The synthesis has also been studied theoretically in an extensive way (lit-

erature sources are provided in Table1.1, along with details about the syn-

thesis mechanism). However, the synthesis is composed of a rather long

sequence of neutral-neutral reactions, which typically have large activation

barrier both in gas and solid phase, limiting its feasibility to some specific

ISM environments.

Alternative surface reaction pathways based on neutral-neutral interac-

tions of small molecules such as CO, HCN and NHCH2 have been studied

theoretically88–91, although they resulted to be not viable at low tempera-

ture, as well. Recently, new non-energetic pathways expected to be suitable

to efficiently synthesize glycine in cold cloud environments have been pro-

posed. Krasnokutski et al. [92] carried out laboratory experiments based.

on a mechanism initiated by addition of C atoms to NH3, followed by reac-

tion with CO. Carrying the reaction in liquid helium droplets at 10 K yielded

glycine92, while species co-deposition on a cold substrate followed by pre-

cursors condensation yielded a glycine polimer93,94. Although the novel hy-

pothesis of producing various length peptides bypassing the stage of amino

acids synthesis, is fairly intriguing, the experiment required external source
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of energy. The system has been subjected to temperature increase, and the

peptide bond formation has been estimated to take place reaching 100-120

K. Furthermore, theoretical studies of such C-addition reaction mechanisms

have shown that, despite the chemisorption of excited state C atoms onto

NH3-92 or H2O-rich ices95 is effectively barrierless, the following steps of

glycine and poly-glycine synthesis are not. The authors suggested that in the

dense cloud environments, the required energy surplus might have been pro-

vided non-thermally, thanks to the exothermicity of the previous steps, or by

alterations in the conditions of the reactive site due to cosmic rays impact.

A last and, perhaps, unique actual non-energetic synthesis has been pro-

posed by Ioppolo et al. [96]. They carried out laboratory experiments based

on substrate co-deposit of simple precursor species (CO:NH2CH3:O2:H =

3:1:2:40) at 13 K. The reaction proceeds via a chain process of in situ radical

formations and subsequent hydrogen abstractions, and glycine is ultimately

obtained by radical coupling reactions. This promising mechanism is proba-

bly hitherto the most viable route to glycine in the ISM cold regions.

1.1.4.1 The Strecker Synthesis

The overall general reaction sequence takes into account a carbonyl com-

pound, ammonia (NH3) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN):
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R1C(O)R2 +NH3 +HCN+H2O → R1CR2(NH2)COOH+NH3 (1.3)

Where R1 and R2 may be either a proton or various substituted or non-

substituted alkyl chains. In the case of glycine, the aldehyde that starts the

synthesis is formaldehyde (H2CO). The synthesis is comprised of 4 steps,

summarized in Table 1.1 along with details of the reaction mechanism.

Table 1.1: Steps of the Strecker synthesis of glycine. The reaction starts with the
nucleophilic addition (1.) of ammonia to a carbonyl compound yielding the amino
alcohol, followed by its dehydration (2.) to give a imine. Nucleophilic addition (3.)
of the imine to a cyanide species provides the nitrile. Glycine is obtained through
two consecutive nitrile hydrolysis (4.). Column 2 and 3 reports theoretical studies
carried out for each step.

# Step Literature studies
gas-phase ice model

1. H2CO + NH3 −−→ NH2CH2OH 97–101 97,98,100,102,103

2. NH2CH2OH −−→ NHCH2 + H2O 98,100 100

3. NHCH2 + HCN −−→ NH2CH2CN 98,104 98,104,105

4. NH2CH2CN + 2H2O −−→ NH2CH2COOH + NH3
98 98

One of the reasons that made the Strecker synthesis so appealing for the

astrochemical community over the years, is the fact that all the participant

species have been detected in the dense regions of the ISM106–110, ranging

from dark clouds to warmer environments showing large abundances111,112

(density of the order of 10−4 cm−3), which underlines their importance to

interstellar chemistry113. Most of the intermediates compounds in the syn-
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thesis have been detected as well111,114,115, apart from the first step inter-

mediate,aminomethanol. The presence of aminomethanol in the interstellar

medium is object of debate102,116–118. This species belongs to the class of

molecular compounds called hemiaminals, which contain a amino and a hy-

droxyl groups bound to the same carbon. Hemiaminals obtained from pri-

mary amines are generally considered unstable99 and the amino alcohol in

the Strecker synthesis is normally treated as a short lived intermediate sub-

ject to water elimination in order to provide the imine product. However,

the aminomethanol has been successfully formed in a seminal work119 using

ice-analogs with a 10 K mixture of H2O:NH3:H2CO, co-deposited on a cold

surface, subsequently warmed up, but the identification of the reaction prod-

uct was considered ambiguous. The experiment has been repeated by Bossa

et al. [116], confirming the result and estimating the aminomethanol forma-

tion to take place between 80 and 100 K. Recently, the aminomethanol has

been prepared also starting from different precursors (CH3NH2 and O2), upon

exposure to energetic electrons117. All the mentioned experimental works

confirmed the hypothesis that aminomethanol can be formed in dense cloud

conditions under the influence of some energy source, hinting that the major

reasons behind the lack of detection are identification difficulties. In fact, the

aminomethanol has strong absorption features that, in astronomical spectra,

are blended with water and silicate bands. The remaining bands fall in re-

gions where several other organic compounds adsorb. However, an important
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aspect of the aforementioned work116, has been attempting to constrain the

contribution of aminomethanol to the astronomical spectra of different dense

regions. They took into account the astronomical ice surveys of a dark cloud

and two star forming regions and compared them to the experimental spec-

tra provided in their work. The experimental aminomethanol ice displayed

major similarities with the highly-processed ice of active star forming re-

gions rather than the more pristine ice of the quiescent dark cloud. The result

is in agreement with a proposed purely thermal synthesis, hinting that the

aminomethanol should be formed and detectable in warmer environments,

such as hot cores of star forming regions. The work116 also provided the

first experimental result for the desorption energy of the aminomethanol. The

value (of about 14 kcal/mol) is larger than previous estimations37,38 for the

other reactants, suggesting that the aminomethanol might reside on the in-

terstellar ice surface. In light of these considerations and unlike previous

studies120, stage 1. and 2. of the Strecker synthesis of glycine will be hence-

forth assumed to be distinct and non necessarily consequential.

Each stage of the synthesis has been simulated in gas-phase and also

adopting ice surface models of various kind; previous studies are listed in

Table1.1. The surface models vary from minimal water clusters ranging from

dimer to pentamer97,100,102,103,105 to medium size clusters of 9-12 molecules103

to the most complex 18-water molecules crystalline model98. Some studies
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also included a isodensity-surface polarizable continuum model (PCM) to in-

clude solvation effects97,103,104. Overall the presence of the ice surface lowers

the activation barrier of all the processes, although the second and forth stages

present large activation energies (more than 30 kcal/mol).

Catalytic effects due to external agents such as water molecules is well

known121,122. The effect of the surface water molecules is twofold: on the re-

action site geometry and on the electrostatic properties of the reactants. Hav-

ing the reactants coordinated to a third body (the surface) facilitates the en-

counter and the structural changes that precede the transition state electronic

rearrangement (i.e. helping in reaching the activated complex), thus diminish-

ing the activation energy. Moreover, in all the Strecker synthesis simulation

on the ice surface, the steps that involve proton transfer processes are assumed

to take place via a water-assisted concerted mechanism called proton-relay.

Such catalytic arrangement, previously proposed theoretically in astrophysi-

cal context123, considers the explicit participation of water molecules as me-

diators in the proton transfer, through the establishment of a ring structure

that connects the reactants. The result is that the icy-surface allows for the

easier proton-transfer between the adsorbed molecules.

The variability of the substrate ice models is reflected in considerable

uncertainty in the barrier heights, suggesting the need for a comprehensive

approach to estimate the catalytic role of water in a ASW surface. Besides,

the use of a more elaborate amorphous surface model would provide a better
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description of the reactive sites.

In conclusion, the Strecker synthesis of glycine appears to be a suitable

case of study to apply the multi-binding approach, in order to explore the con-

sequences of the new paradigm in terms of adsorption properties and reaction

mechanisms under interstellar conditions.
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1.2 Hypothesis and Objectives

Hypothesis

The surface morphology of amorphous solid water (ASW) models, con-

structed using ab initio molecular dynamics simulations and quantum chem-

istry methods, affects the physicochemical processes that take place on in-

terstellar ice mantles, such as desorption of small molecules and chemical

reactions.

General Objective

Calculate binding energy distributions of astro-relevant molecules, in-

cluding prebiotic precursors, adsorbed on ASW models. Use the distributions

as a starting point in the study of reactions associated with a Strecker-type

synthesis of glycine, within a multi-binding approach, taking into account

surfaces with different morphological characteristics and compositions.
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Specific objectives

1. Modelling homogeneous and porous surfaces of ASW using ab initio

molecular dynamics techniques. The appropriate porous size will allow

the study of the stabilizing effect of water molecules on the reactions of

interest

2. Identification of the binding sites of the molecules involved in each step

of the Strecker synthesis of glycine on the ice model, and evaluate the

binding energies. Building of a binding energy distributions database of

small molecules present in the ISM

3. Calculation of each stage of the Strecker synthesis with high-level wave

function based methods, using a 2-water molecules cluster, to benchmark

stationary point energies and geometry of various DFT methods

4. Identification of the most suitable binding sites on the ice model, taking

into account several initial situations for the adsorbed species and calcu-

lation of the reaction pathways using the surface model. For each step,

the stationary points along the reaction will be characterized in terms of

geometry, energy and zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE)

5. Assess the effect of using a ice mixture (H2O:NH3 = 2.5:1) surface on

the reactions of interest
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2. Methods

The chapter illustrates the theoretical and computational methods used in

this thesis.

2.1 Electronic Structure Methods

The postulates and theorems of quantum mechanics serve as the foun-

dational framework for predicting observable chemical properties from first

principles124–128. The state (wavefunction) of a quantum mechanical system

is represented by a vector (|Ψ ⟩) in the Hilbert space and every observable -

quantity of interest - attributed to it is described by an hermitian linear opera-

tor. The only possible result of the measurement of a certain observable A on

a state is one of the eigenvalues of the corresponding operator (Â), the prob-

ability of which is given by the Born rule, being |⟨an|Ψ⟩|2, in the simplest

case, for an eigenstate an. Nevertheless, immediately after the measurement

yielded an, the state of the system is postulated to "collapse" to the normal-

ized eigenstate |an⟩, hence the probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics.
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The states evolve in time according to:

ĤΨ(x, t) = ih̄
∂Ψ(x, t)

∂ t
(2.1)

where H is the observable Hamiltonian and corresponds to the total energy

of the system. For most systems, H does not contain time explicitly, there-

fore a separation of variables is applicable, yielding the time-independent not

relativistic Schrödinger equation:

Ĥ(r)Ψ(r) = E(r)Ψ(r) (2.2)

The probability density |Ψ(r)|2 and the energy of states that are solution of

Equation 2.2 are independent of time, thus they are denominated stationary-

states wave functions and are of central importance in chemistry. The Hamil-

tonian operator for a system of M nuclei and N electrons is given by a sum of

kinetic and potential energy operators:

Ĥ =−
N

∑
i=2

1
2

∇
2
i −

M

∑
A=1

1
2MA

∇
2
A−

N

∑
i=1

M

∑
A=1

ZA

riA
+

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j>1

1
ri j

+
M

∑
A=1

M

∑
B>A

ZAZB

RAB
(2.3)

where summations over i and j run over electrons, and summations over A

and B run over nuclei; ri j, riA, and RAB denote electron-electron, electron-

nuclei, and internuclear distances; MA is the ratio of the mass of nucleus A to

the mass of an electron, and ZA is the atomic number of A.
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In order to find approximate solutions of Equation 2.2, quantum chemistry

resorts to some approximation, the central one is the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation129, that stems from the assumption that the nuclei are station-

ary from the electronic point of view, due to the considerable difference in

mass between the particles. That corresponds to neglecting the second term

of Equation 2.3 and consider the last a constant. The remaining terms are

called the electronic Hamiltonian, Ĥe, so that the resulting electronic wave

function, Ee, describes the motions of electrons and depends only parametri-

cally on the nuclear coordinates:

Ψe = Ψe({ri};{RA})

Ee = Ee({RA})
(2.4)

Solving the electronic problem for a large set of nuclear coordinates would

provide the total energy, Etot , (that also includes the constant nuclear repul-

sion), in the form of a parametric hypersurface - potential energy surface

(PES) - upon which the nuclei move.:

Etot = Ee({RA})+
M

∑
A=1

M

∑
B>A

ZAZB

RAB
(2.5)

If such solutions are generated without reference to experimental data, the

methods are usually called ab initio (latin for “from the beginning”).
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2.1.1 Independent-particle models

The dynamics of a many-electron system is very complex. However, a

significant simplification, conceptually and computationally, can be achieved

by employing independent-particle models, where the motion of one electron

is treated as if it is unaffected by the presence of others. In the Hartree-

Fock (HF) approximation, this is realized by averaging out the interactions

between the particles. The resulting one-particle solutions pave the way for

more advanced computational methods.

In the HF model, each electron is described by an orbital χi, and the to-

tal wave function is a product of orbitals. As electrons are indistinguishable

fermions, the wave function must be antisymmetric. This is achieved by ar-

ranging the orbitals in a Slater determinant:

|Ψ0 = |χ1χ2 · · ·χN⟩ (2.6)

which refers to the ground state of a N-electron system. The best set of or-

bitals is determined according to the variational principle, i.e. it corresponds

to the wave function that gives the lowest energy:

E0 = ⟨Ψ0|Ĥ|Ψ0⟩ (2.7)

Minimizing E0 with respect to the choice of orbitals provides one-electrons
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HF equations:

f (i)χ(xi) = εχ(xi) (2.8)

f (i) =−1
2

∇
2
i −

M

∑
A=1

ZA

r1A
+ vHF(i) = h(i)+ vHF(i) (2.9)

where f (i) is the one-electron Fock operator that incorporates the average

electron– electron repulsion potential vHF(i). As the HF potential experi-

enced by a certain electron, is created by other electrons, each described

by their orbital, the HF equations depends on their own solutions and the

model requires an iterative solution procedure known as the self-consistent

field (SCF). When spin orbitals are expanded using basis functions, the HF

equations become a matrix eigenvalue problem. A larger and more compete

basis set allows for greater flexibility in expanding spin orbitals and lower

energy expectation values, approaching the Hartree-Fock limit.

The HF model serves as a starting point that can be improved by adding

further approximations (leading to semi-empirical methods), or including

more determinants in the wavefunction description (multi-determinant meth-

ods). The latter takes into account electron correlation and, while compu-

tationally more expensive than HF, can produce results that progressively

converge towards the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation. The next

section illustrates the primary approaches for incorporating electron correla-

tion into the wavefunction.
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2.1.2 Post Hartree-Fock methods

There are three widely used approaches to the accurate inclusion of elec-

tron correlation in molecular applications128,130–133. These are configuration

interaction134, finite order many-body perturbation theory135 and coupled-

cluster methods131,132,136.

In the configuration interaction (CI) ansatz, the N-electron system wave-

function may be written as:

ΨCI = Ψ0 +∑
n

Ĉn|Ψ0⟩ (2.10)

where Cn is an excitation operator that introduces n-times excited configu-

rations with respect to Ψ0 (Hartree-Fock ground state reference) into the CI

wavefunction, hence the name configuration interaction. The coefficients of

N-electron expansion basis are determined variationally in order to give:

ECI = ⟨ΨCI|Ĥ|ΨCI⟩ (2.11)

The lowest eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian matrix represents the exact non-

relativistic ground state energy of the system, within the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation. The correlation energy therefore is the difference between

this exact energy and the Hartree-Fock energy for a given basis set.

When all excitation levels, up to the number of electrons, are included, the
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result is denominated full CI. The full CI has several attractive properties. It

offers the best possible upper bound to the exact energy in a chosen basis

set; it is invariant to any transformation among the orbitals; and for sepa-

rated molecules A and B it has the size-extensive property that ECI(AB) =

EfullCI(A) +EfullCI(B) for a non-interacting system. A full CI is infeasible

for any but the simplest problems; in practice the expansion is truncated to a

certain number of excited configurations, typically including only singly and

doubly excited determinants (CISD). This method constitutes an improve-

ment over the HF result as - for medium-size molecules and basis sets - it

typically recovers 80–90% of the available correlation energy.

An alternative approach is offered by finite order many-body perturbation

theory (MBPT). The idea in MBPT is partitioning the total Hamiltonian of the

system into two pieces: a reference (Ĥ0), which has known eigenfuntions and

eigenvalues, and a perturbation (Ĥ ′). The exact energy is then expressed as

a sum of contributions of increasing complexity. EMBPT is size-extensive to

any-order perturbation theory but it is not variational. Furthermore, it has

the deficiency of being of finite order, as all types of corrections to the refer-

ence wavefunction are added up to a given order. Infinite-order methods, on

the other hand, have advantages in stability and invariance properties. The

most popular MBPT method is Møller–Plesset137 perturbation at the second

order (MP2), where the reference Hamiltonian is taken as sum of Fock op-
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erators (Equation 2.9). The inability of truncated CI to be size extensive, is

closely associated with the poor convergence of the method toward the full

CI limit. CI calculations demonstrated that, even though the effect of dou-

ble excitations is always dominant, the second most important contribution is

usually the quadruple excitations (rather than triple ones). This reflects the

fact138 that two types of quadruple excitation contributions are possible: the

simultaneous interaction of four electrons (referred to as “connected”) and

two simultaneous interactions of two electrons (or “disconnected”). The lat-

ter is largely the most frequent (physically, this means that two simultaneous

two-body interactions occur far more frequently than a true four-body inter-

action) and, thus, more important to the energy. Since these disconnected

terms are fundamentally simple, their contribution simply being related to

the double-excitation CI coefficients, this part of the quadruple effect can be

included in a direct manner. By including these types of terms in a correlation

model, convergence to the full CI limit should be better than in the truncated

CI model. This procedure provides the basis for various pair theories, partic-

ularly within the framework of the coupled cluster (CC) approach, and allows

to include parts of higher-excitations without the difficulties that are present

in CI.

The CC Ansatz includes disconnected pair correlation by means of a ex-

ponential operator of the sum of connected pair excitations (T) such that the
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wavefunction can be expressed as eT|Ψ0⟩ with the product terms in the expan-

sion of the exponential operator representing the disconnected part. Hence,

an alternative to the order-by-order expansion in Ĥ ′ of MBPT is to employ

the exponential ansatz for the wavefunction:

|ΨCC⟩= eT|Ψ0⟩ (2.12)

building in approximations by restricting T to categories of electron cluster

operators, Tn. In a way, CC theory can be considered a more general infinite-

order extension of MBPT, since it includes all corrections of a given type up

to infinite order. Once |ΨCC⟩ is known, the energy may be obtained from:

ECC = ⟨ΨCC|Ĥ|ΨCC⟩ (2.13)

Analogously to the excitation operator Ĉ, the cluster operator T can be de-

composed into its one-electron, two-electron, and higher order cluster terms:

T = T1 +T2 + · · ·+Tn (2.14)

The amplitudes (coefficients) of the Tn operator can be related to those of Cn

in CI, where necessarily:

ΨfullCI = ΨCC (2.15)

This implies a very important feature of coupled-cluster theory. Namely,
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categories of CI excitations are further decomposed into clusters and their

disconnected products. Since it is far easier to evaluate contributions from

products of lower-order cluster operators that sum to n, CC theory offers a

way to evaluate most of the contributions of higher-excitations while explic-

itly considering only relatively low n-values. The other primary advantage

is that CC methods are size-extensive, as required by the exponential form

of the wavefunction. Typically, both single and double excitations are in-

cluded (CCSD), while the inclusion of connected triple excitations is compu-

tationally not affordable for most of the systems. A common approach is the

so-called CCSD(T) method, which estimates the effect of the triples using

perturbation theory, and includes a singles/triples coupling term139,140. The

CCSD(T) model’s remarkable effectiveness in the majority of cases has es-

tablished it as the de facto gold standard for single-reference calculations.

The convergence of the electron correlation energy with respect to the in-

crease of basis set size is extremely slow. A way to improve it is by including

terms into the wave function that depend explicitly on the interelectronic dis-

tances (explicitly correlated methods or F12 theory141). The general Ansatz

for closed-shell CCSD(T)-F12 wave functions employs excitation operators

that include, apart from the conventional singles and doubles amplitudes, ad-

ditional amplitudes relative to a complete orbital basis set. The additional
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amplitudes include a correlation factor F̂12, taken to be a Slater function:

F(r12) = exp(−β r12) (2.16)

where r12 is the interelectronic distance and β is a coefficient to be optimized.

The optimum value of β varies for different molecules and basis sets: for the

aug-cc-pVTZ basis, it ranges between 1.1a0
−1 for pure hydrocarbons and

1.5a0
−1 for molecules containing mainly oxygen atoms.

CCSD(T)-F12 has shown remarkably good performance for geometries of

non-covalent interaction systems142, which makes it especially suitable to

optimize the model systems in study, namely, small molecules bound to min-

imal water clusters.
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2.1.3 Density Functional Methods

Density Functional Theory (DFT) in the Kohn–Sham version can be con-

sidered as an improvement on HF theory, as it incorporates the many-body

effects of electron correlation by means of a function that depends on the

electron density143,144.

The first Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem145 states that the electron den-

sity, ρ(r), determines the external (i.e., due to the nuclei) potential, Vext(r)

as well as it determines N, the total number of electrons, via its normaliza-

tion. Since Vext(r) (and N) determines the molecular Hamiltonian (Equation

2.3), ρ(r) ultimately determines the system’s energy, E. Energy - as all other

system’s electronic properties - can be expressed as functional of the density:

E = EV [ρ]. The theorem states in fact that ρ(r) corresponds to a specific and

unique system (or electrons and nuclei). The second HK theorem provides

a variational ansatz for obtaining ρ(r), as the density that minimizes EV [ρ].

The following is the DFT analogue of Schrödinger’s time-independent equa-

tion:

Vext(r)+
δFHK

δρ(r)
= Λ (2.17)

where Λ is the Lagrangian multiplier and FHK is the Hohenberg-Kohn func-

tional:

EV [ρ] =
∫

ρ(r)Vext(r)dr+FHK[ρ] (2.18)
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Where the first term is the potential energy due to the nuclei-electron at-

traction, and depend on the actual system, and FHK which is universal (i.e.

independent of N, and nuclear coordinate or charge) and contains the elec-

tronic kinetic energy functional, T [ρ] and the electron-electron interaction

functional, Vee[ρ]:

FHK[ρ] = T [ρ]+Vee[ρ] (2.19)

The practical treatment of Equation 2.17 was provided by Kohn and Sham146

(KS), who in analogy with HF theory, introduced the concept of orbitals.

Their starting point was a N-electron non-interacting reference system with a

certain Hamiltonian:

Ĥref =
N

∑
i

href,i (2.20)

and corresponding orbitals Ψi, eigenfunctions of the one-electron operator in

Equation 2.20. Assuming that the reference system shares the same electron

density as the real (interacting) system, such density can be written as:

ρref =
N

∑
i
|Ψi|2 (2.21)

therefore, HK functional in Equation 2.19 is further factorized as:

FHK[ρ] = Tref[ρ]+ J[ρ]+EXC[ρ] (2.22)

where Tref[ρ] represents the kinetic energy functional of the reference system,
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J[ρ] representing the classical Coulombic interaction energy and a last term

EXC[ρ] (the exchange correlation energy, containing the difference between

the exact kinetic energy and Tref[ρ], the nonclassical part of Vee, and the self-

interaction correction of J). Finally, the Euler equation 2.17 can be rewritten

as:

Λ =Veff(r)+
δTref

δρ
(2.23)

which refers to a non-interacting N-electron system, with electrons being sub-

jected to an external effective potential, Veff(r). Thus, for a given Veff(r), the

molecular orbitals Ψi should satisfy the KS equations:

(−1
2

∇
2 +Veff(r))Ψi = εiΨi (2.24)

as well as the orthonormality condition. Moreover, a variational choice of the

orbitals yield the lowest energy for a given density.

The energy of the interacting system, written in terms of the separation de-

scribed previously and highlighting the dependence on the orbitals, therefore
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is:

EV [ρ] =
∫

ρ(r)Vext(r)dr+Tref[ρ]+ J[ρ]+EXC[ρ]

=
N

∑
i

∫ M

∑
A

ZA

r1A
|Ψi(r1)|2dr1 −

1
2

N

∑
i
⟨Ψi|∇2|Ψi⟩

+
1
2

N

∑
i

N

∑
j

∫ ∫
|Ψi(r1)|2

1
r12

|Ψi(r2)|2dr1dr2

+EXC[ρ]

(2.25)

The KS equations are one-electron equations, just as the HF equations, and

have to be solved iteratively. But unlike the Hartree-Fock model, where the

approximation is introduced right from the start (the wave function is as-

sumed to be a single Slater determinant, which can never deliver the true

solution) the KS approach is in principle exact. The electron correlation is

accounted for in the effective potential, namely in a term called exchange

correlation potential, VXC(r), which is defined as:

VXC =
δEXC

δρ(r)
(2.26)

The approximation only enters KS theory when we have to decide on an ex-

plicit form of the unknown functional for the exchange-correlation energy

EXC and the corresponding potential VXC. The main disadvantage of DFT

is that there is no systematic approach to improving the results towards the

exact solution. Therefore, the quality of DFT calculation rests on the qual-
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ity of the approximation used for EXC. The simplest approach is the Lo-

cal Density Approximation (LDA)147, where the density is locally treated

as a uniform electron gas - that largely overestimates the electron correla-

tion. Significant improvements are given by Generalized Gradient Approx-

imation (GGA)148,149 methods, that consider the exchange and correlation

energies to be dependent not only on the density but also on derivatives of the

density. Very popular examples of this class are LYP (Lee-Yang-Parr)150,

PW86 (Perdew–Wang 1986)151, PW91 (Perdew–Wang 1991)152 and PBE

(Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof)149. The logical extension of GGA methods is

to allow the exchange and correlation functionals to depend on higher or-

der derivatives of the electron density, or to the orbital kinetic energy den-

sity, leading to to the so-called Meta-GGA functionals153. Among them,

TPSS (Tao–Perdew–Staroverov–Scuseria)154 can be considered as the next

improvement over the PBE functional. Another class of XC-functionals are

the Hybrid-GGA methods, that include a fraction of the exact exchange given

by HF theory. Those methods also include parameters determined by fitting

to experimental data; the most common are Becke 3-parameter functional

methods155, especially B3LYP and B3PW91 (both augmented with 20 % of

exact exchange). Popular examples also are PBE0156(the improved version

of PBE, augmented with 25% of exact exchange) and TPSSh157(TPSS aug-

mented with 10% exact exchange). One last important class is the long-range

corrected (LC) hybrid density functionals158. Those methods resolve qual-
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itatively the self-interaction errors employing 100% Hartree–Fock exchange

for long-range electron–electron interactions. LC methods are obtained via

a systematic optimization procedure using a certain number of parameters.

One example is ωB97X functional159, where a extra parameter is added, cor-

responding to an adjustable fraction of short-range exact exchange.

2.1.4 Ab initio molecular dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD)160 is a widely-used method for studying chem-

ical processes in condensed phases. It involves numerically solving classical

Newtonian equations of motion for a system from a predefined initial state

while considering specific boundary conditions. The accuracy of MD cal-

culations heavily relies on the method used to specify forces acting on the

system. In many cases, forces are determined using an empirical model or

"force field," which has been highly successful in various applications, span-

ning from simple liquids and solids to complex systems like polymers and

biological substances.

However, most force fields lack consideration of electronic polarization

effects161,162 and have limited capacity to address chemical reactivity163, ne-

cessitating the use of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) methods162,164–166.

In an AIMD calculation, finite-temperature dynamical trajectories are gener-

ated by using forces obtained directly from electronic structure calculations

performed “on the fly” as the simulation proceeds. Thus, AIMD permits
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chemical bond breaking and forming events to occur and accounts for elec-

tronic polarization effect164. In its most ideal form - also called Born–Oppen-

heimer MD (BOMD) - a AIMD calculation for a system composed of M nu-

clei and N electrons, relies on three principles: that the Born–Oppenheimer

and the adiabatic approximations are valid, and that the dynamics of the nu-

clei can be treated semi-classically on the ground-state electronic surface

(Ψ0). Among them, the Born–Oppenheimer approximation has been men-

tioned above (Section 2.1), while the adiabatic approximation167, assumes

that the electronic wave functions adapt quasi-instantaneously to a variation

of the nuclear configuration and it is justified by the fact that the electrons are

much lighter than the nucleus. The last approximation implies that the nuclei

follow a Newton equation whose potential is determined by the Ehrenfest

theorem:

MAR̈A(t) =−∇A⟨Ĥe⟩Ψe (2.27)

where it appears the aforementioned electronic Hamiltonian and wave func-

tion (Equation 2.4). BOMD is characterised by a Lagrangian which is defined

as the difference between the kinetic and the potential nuclear energy (first

and second terms, respectively):

LBO =
1
2 ∑

A
MAṘ2

A −⟨Ψ0|Ĥe|Ψ0⟩+∑
i, j

Λi j(⟨ψi|ψ j⟩−δi j) (2.28)
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the last term is a Lagrange function which ensures the orthogonality condition

of the orbitals, as is not preserved by the stationary Schrödinger equation over

time. The equations of motion associated with Equation 2.28 are obtained

from the Euler–Lagrange equations, separately for the nuclear and electronic

degrees of freedom:

MAR̈A(t) =−∇Amin
Ψ

⟨Ψ0|Ĥe|Ψ0⟩

Ĥeψi(r) = ∑
j

Λi jψi(r)
(2.29)

Kohn–Sham formulation (Kohn–Sham MD) introduces a further approxima-

tion in order to reduce the complexity of the electronic Hamiltonian, replacing

Ehrenfest term in the nuclear part of Equation 2.29 by the KS energy:

min
Ψ0

⟨Ψ0|Ĥe|Ψ0⟩= min
Ψ

EKS[ρ] (2.30)

So basically, Equation 2.29 is integrated numerically by using a symplectic

integrator, and, at each timestep, the forces are computed by minimizing the

KS energy functional (Equation 2.25) at the present nuclear configuration.
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2.2 Gaussian Moments Neural Network

Machine learning techniques can provide a efficient approximation of the

PES of a system as they allow a direct mapping of atomic positions and nu-

clear charges with almost ab initio accuracy and the computational efficiency

of empirical potentials. Moreover, machine learning tools can be applied to

large scale systems, when molecular dynamics simulations are currently un-

feasible. In this thesis, we adopted a recently proposed Machine Learning

Potential based on physically inspired molecular descriptors, denominated

Gaussian Moments (GM)168,169. As the used Machine Learning technique

belongs to the class of feed-forward neural networks (NN), the Potential is

referred to as GM-NN. The choice of molecular descriptor to be used as in-

put to the NN algorithm is particularly important, since the NN methodology

does not exploit any information about the physics of the problem. Advantage

of the GM is that, in addition to the structural description, it encodes the infor-

mation about the atomic species in the molecular representation. Therefore,

a single NN is trained and used for all atomic species, in contrast to using an

individual NN for each species as frequently necessary previously170. GM-

NN model is based on tensor contractions, which fulfills physical constraints

and are inspired by the molecular wave function. The main idea is splitting

the descriptor for the whole chemical system into functions which describe
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the environment of each atom individually:

φs,lx,ly,lz(r) =
xlxylyzlz

rL Φs(r) (2.31)

with r =(x, y, z) being position of a central atom. The prefactor xlxylyzlz/rL

covers the angular dependence of the function (L = lx + ly + lz, angular mo-

mentum), while the radial part is:

Φs(r) =
(

2N2
Gauss

πR2
max

)1/4

e−NGauss/R2
max(r−γs)

2
fcut(r) (2.32)

and depends on the total number NGauss of gaussian functions (each one is

centered at γs, s ranging from 1 to NGauss). and incorporates a cutoff function

fcut(r), which restricts the descriptor to the local neighborhood of the atom

and decays smoothly to zero at the cutoff radius Rmax. Those atomic functions

can be linearly combined so that the total "wave" function reads:

Ψi,L,s =
Natom

∑
j ̸=i

βZi,Z j,sφs,lx,ly,lz(ri j) =
Natom

∑
j ̸=i

βZi,Z j,sTi1,··· ,iL
1
L

Φs(ri j) (2.33)

where a Cartesian tensor Ti1,··· ,iL is introduced in order to fulfill the invari-

ances requirements of the descriptor with respect to translation, rotation, and

permutation of like atoms.The dependence on the central atom species is en-

sured via the coefficients βZi,Z j,s, which are optimized during training. The

invariant scalars obtained by contracting Ψi,L,s corresponds to the GM repre-
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sentation ρi,.... This results in the expression for the total energy:

E =
Natom

∑
i=1

NN(xi
in = {ρi, . . .}) (2.34)

The model is trained on energies and forces. Incorporating forces into the

training is pivotal, since accurate force prediction is required for geometry op-

timizations and MD simulations, furthermore, obtaining forces for all atoms

is relatively cheap, as they are calculated analytically from the total energy,

by taking the partial derivative with respect to atomic positions. Details about

the training procedure and NN quality tests are reported in Appendix Section

B.
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2.3 Transition state search and characterization,

minimum energy path

Finding and characterizing minima on the 3Natom-dimensional PES of a

system is a complex problem128. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation of

the total energy (Equation 2.5) is a continuous function of the 3Natom nuclear

coordinates E(X) where X = (X1, . . . ,X3Natom). For a given stationary point

of geometry X0, the energy can be approximated as as a second-order Taylor

expansion around a X0:

E(∆X) =
1
2
(∆X)tH(∆X) (2.35)

since the first derivative is zero and E(X0) has been chosen as zero as well.

H is the 3Natom × 3Natom Hessian matrix containing the second derivatives

of the energy with respect to the coordinates. Equation 2.35 is substituted

in the Schrödinger nuclear equation, that is then conveniently transformed to

mass-dependent coordinates by a G matrix containing the inverse square root

of atomic masses. A unitary transformation is then introduced to diagonalize

the entry wise product H ·G matrix, yielding eigenvalues εi and eigenvectors
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qi, in the vibrational normal coordinates (q−coordinate) system:

[
3Natom

∑
i=1

(
1
2

∂ 2

∂q2
i
+

1
2

εiq2
i

)]
Ψnucl = EΨnucl (2.36)

εi are related to the vibrational frequencies as:

νi =
1

2π

√
εi (2.37)

If the stationary point is a minimum on the PES (reactants, products and in-

termediates), the εi are all positive. If, however, the stationary point is a

transition state (TS), one of the eigenvalues is negative. This situation corre-

sponds to the energy being a maximum in one direction and a minimum in all

others. The frequency for the vibration along the eigenvector with a negative

eigenvalue will formally be imaginary, and such eigenvector corresponds to

the direction leading downhill from the TS towards the reactant and product,

i.e. the reaction coordinate.

There are several approaches to find TS structures, the ones adopted in

this thesis fall into the category of interpolation methods, such that the reac-

tant and product geometries are known, and that the TS is located somewhere

“between” these two end-points. The simplest of those method is usually

called coordinate driving and consists in selecting one or a few internal “reac-

tion” coordinates, that are suitable to describe the changes happening during
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the reaction (e.g. a bond distance for a bond breaking/forming reaction). The

selected coordinate is fixed at certain values, while the remaining variables

are optimized, thereby adiabatically mapping the energy as a function of the

reaction variable. If the variables choice is good, the constrained optimized

geometry with the smallest residual gradient is a good approximation to the

transition state.

Methods that operate with multiple structures or ’images’ connecting the

reactant and product, are often called chain-of-state methods. Relaxation of

the images will not only lead to the saddle point, but also to an approxima-

tion of the whole reaction path. Among them, one of the most popular is

the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB)171 method. It consists of defining a target

function (“elastic band”) as the sum of energies of all images and adding a

penalty term having the purpose of distributing the points along the path:

TNEB(R,x1, . . . ,xM,P) =
M

∑
i=1

E(xi)+
M−1

∑
i=1

1
2

k(xi+1 −xi)
2 (2.38)

where R and P represent reactants and product geometries respectively and

the spring constant k distributes the images evenly along the path.

Once the TS has been found, there are several methods to locate the re-

action path172–174. The most widespread one is tracing the Intrinsic Reac-
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tion Coordinate (IRC)175, which corresponds to the minimum energy path in

mass-weighted coordinates, from the TS to the reactant and product, and it

will allow to verify if it indeed connects the desired minima. The IRC path is

defined by the following differential equation:

dx(s)
ds

=− g
|g|

= t (2.39)

where x are the mass-weighted coordinates, s is the path length and t is the

negative normalized gradient. Determining the IRC requires solving eq. 2.39,

starting from a geometry slightly displaced from the TS, along the normal

coordinate for the imaginary frequency.
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2.4 Reaction force and partition of the reaction

barrier

Useful information about the mechanism of a chemical process can be

obtained from the reaction force profile. For a certain process, the potential

energy E(ξ ) of the system along the intrinsic reaction coordinate ξ has an

associated reaction force F(ξ ), defined by:

F(ξ ) =−dE
dξ

(2.40)

It has been shown176 that the critical points of F(ξ ) define regions along ξ in

which different reactive events take place. The reactive events are identified

as inflection points of the reaction force profile. Within each reaction event i

it is possible to identify three regions limited within the critical points present

in F(ξ ), namely the local minimum, at ξmin,i, and local maximum, at ξmax,i.

The pre- and post- event region (ξ ≤ ξmin, ξmax ≤ ξ ) are characterized by

structural preparation or relaxation of the participating species. On the other

hand, the event region itself is governed by changes in the electron density

associated to bond formation and dissociation processes.

In general, a single kinetic step of a chemical reaction can be composed

of Nevents different reaction events such that the total reaction energy corre-
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sponds to the sum of the energy of the individual reactive events:

∆Eo =
Nevents

∑
i=1

∆Ei (2.41)

The event energy ∆Ei will be positive if the event takes place before the

TS and negative if takes places passed the TS. Conversely, the TS energy

barrier (∆E‡) is partitioned among the events leading up to the TS of a given

reaction

∆E‡ =
∫

ξK

ξ0

F(ξ )dξ =
K

∑
i=1

∆E‡
i (2.42)

where K is the number of events that take place before reaching the TS, ξ0 and

ξK corresponds to the reaction coordinate of the reactants and TS respectively.

The energy required for a certain event i can in turn be obtained by inte-

grating the reaction force profile:

∆E‡
i =

∫
ξi

ξi−1

F(ξ )dξ (2.43)

Events leading up to the TS are denominated hidden transition states (h-

TS)177, which are associated to hidden intermediates (h-I). Such intermedi-

ates are not observable along the reaction energy profile and hence can only

be estimated to lie between the h-TS and TS.

Such integration of the force for the reaction events intervals, allows to esti-
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mate the energy expenditure associated to each phase of the chemical process

and proved to be a valuable partition for isolating the chemical changes.
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2.5 Binding energy

The majority of the small interstellar species physisorb on icy-grains,

such non-covalent interaction is accounted for by the binding energy (BE).

The BE of a species (i) physisorbed on a surface (ice) is defined as:

BEi = Esup − (Eice +Ei) (2.44)

where Esup stands for the energy of the supermolecule formed by the adsor-

bate bound to the surface, Eice is referred to the surface energy and Ei is the

energy of the adsorbate. The BE is assumed to be a positive quantity, accord-

ing to convention.

2.5.1 Binding energy calculation

The BE has been calculated as:

∆Eb = ∆ECP +∆ZPV E (2.45)

with ∆ECP being the binding electronic energy corrected for the basis set

superposition error (BSSE) and ∆EZPV E the zero-point vibrational energy

(ZPVE) correction for the BE. In the following, the electronic energy of a

molecule M in the geometry G computed with the basis γ , is defined as
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EG
M(γ). Considering this notation, the BE of a species i with a basis set χ

on a surface ice with a basis set ω can be calculated as:

∆Ee = Esup
sup(χ ∪ω)− (E i

i(χ)+E ice
ice(ω)) (2.46)

where sup represents the geometry of the supermolecule as in Equation 2.44.

However, this expression does not consider that the basis function centered

at ice assists in lowering the energy of fragment i and vice versa, resulting

in a lower electronic energy of the supermolecule (Esup
sup(χ ∪ω)) and hence

an overestimation of the BE. This effect is commonly known as basis set su-

perposition error. A way to correct for the error is the so-called counterpoise

method (CP)178, that considers the energy of the fragments in the geome-

try of the supermolecule with the basis of the respective partner. Thus the

correction is calculated as:

∆CP = Esup
i (χ ∪ω)−Esup

i (χ)+Esup
ice (χ ∪ω)−Esup

ice (ω) (2.47)

Such that the resulting BE is:

∆ECP = ∆Ee −∆CP (2.48)

It is important to notice that at the complete basis set(CBS) limit, the correc-

tion term is zero since, χ,ω and χ ∪ω are the same.
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The ZPVE (∆ZPV E) contribution of the BE of i is obtained by computing

the Hessian matrix at the equilibrium geometry at the same level of theory as

the geometry optimization.

∆ZPV E = ZPV Esup − (ZPV Ei +ZPV Eice) (2.49)

Due to computational cost, the correction has been calculated for a selected

group of binding sites of each species and a linear model has been used to

correct ∆ECP:

∆ECP +∆ZPV E = m∆ECP +b (2.50)

with m and b being the ZPVE correction factors. Finally, the factors are

applied to the complete set of computed BEs for each species in order to

derive the ZPVE corrected BE distribution.
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2.6 Non-covalent Interaction Energy

BE of a species i can be further decomposed into physically meaningful

terms:

BEi = DEi − IEi (2.51)

where DEi and IEi represents its deformation energy (DE) and interaction

energy (IE), respectively. Usually the geometry of each interacting fragment

is distorted in the environment of its neighbours. In the case of interstellar

physisorption, the deformation energy quantitatively characterises the struc-

tural changes of the adsorbate and the ice surface with respect to the isolated

fragments and is defined as:

DEi = Esup
i −E0

i (2.52)

where Esup
i the energy of the adsorbate in the supermolecular (distorted) con-

figuration and E0
i is the energy of the isolated molecule.

Conversely, the interaction energy is a measure of the strenght of the non-

covalent intermolecular interaction between the fragments. Thus, knowledge

of the DE allows to calculate the IE indirectly through Equation 2.51.

IE is dominated by intermolecular forces that arise from physical phe-

nomena responsible for attraction and repulsion between molecules and often
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involve many-body effects. Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT)179

provides a means of directly computing the non-covalent interaction between

two fragments, M1 and M2 (also called ’monomers’), that is, the interaction

energy is determined without computing the total energy of the monomers

and the dimer (i.e. complex formed by the two fragments together). In ad-

dition, SAPT provides a decomposition of the interaction energy into physi-

cally meaningful components. In SAPT, the Hamiltonian of the dimer is par-

titioned into contributions from each monomer and the interaction between

them.

Ĥ = ( fM1 +WM1)+( fM2 +WM2)+VM1M2 (2.53)

Here, the Hamiltonian is written as a sum of the usual monomer Fock oper-

ators, F , the fluctuation potential of each monomer, W , and the interaction

potential, V . The monomer Fock operators, are treated as the zeroth-order

Hamiltonian and the interaction energy is evaluated through a perturbative

expansion of WM1, WM2 and VM1M2. Several truncations of the closed-shell

SAPT expansion are available, the simplest is denoted SAPT0180. The per-

formance of SAPT0 relies entirely on error cancellation, which seems to be

optimal with a truncated aug-cc-pVDZ basis, namely, jun-cc-pVDZ, while it

is not advised to use SAPT0 with larger basis sets.
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2.7 Natural Atomic Orbital Population Analysis

and Bond Order

The idea in the Natural Atomic Orbital (NAO) analysis181, is to use the

one-electron density matrix for defining the shape of the atomic orbitals in the

molecular environment, and to derive molecular bonds from electron density

between atoms. The starting point of the procedure is obtaining a density

matrix written in terms of blocks of basis functions belonging to a specific

centre. That can be achieved by arranging the basis functions such that all

orbitals located on the specific centre are in sequence.

P =


PAA PAB ...

PAB PBB ...

· · · · · · . . .

 (2.54)

Therefore, the NAOs for atom A in the molecular environment may be

defined as those that diagonalize the corresponding block of the density ma-

trix (PAA), an so on for each atoms. Once orthogonalized, the final set of

orbitals are simply denoted NAOs, and the diagonal elements of the density

matrix in this basis are the orbital populations. Summing all contributions

from orbitals belonging to a specific centre produces the NAO atomic charge,
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while bonds between atoms may be identified from the off-diagonal blocks.

The bond order is defined from the Wiberg index as the sum of squares of

off-diagonal density matrix elements between atoms:

WAB = ∑
µ∈A

∑
ν∈B

P2
µν (2.55)

where summation is over atomic orbitals µ on atom A and atomic orbitals

ν on atom B, and Pµν is the corresponding density matrix element. WAB

corresponds to the number of covalent bonds formed by that atom, corrected

for the ionic character in each bond. Advantages of using the NAOs are given

by the fact that they account for 99+% of the electron density, that the electron

occupation is guaranteed to be between 0 and 2, and that they converge to

well-defined values as the size of the basis set is increased, which is not the

case for other population analysis. A drawback is that the NAOs may extend

significantly beyond the atom from which they originate, potentially leading

to inaccuracies in describing the electron density of a particular centre.
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2.8 Maps of Electrostatic Potential

A way to predict the portions of molecules which are relatively electron

rich (i.e., negative) and others that are correspondingly electron poor (i.e.,

positive), is using electronegativity scales and atomic charges. There are sev-

eral schemes to assign charges to individual atoms (See Murray and Politzer

[182] and references therein), but they have the problems, however, that there

is no rigorous physical basis for them and they cannot be measured exper-

imentally. In order to avoid the arbitrariness it is possible to focus on the

system’s electrostatic potential V(r) instead. This is a three-dimensional lo-

cal property that arises from the Coulomb’s law. V(r) can be evaluated at any

or all points in the space of a system, it has a rigorous physical definition,

and can be determined experimentally and computationally. The following

expression, in atomic units of energy, indicates the electrostatic potential at a

point r created by a system of nuclei and electrons:

V (r) = ∑
Z

|R− r|
−

∫
ρ(ri)dri

|ri − r|
(2.56)

The nuclei are treated as stationary point charges and the electronic density

function, ρ(r), expresses the average number of electrons per volume ele-

ment. Z is the charge on a certain nucleus, located at R; |R− r| represents

its distance from r, just as |ri − r| is the distance of each electronic charge
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increment ρ(ri)dri from r.

V(r) is normally computed and shown on a closely spaced grid covering a

3D outer surface of the molecule (a map of the electrostatic potential, MEP).

Choosing the surface to be an outer contour of its electronic density ρ(r) -

typically 0.001 au - has the advantage that it reflects the specific features of

the particular molecule, e.g., lone pairs etc. The MEP is a reflection of how

the molecule is ’seen’ by an approaching reactant, and thus is a useful guide

to the molecule’s reactive behavior, especially in non-covalent interactions.
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2.9 Computational Details

QCArchive Framework

Quantum chemistry data has been traditionally generated through user-

defined individual input files, which are processed by a specific software that

stores the results of the computation in output files. These outputs are then

parsed either by hand or using custom scripts. This approach has serious limi-

tations when attempting to compute a large volume of data as it is error-prone

and the results are difficult to reproduce, since parsing scripts and output files

are usually not available. To overcome these limitations, the Binding En-

ergy Evaluation platform (BEEP) is built within the Python-based QCArchive

framework. The details about the different components of the QCArchive in-

frastructure have been described elsewhere183. The core component of BEEP

is a central server to which computation results are added in the form of JSON

(JavaScript Object Notation) objects that contain the same level of informa-

tion as a traditional output file. The access to this database, where the user

can query existing data and submit additional computations, is controlled by

a standard username/password system. Moreover, several data objects can

be defined to generate and sort the data. These collections (called Datasets)

make it possible to extend a procedure, such as a geometry optimization or a

BE computation, to a large number of objects in a single operation. Finally,
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the generated values can be easily accessed from the stored collections.

Software packages

Ices modelling: "amorphization" AIMD simulations on the cluster mod-

els are performed at BLYP/def2-SVP level, adding D3 Grimme184 correction

for dispersion interactions, as implemented in TERACHEM.185,186. BE evalu-

ation: High level CCSD(T)-F12 optimizations are performed using MOL-

PRO187. Binding sites optimization and binding energy computations are

performed using PSI4188. NN training and results: To run MD simulations

on the periodic systems, the GM-NN program168 was interfaced to the ASE

package189. ORCA190 software is used to compute DFT energies and gra-

dients that constitute NN training set. Reactivity study: minimum energy

structures have been identified and optimized using ORCA. IRC calculations

are performed with GAUSSIAN191. Analysis of the IRC profiles have been

carried out using Kudi192. NAO population analysis use the NBO software

version193 implemented in GAUSSIAN and ORCA.
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3. Results and Discussion

The chapter illustrates the most relevant results obtained in this thesis.

The first section (Section 3.1) illustrates the modelling strategies to generate

different ice surfaces. Section 3.2 presents the DFT geometry and energy

benchmark results. Afterwards, the estimations of binding energies of small

molecules adsorbed on interstellar ices are shown (Section 3.3). Sections 3.4,

3.5, are dedicated to the results of applying the novel multi-binding approach

to the study of reactions associated to the Strecker synthesis of glycine. The

final Section 3.5.5 of the chapter encompasses the general discussion.

3.1 Interstellar ices modeling

3.1.1 Set of homogeneous amorphous clusters

The ice surfaces used for desorption and reactivity studies are modelled

according to the cluster approach. The cluster size (22 water molecules) is

selected in order to guarantee a reasonable number of available binding sites,

while at the same time being able to use high-level model chemistry.

The steps to obtain the homogeneous amorphous water models are the fol-
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lowing:

1. Generation of the initial water cluster, by MD tecniques, using the TIP3P194

model.

2. Amorphization of the surface, performing an high temperature (300 K)

AIMD simulation on the cluster, at BLYP/def2-SVP148,150,195,196 level of

theory. AIMD has been preferred over molecular dynamics for ice simu-

lations, since the former generates interaction potentials using quantum-

chemical methods, while common empirical water force fields are pa-

rameterized using properties of liquid water197,198. The simulation length

of 100 ps assured correct system equilibration, while the choice of time-

step of 1 fs accounted for the high frequency of the O-H vibrations of the

water substrate. The temperature has been controlled using a Langevin

thermostat199. Finally, spherical periodic boundary conditions are ap-

plied in order to avoid evaporation effects.

3. Extraction of 100 independent structures from the resulting trajectory.

For the selection a Kendall’s τcorrelation ≃ 1ps between the trajectory

frames is used. The structures underwent temperature annealing of 10

ps to reach the target interstellar conditions of ∼10 K.

4. Selection of the 20 most representative structures, according to geomet-

rical criteria. The similarity threshold has been assigned using the root-

mean-square deviation of atomic positions (RMSD), using the Kabsch200
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Figure 3.1: Top (left) and side (right) view of one of the homogeneous 22-water
molecules amorphous clusters used in this thesis for binding energy evaluation and
reactivity studies. After modelling through AIMD technique, the structures undergo
geometry optimization. The surface molecules are separated in two classes: the ones
that are coordinated with four water molecules, hence, each H atom is engaged in HB
with a neighbor ("bonded-H"), and surface molecules that lack a HB-coordination,
generating the so-called "dangling-Hs", that are not participating in any HB.

algorithm. Hence, assuming a similarity threshold of RMSD ≤ 0.4 Å, the

annealed structures are grouped and the 20 most populated clusters - i.e.

the structures that present the high number of copies - are selected.

5. Geometry optimization of the set of clusters, to be used in the successive

steps of the work.

One of the clusters is displayed in Figure 3.1. The surface spanned by these

20 clusters represents the amorphous model, denominated ASW22 or simply

ASW.
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3.1.2 Homogeneous models of various sizes: ASW12,37,60

clusters

Analogous procedure has been followed using different initial cluster

sizes, generally denoted as ASWS with S = 12, 37 , 60 number of water

molecules. For ASW60 a shorter simulation length of 50 ps is used, due to

the demanding computational time. Figure 3.2 reports an example taken from

each set of clusters.

3.1.3 Amorphous ice mixture: H2O : NH3 = 2.5 : 1

In order to study a substrate other than pure water ice, a homogeneous

"ice mixture" cluster is modelled. NH3-rich ices are reported to exist in outer

Solar System objects such as the moons of Saturn, Uranus and Pluto, dwarf

planets and in comets201–203. Interstellar H2O:NH3 ice analogs have been

extensively studied116,119,204–210. In this thesis, such ice mixture is used to

simulate the first step of the Strecker synthesis. Experimental works116,119

indeed reported that aminomethanol is the dominant product of the reaction

when NH3 is in excess with respect to H2CO, hence the importance to include

such kind of ices in the analysis.

The literature116 indicates a optimal ratio of H2O:NH3 = 2:1. In order to avoid

agglomerations of NH3 molecules on the surface, and to maintain a system
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a) ASW12
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b) ASW37

c) ASW60

Figure 3.2: Top (left) and side (right) view of one structures from each set of amor-
phous clusters, denominated ASWS whereS is thenumberofwatermolecules ·
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Figure 3.3: Top (left) and side (right) view of the ice mixture model. Composition
ratio is reported in the figure. Color code is: red for O, blue for N and white for H.

size similar to the homogeneous pure water clusters, the ratio has been al-

tered to H2O:NH3 = 2.5:1, so that the final surface composition is: (H2O)15 :

(NH3)6. The model is generated according to the computational procedure in

Section 3.1.1, selecting only the structure corresponding to the last point of

the dynamics trajectory. The optimized structure can be found in Figure 3.3.

3.1.4 Periodic ice: ASW500

A ad hoc trained Machine Learned Potential (MLP) (see Section B.1) is

used to built a set of 5 periodic ice models composed of 500-water molecule

each. The choice of such model size allows to account for the diverse mor-
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Figure 3.4: a) Side and top view of one of the 500-molecules periodic surfaces gen-
erated in this work. A constraint is applied to the position of the molecules at the
bottom of the surface, representing the frozen bulk of the model. b) Tri-Surface
altitude plot relative to the top view of the same surface. Darker regions represent
"valleys" while "crests" are in lighter color.

phological and energetic characteristics of the binding sites on a more realis-

tic ice. The initial 3D cell has volume (X × X × X/2) and cells dimensions

(X) according to the molecular density value: 0.9982 g cm−3. After min-

imization, the system was equilibrated in conditions of constant number of

molecules, volume and temperature (NVT), for 100 ps at 300 K. All the simu-

lations are carried out using a Langevin thermostat. 5 structures are extracted

from the resulting trajectories (τcorrelation ≃ 20 ps), and underwent temper-

ature annealing of 10 ps to reach ∼ 10 K. Periodic boundary conditions are

applied in two directions along the surface and constraints are imposed to

the position of the molecules in proximity of the cell’s lower face (covering

1/3 of the height), as to reproduce the bulk of the ice models. The applied

constraint ensures that the specific structural diversity of the surfaces is pre-
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served. The frozen bulk condition is maintained through all the following

calculations. One of the periodic surfaces is reported in Figure 3.4a. In order

to visually appreciate the presence of concave regions (’valleys’), porous and

’crests’ on the surface, Figure 3.4b includes a altitude map (see also Section

D.2 for details about Tri-Surface plots generation).

3.1.5 Nano-porous model

ASW in interstellar environments is thought to be partly porous33. Such

porous sites could facilitate chemical encounters of species adsorbed on the

ice and enhance surface reactivity. In order to generate a nano-porous, a peri-

odic surface with lower initial density (0.8 g cm−3) has been used as starting

point. The periodic slab ASW500 has been generated as in Section 3.1.4 and it

is reported in Figure 3.5a (top view). It can be evinced from the altitude map

that the initial surface presented several suitable porous sites of nanometric

size (in darker). A spherical portion of one of the sites with the necessary

characteristics has been extracted (highlighted in Figure 3.5a) consisting of

64 water molecules. A constraint has been applied to the atoms belonging to

the outer sphere, in order to preserve the porous during geometry optimiza-

tion. Figure 3.5b, shows the nano-porous after the optimization: the atoms

that are kept frozen are represented as sticks. The constrained is maintained

throughout each phase of the work.
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3.1.6 Surfaces characterization

Cluster models

In terms of shape, the medium-size clusters (ASW composed of 12 and 22-

water molecules and the ice mixture of 21 molecules in total) are mostly

spherical, while the larger clusters (ASW of 37 and 60 molecules) are oval-

like shaped. The different dimensions are indicated in Figure 3.1, 3.2, 3.3.

As the clusters get bigger, the amount of molecules belonging to the bulk of

the system increases, i.e. inner layers are generated.

Binding sites on each surface can be described in terms of water ori-

entation. Unlike the bulk molecules, which typically form four hydrogen

bonds (HB) with neighbors, surface molecules can have two possible orien-

tations. One orientation is given by molecules having both OH groups point-

ing obliquely down, engaged in HB with surface neighbors or with molecules

belonging to inner layers. The hydrogens of such OH groups are labelled as

"bonded-Hs". Other surface molecules have one of their OH groups point-

ing upwards away from the surface, not engaged in any HB. Such hydrogens

are labelled “dangling-Hs”. Examples of dangling-H and bonded-H sites are

highlighted in Figure 3.1. Dangling-H sites are a measure of the porosity of

ice as they are observed to increase in experimental porous ASW with respect

to non-porous ASW33,211. Moreover, dangling-Hs act as sites of preferential
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adsorption and reaction212.

The ice models have been characterized in terms of dangling-Hs frequency,

yielding the following results. The homogeneous clusters ASW12, ASW22,

ASW37, ASW60, present the average number of 5, 8, 10, 11 dangling-Hs per

cluster, respectively. Larger clusters have less dangling-Hs per unit surface,

although, a proper analysis would require to evaluate how many unique bind-

ing sites exist for each model.

Periodic slab models

The surface of the periodic slabs is constituted by molecules at the top layer,

where the target species can adsorb. Assuming the adsorption site to have

an area of approximately 3× 3 Å, each surface might accommodate ∼100

potentially unique binding sites.

Providing a proper estimation of the percentage of dangling-Hs of the peri-

odic systems is more complex with respect to the cluster models. The esti-

mation took into account only the surface layer. Edges molecules have been

excluded in order to avoid border-effects. Considering the aforementioned

unique surface sites per system, 25% of total binding sites are estimated to

harbour dangling-Hs, in average over the 5 models. It is worth mention-

ing that the number includes dangling-Hs that are located into concavities or

porous, as those regions constitute part of the periodic surface.
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Figure 3.5: Computational steps to generate the nono-porous model. a) Left: top
view and altitute map of a periodic surface of initial density 0.8 g cm−3. One of
the nano-porous suitable sites is highlighted. Right: the spherical site as extracted
from the model. b) Top (left) and side (right) view of the nano-porous after geom-
etry optimization. Molecules that are kept constrained at each step of the work are
represented as sticks. Inner and outer sphere dimensions are included in the figure.
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3.2 Geometry and Energy Benchmark

The performance of DFT relies heavily on the exchange-correlation den-

sity functionals used. Some functionals are designed to be suitable for spe-

cific systems or to reproduce geometries or energy barriers. Besides, they

vary greatly in terms of computational cost. The usual practice is testing

(benchmarking) a set of DFT functionals and basis on minimal surface mod-

els in order to find the most appropriate method to be applied to larger sys-

tems.

3.2.1 Binding energies

In order to obtain the best possible equilibrium geometry at a reasonable

computational cost, geometry benchmark is performed on the W2 – 3 – X sys-

tems, with X being the target molecule, Wn the water cluster of different size

and n is the number or water molecules. The benchmark has been conducted

for 13 selected molecules. A DF-CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 geometry was

used as a reference; 24 GGA exchange-correlation density functionals are

probed, including GGA, Hybrid-GGA, Double Hybrid-GGA, Meta-GGA,

Meat-Hybrid-GGA and Long Range Corrected; paired with a def2-TZVP

basis. The energy benchmark is also conducted, using the W4 – X system

to compare BSSE corrected DFT BE values to a CCSD(T)/CBS reference
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energy. Table C.1 reports geometry benchmark results. Generally, the Meta-

Hybrid-GGA methods have a very good performance. The most dependable

functionals are B3LYP150,155 for structures bonded by dispersion interaction

(’Group D’) and PWB6K213 for structures bonded by electrostatic interac-

tion (’Group H’), as both show an average RMSD value below 0.1 Å with

respect to the reference geometry. Parametrized HF-3c/MINIX214 and PBEh-

3c/def2-mSVP215 levels of theory are also probed. The results are reported

in the third column of Table C.1 and show an average RMSD that is below

0.2 Å for both groups, which is in line with the RMSD values of Hybrid and

Meta-Hybrid functionals. This makes HF-3c a cost-effective alternative to

the computationally more expensive DFT methods.

Regarding the energy benchmark, Table C.1, for both groups the best DFT

functional is the ω-PBE158,216 with BSSE and D3BJ dispersion corrections,

coupled with def2-TZVP basis set. The average mean absolute error (MAE)

is 37 and 160 K for Group D and H respectively. Full benchmark results can

be found in GitHub217.

3.2.2 Reaction and Transition State Energies

The Strecker synthesis of glycine is comprised of 4 stages. It starts by

nucleophilic addition of NH3 to H2CO to give aminomethanol (NH2CH2OH)

(S1). The intermediate is then converted to methanimine (NHCH2) by water
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elimination (S2):

(S1) H2CO+NH3 → NH2CH2OH (3.1)

(S2) NH2CH2OH → NHCH2 +H2O (3.2)

The third stage (S3) is the nucleophilic addition of HNC to NHCH2 to give

aminoacetonitrile (NH2CH2CN)

(S3) NHCH2 +HNC → NH2CH2CN (3.3)

The final stage is the hydrolysis of NH2CH2CN. It involves the nucleophilic

attack (S4a) of a water molecules on the C atom of NH2CH2CN, to yield

a hydroxy imine intermediate, which tautomerizes (S4b) to the more stable

glycine amide form (NH2CH2C(O)NH2), followed by a second nucleophilic

addition of water (S4c) to give glycine.

(S4a) NH2CH2CN+H2O → NH2CH2COHNH (3.4)

(S4b) NH2CH2COHNH → NH2CH2C(O)NH2 (3.5)
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Figure 3.6: Energy diagram for S1, reference system (NH3 + H2CO + W2), us-
ing DF-CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 geometries. Energies have been computed at
CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory. Minimum energy structures - reactants R, transition
state (TS) and product (P) - are reported as well. The color scheme for the atoms is
red for O, black for C, blue for N and white for H.

(S4c) NH2CH2C(O)NH2 +H2O → NH2CH2COOH+NH3 (3.6)

Stage 1

Stage 1 (S1) is the addition of NH3 to H2CO to give NH2CH2OH. The mech-

anism involves the nucleophilic attack of the N atom towards the C-carbonyl

atom and the transfer of a proton from NH3 to the O-carbonyl. NH3 +
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H2CO+W2, is considered as reference system. The water molecules are act-

ing as proton transfer intermediaries, in an arrangement commonly named as

proton relay. The reference system geometry is DF-CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-

F12, which has been shown to provide excellent geometries142, while the re-

action energies have been computed at CCSD(T)/CBS extrapolated basis set.

The energy differences are reported in Figure 3.6. The reaction is com-

posed of a single exothermic step. The main bond distances involved in the

bond breaking/forming processes have been reported in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Structural parameters involved in S1 main bond breaking/forming pro-
cesses for the reference system. Bond distances (B) are in angstrom (Å), bond angles
(A) are in degrees (o).

Strucure B(C-N) B(N-H1) B(O-H2) A(O-C-N)
R 2.79 1.01 1.81 112.3

TS 1.55 1.13 1.09 108.7
P 1.48 1.84 0.98 110.2

Around 53 DFT functionals are taken into account for the geometry bench-

mark belonging to different classes, and two different basis sets: def2/SVP

and def2/TZVP. This is due to the fact that a double ζ basis is used to study

the reaction on many binding sites on the larger surfaces, hence the need

to assess the consistency of a specific DFT functional with the two tiers of

method and basis. Dispersion effects are treated using D3BJ and D4 cor-

rection factors. Figure C.1 shows the RMSD between the reference and

the DFT level methods. Geometries of reactant (R), transition state (TS)
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and product (P) are taken into account. The plot displays only the meth-

ods that successfully managed to optimize all the minima. The best method

is BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP with a average RMSD error of 0.10 Å. It also

provided the best performance using the larger basis set (in average 0.05 Å)

tied with MPWB1K-D4/def2-TZVP, ω-B97-D4/def2-TZVP and PW6B95-

D4/def2-TZVP. In terms of geometry, R structure has been the most challeng-

ing to properly optimize for the majority of the functionals. This is very likely

due to the fact that R equilibrium geometry is dominated by non-covalent

interactions which are more sensitive to the method used to describe them.

Regarding the dispersion treatment, the error is comparable employing D4 or

D3BJ correction, with slightly better results with D4, for most of the methods.

Regarding the energy benchmark, 258 DFT functionals are considered.

Since a high level of accuracy is required for the energy computation, only

def2-TZVP basis set has been tested. Figure C.4 shows the mean absolute er-

ror (MAE) between the methods, considering both the energy barriers (∆ET S)

and the reaction energies (∆E), and the reference geometries system. The

plots report only the best 20 Meta-Hybrid-GGA and Hybrid-GGA methods

that provided the best performance, ordered according to the lower ∆ET S en-

ergy. On average, the reaction energies displayed higher MAE error com-

pared to the TS energies. In order to check the consistency of a specific

tier of geometry and energy DFT methods in reproducing the reference en-

ergy, ∆ET S and ∆E are computed on 7 of the best DFT geometries using
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the best 4 DFT energies selected from the energy benchmark. The results

are reported in Figure C.7. The most consistent are the geometries obtained

with BHANDHLYP-D4 and MPWB1K-D4, as expected from the geome-

try benchmark results. The choice ultimately fell on BHANDHLYP because

MPWB1K belong to the Meta Hybrid-GGA class and, therefore, requires

larger computational time. Regarding the energy, the performance of the 4

energy methods is very similar, the best ones being BMK/def2-TZVP and ω-

B97M/def2-TZVP with MAE error much below 1 kcal/mol on both double

and triple-ζ geometries.

To summarize, the benchmark allows to identify two suitable tiers of

methods for stage S1: ω-B97M/def2-TZVP // BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP

and BMK/def2-TZVP // BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP. The former is the

best one and is to be used with the ORCA software, while the latter is meant

to be used with GAUSSIAN software, due to the unavailability of the first tier.
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Stage 2

Stage 2 (S2) is the dehydration of the aminomethanol to give methanimine.

The water molecule is formed thanks to the proton transferring from the

amino to the alcoholic group of the aminoalcohol. NH2CH2OH + 2H2O

(S2 – W2), is taken as model system, where the reaction is mediated by two

water molecules, establishing a proton relay.

The energy barrier for the process is shown in Figure 3.7. The reaction is

concerted and endothermic. The structural parameters involved in the bond

breaking/forming processes have been reported in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Structural parameters involved in S2 main bond breaking/forming pro-
cesses for the reference system. Bond distances (B) are in angstrom (Å), bond angles
(A) are in degrees (o).

System S2 – W2 B(O-C) B(N-H1) B(O-H2) A(O-C-N)
R 1.46 1.01 1.81 116.4

TS 2.20 1.07 1.06 113.8
P 2.93 1.84 0.97 123.7

The benchmark results are illustrated in Figure C.2 and Figure C.5. Re-

garding the geometry, BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP and MPWB1K-D4/def2-

SVP are the best level of theory with a average RMSD error of 0.21 Å. The

product structure has been most difficult to reproduce for the majority of the

methods, as expected, since it is a two-fragments interacting complex. Re-

garding the energy, PWPB95/def2-TZVP (with and without dispersion cor-
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Figure 3.7: Energy diagram for S2, reference system (NH2CH2OH + W2), us-
ing DF-CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 geometries. Energies have been computed at
CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory. Minimum energy structures - reactants R, transition
state (TS) and product (P) - are reported as well.
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rection) and ω-B97M-D3BJ/def2-TZVP provided the best energies, with a

MAE below 1 kcal/mol. The performance is better for the TS energies com-

pared to the reaction energies, probably due to the challenging product config-

uration. In summary, the tier ω-B97M-D3BJ/def2-TZVP // BHANDHLYP-

D4/def2-SVP, used to study S1, is confirmed to be valid also for S2.

Stage 3

The third stage (S3) is the aminoacetonitrile formation. The model system is

NHCH2 + HNC + 2H2O (S3 – W2), meaning that the nucleophylic addition is

assisted by two water molecules. S3 is concerted and exothermic. The energy

diagram is reported in Figure 3.8. The structural parameters involved in the

bond breaking/forming processes can be found in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Structural parameters involved in S3 main bond breaking/forming pro-
cesses for the reference system. Bond distances (B) are in angstrom (Å), bond angles
(A) are in degrees (o).

System S3 – W2 B(C-C) B(N-H1) B(N-H2) A(NHNC – C – C)
R 3.34 1.03 1.82 79.1

TS 2.76 1.46 1.31 93.6
P 1.49 2.01 1.02 177.0

The benchmark results are illustrated in Appendix Figure C.3 and Figure

C.6. Regarding the geometry, many DFT functional failed to reproduce TS

structure, due to its highly zwitterionic character (vide infra), including the

tier of method used for S1-2. The best method is PW6B95-D4/def2-SVP
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with a average RMSD error of 0.10 Å. Regarding the energy, BMK/def2-

TZVP provides nearly exact TS energies, along with M05/def2-TZVP, that

is the best overall method, with MAE error less than 0.5 kcal/mol for both

reaction energy and energy barrier.

Stage 4

Due to the size of the system, it was not possible to carry out a benchmark for

this stage, therefore the benchmark results of the previous section were taken

into account for geometries and energies.
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state (TS) and product (P) - are reported as well.
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3.3 Binding energy distributions of small species

The binding energy (BE) is a crucial parameter when modeling interstel-

lar gas-grain chemistry. According to the multi-binding approach (see Section

1.1.3), using a BE distribution of values reflects a more realistic desorption

behaviour for molecules adsorbed on ASW ice. Notwithstanding, computing

a large set of BEs requires a significant amount of computational resources

and data management. In the following section, a new computational proto-

col to compute BE distributions in a highly automated fashion is presented

(Section 3.3.1) and validated (Section 3.3.2). In Section 3.3.3 the character-

istics of the novel BE evaluation platform are presented. The first BE results

obtained are discussed (Section 3.3.4), along with possible astrophysical im-

plications of the new framework. Finally, the effects of the size, morphology

and topology of the ice model on the BE is addressed (Sections 3.3.5, 3.3.6).

It is reminded that interstellar BEs are typically expressed in units of

Kelvin (K), because temperature is a convenient unit of measurement in as-

trophysics, as it allows to easily compare the BE with the thermal energy

available in the system. The convention is followed in this thesis, as well.

However, when the BE is used in the context of reactivity processes, such as

to define the strength of a certain binding motif of a species, in relation to its

ability to engage in a chemical reaction, the BE is expressed in units of kcal
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mol−1.

3.3.1 Computational protocol

In order to easily produce BE distributions of species adsorbed on inter-

stellar ices, in the context of this thesis a novel Binding Energy Evaluation

Platform (BEEP) was build. BEEP implements the capability to compute

binding energies on surface cluster models in the form of a computational

protocol. It also contains a database that allows one to query the results

produced by the protocol. BEEP consists of three highly automated steps,

showed in Figure 3.9: target molecule sampling procedure (1), geometry op-

timization of the binding sites (2), and binding energies computation (3), by

means of DFT methods.

The computational platform is implemented within the QCArchive183 frame-

work. QCArchive data structure and terminology has been introduced in Sec-

tion 2.9.

Sampling procedure

The first operation is sampling the ice model with the species of interest.

Cluster surface models of different sizes and composition (e.g., different ice

mixtures) can be easily added to the platform environment. In order to per-

form the sampling procedure (Figure 3.9, blue panel labelled “sampling")

within the QCArchive environment, both the ASW clusters and the target
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molecules have to be stored in collection objects (ASW Dataset and Species

Dataset). The sampling procedure is carried out at BLYP/def2-SVP level of

theory, and consists of extracting one ASW structure at a time from the ASW

Dataset and sample it with the target molecule X . The sampling algorithm

places the center of mass of both species on the origin of the system coordi-

nates, and displaces the species X around the surface randomly, within a range

of distances which maximizes the chance of finding a binding site on the sur-

face. Starting with ice cluster ASWa, several groups of 10 ASWa – X binding

site candidates (BSC) are generated. These are optimized (opt1) and filtered

according to geometrical criteria, such that only the structures of RMSD ≥

0.40 Å with respect to previously found BSC are stored, until 25 BSC are

reached or no more new BSC are found. This procedure is repeated on a sec-

ond cluster ASWb until reaching a total of at least 225 ASW – X equilibrium

structures, distributed among 12-15 ASW clusters.

Geometry Optimization

In this step (Figure 3.9, yellow panel labelled “geometry optimization"), the

BSCs previously obtained, are further optimized at a more accurate level of

theory, such as a Hybrid or Meta-Hybrid GGA functional with a triple-ζ basis

set, chosen according to geometry benchmark results (see Section 3.2). In the

next step, BEs are calculated carrying out single point energy computations

on the BSCs.
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Figure 3.9: Three-step computational procedure used for building a binding energy
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at gradient generalized approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation DFT functional
and opt 2 for optimization at a higher level of theory that further refines the geometry.
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Binding energy calculation

The final part of the procedure (Figure 3.9, green panel labelled “BE calcula-

tion") is the computation of BE values and the assembly of a ZPVE corrected

BE distribution. To do so, first, the optimized structures are filtered with ge-

ometry criteria (RMSD ≥ 0.40 Å) to make sure that all binding sites on the

ASW cluster are unique. The resulting equilibrium structures are included

into a BE Dataset collection, together with the optimized target molecule and

water cluster to create the BE stoichiometry including the counterpoise cor-

rection for the BSSE error (Section 2.5.1). Once a BE Dataset for ASWa – X

is generated, it contains all the fragments necessary to compute the BSSE cor-

rected BE values on ASWa (BE set_a). Analogously, a set of BEs for each of

the sampled clusters is collected. Assuming the clusters share common mor-

phological characteristics, as they originate from a single AIMD trajectory

and are annealed in the same way, the BEs collected are considered as a sin-

gle BE distribution of the target molecule on the ice mantle model. The values

are finally corrected by adding ∆ZPV E to the BE. Due to computational cost,

the Hessian is computed only for the elements of a single BE Dataset (e.g.,

ASWa – X), and a linear model is used to correlate ∆ECP and ∆ECP +∆ZPV E .

Finally, the correction factors are applied to all the computed BEs to obtain a

ZPVE corrected BE distribution. The source code of the BEEP protocol and

scripts to generate the data can be found in GitHub217.
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3.3.2 Validation of the protocol

The procedure has been first showcased on a simple but astrophysically

relevant species, hydrogen fluoride (HF)36. HF is reliable tracer of the molec-

ular gas in galaxies218, thanks to the direct connection between HF absorp-

tion depth and H2 column density. The observational data, however, suggest

that in cold clouds (< 20 K), HF may condense onto dust grains. Although

freeze-out effects might reduce the effectiveness of HF as a diagnostic tool,

the density and temperature conditions needed for its adsorption and des-

orption, have been studied in astrophysical context only qualitatively218,219,

hence the importance to contrain such parameters.

As a surface model, the ASW set of cluster of 22-water molecules are

employed. The computational protocol provided the BE distribution reported

in Figure 3.10, left. A Gaussian fit of the histogram data allows to locate

the center of the distribution at 5313± 74 K (corresponding to 10.6± 0.1

kcal mol−1) and to calculate a dispersion is of 921± 155 K (1.8± 0.2 kcal

mol−1). In total 255 unique structures have been found for the system, cor-

responding to 3 different binding modes, an example of any is reported in

Figure 3.10, right. The binding mode that exhibits the highest energy values,

corresponds to HF bound to the ASW surface through two different hydrogen

bonds (Figure 3.10a). The ZPVE has been calculated to reduce the BE value

by about 1000 K for each binding mode.
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Figure 3.10: Left: histogram of the binding energy distribution obtained for the
HF – ASW22 system. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) of the Gaussian fit are
reported in the legend. Right: equilibrium geometries calculated at revPBE0/def2-
TZVP level. The structures highest in BE for each the three binding modes identified
(a, b, c) is reported. The atoms within 3 Årange from F atom are represented as ball
and sticks. The color scheme for the atoms is yellow for F, red for O, and white for
H.

The existence of such distinct adsorption modes, even for a diatomic species,

suggests that the surface properties of the ASW in proximity of the binding

site exert significant effects. In order to specifically gauge the influence of

the water environment on the BE, the evolution of the binding energy with

respect to the size of the cluster is followed for a selected structure of each

binding mode. In a practical way, it is done by removing one water molecule

at a time, starting from the optimized structure, and keeping the remaining

molecules frozen. The process is repeated until all but the two nearest water

molecules to the HF binding site are removed. The resulting ∆BE values,

computed for each frozen water cluster, are plotted in Figure 3.11. The 0 K

baseline corresponds to the original energy value for one of the HF –ASW22
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Figure 3.11: Changes in the binding energy (∆ BE) with respect to the numbers of
water molecules in the frozen ASW22 cluster in the supermolecular configuration for
one of the binding site. The 0 K baselines correspond to the original BE value.

structure, such that the plotted energies represent the deviation from that BE

at each cluster size. The plot shows a rather fast convergence behavior to the

final value; at a cluster size of 4 water molecules, ∆BE is already converged,

indicating that only the local water environment has a significant effect on the

BE. In conclusion, the absence of major variations in the BE passed the close

proximity of the binding site (i.e. beyond the 4 water molecules nearest to the

adsorbate), ensure that cluster models of 22-water molecules guarantee that

the relevant part of the interaction is taken into account.

3.3.3 BEEP: Binding Energy Evaluation Platform

BEEP is a Binding Energy Evaluation Platform meant to offer a straight-

forward, highly automated and easy-to-use interface for the computation and

processing of full BE distributions of molecules. The platform is imple-
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mented within the QCArchive framework183, which allows to transform the

database in a fully open-source endeavour, from the data generation to the

final user-query of the BE data. Due to the nature of QCArchive Databases,

BEEP is extendable to an increasingly large number of molecules. Moreover,

different cluster surface models of different sizes and composition (e.g., dif-

ferent ice mixtures) can be easily added to the platform environment and used

to produce new BE distribution data. To make the access to the database a

user-friendly experience, a Python module is also included, querying the data

without having to know QCArchive syntax. The core of the Python module

is the BindingParadise class that is initialized with the user’s credentials and

allows to set a species and obtain all the related BE data. BEEP has been

created aimed by the idea of a collaborative endeavour in which researchers

of different groups use the protocol to generate new BE data and store it in

the open database, expanding it both in terms of ice models and interstellar

species. A database of reproducible and accurate BEs is also a fundamental

starting point to chemical reactivity studies and diffusion of molecules on the

surface of interstellar ices, as having a potential energy map of neighbouring

binding sites is paramount in finding diffusive transition states and computing

diffusion energy barriers.
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3.3.4 Binding energy results

To present the utility of BEEP, BE distributions of 21 astrophysically-

relevant molecules have been computed.

The species are divided into two groups according to the nature of the in-

teraction with the ice surface. ’Group D’ accounts for interactions dominated

by dispersion, while molecules in ’Group H’ predominantly bind through

hydrogen bonds. The BE distribution results are reported in Figure 3.12,

3.13. The equilibrium geometry is of HF-3c/MINIX quality, as it is proved

to be a cost-effective alternative to the more expensive DFT methods. For

CO species, the geometry is M05/def2-TZVP213, as HF-3c failed to properly

describe the binding sites. The ZPVE corrections have been computed at the

HF-3c/MINIX level of theory for Group H, while for most of the molecules

in Group D it was not possible to apply the linear model used to derive the

correction factors, due to poor correlation. This could be attributed to the

inadequacy of the harmonic approximation to correctly describe the potential

energy well. Notwithstanding, the correction value for Group D molecule

is small enough to fall within the accuracy of the method. The BE values

were computed using the best performing DFT functional from the energy

benchmark for each molecule (see previous section). If no benchmark value

is present, the best performing functional for each group in employed.

A single BE value, representative of the entire distribution, is also pro-
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Figure 3.12: Binding energy distributions for Group H, ASW – X systems, using
HF-3c/MINIX geometries and including ZPVE correction. According to the bench-
mark results, the energy has been computed at ω−PBE/def2-TZVP level of theory
for all species except HNC (B97-2/def2-TZVP), H2CO (CAM-B3LYP/def2-TZVP),
CH3OH (TPSSH/def2-TZVP), HF and HCN (MPWB1K/def2-TZVP). Mean (µ) and
standard deviation (σ ) of the Gaussian fit are reported for the major binding mode
(BM1, solid line) and the minor binding mode (BM2, dashed line). The color scheme
for the atoms is red for O, grey for C, white for H, blue for N, yellow for S and green
for F.
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Figure 3.13: Binding energy distributions for Group D, ASW – X systems, using
HF-3c/MINIX geometries except for CO (M05/def2-TZVP). ZPVE correction has
been included only for C2H2, see Section 3.3.4. The energy has been computed at
ω-PBE/def2-TZVP level of theory for all species except CH4 (TPSSH/def2-TZVP).
D3BJ dispersion correction has been applied to all DFT energies. See Figure 3.12
caption for further details.

vided to accommodate the usage of BEEP calculations in standard chemi-

cal models. For this purpose, mean BE (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) are

obtained by fitting a Gaussian function to the distribution using a bootstrap

method (Section D.1). Binding mode analyses has been carried out for all

species, in order to identify different binding motifs which are labelled in the

figure, along with corresponding percentage and µ and σ values. An example

of binding mode analysis procedure can be found in the following section for

NH3 and also in a Jupyter Notebook in the BEEP GitHub repository.
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Hydrogen bonded structures

Figure 3.12 shows BE distributions of molecules in Group H. These molecules

are mostly bound through electrostatic interactions in the form of hydrogen

bonds (HB) and therefore present a strong interaction with the ASW surface.

This is reflected in the BE values which are in the range of 1000 to 8000 K.

It is worth noting that several species exhibit two distinct distributions.

For NH3 and NHCH2, there is a main binding mode (µ1 ∼ 3400 K) where

the molecule bridge two water molecules via a double HB. In the minor bind-

ing mode (µ2 ∼ 1400 K), the surface water molecules act solely as HB ac-

ceptors, resulting in a lower mean BE. For CH3OH and its radical species

(CH2OH), the main binding mode is the surface interaction via the OH moiety

(µ1 = 3235 and 4451 K, respectively); while in the minor binding mode the

methyl end of the molecule also participates in the interaction. In the distri-

bution of the CH3O radical, a single binding mode was found, corresponding

to the less energetically favorable interaction where both the oxygen and the

methyl take part. This is consistent with the inability of this radical to form

a donor-type HB. Due to its lack of symmetry, the formic acid (HCOOH)

presents a rather complex BE distribution with two different components,

spanning a range of almost 7000 K. The minor mode present dangling OH-

bonds as in the case of the methanol species. Regarding the water molecule,

a closer inspection of the binding modes shows a varied scenario where the
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molecule establishes a single (µ1 = 2725 K) or double (µ2 = 4087 K) HB

to the surface. Even though the former occurs more often during the sam-

pling procedure, the majority of the water molecules that compose the ASW

surface form two HBs, therefore water surface evaporation would mostly fall

within the higher BE regime. The halogen (HF) and pseudo-halogen (HNC,

HCN) molecules have a high standard deviation (σ ∼ 600 K) which reflects a

high capacity of insertion into the ASW environment. This is especially seen

in the HF case, in which the molecule is easily inserted into the hydrogen

bond network, forming strong HB with the water surface, as it was shown

in the previous validation work36. Both HCN and HNC species exhibit two

binding modes. In the main one (µ1 = 2425 and 4628 K, respectively), the

molecules establish a double HB interaction with the surface. Finally, it is

worth noting that the ZPVE correction significantly reduces the BEs, in some

cases up to 25% of the non-corrected value.

Dispersion bonded structures

Figure 3.13 shows the BE distributions of Group D. In order to identify the

molecules that belong to this group, the BE distributions obtained with and

without including D3BJ dispersion correction to the energy computation are

compared. For molecules in Group D, the dispersion interaction is funda-

mental in order to achieve an attractive interaction with the water surface

(see Appendix, D.3). They are mainly homonuclear or highly symmetric
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molecules. The mean BE values range between 300 and 1800 K and are sig-

nificantly lower than in the Group H molecules. Furthermore, the standard

deviation is also less than in Group H molecules, which is consistent with

a smaller capacity of the molecule to deform the binding site environment.

Most molecules therefore present a single binding motif. An outlier is CO,

since its BE distribution reveals two distinct binding modes: the majoritar-

ian one comprises 89.9 % of the structures and involves the C-extremity of

the molecule (µ1 = 1035 K). The other molecule that presents more than one

binding mode is CO2. In the highest BE motif, CO2 interacts with the surface

through both C- and one of the O-atoms of the molecule (µ2 = 1819 K).

3.3.4.1 Participants of the Strecker Synthesis

A closer analysis of the distinct binding motives that characterize the partic-

ipants of the Strecker synthesis of glycine might allow to predict potential

reactive situations. The procedure to separate the binding modes is carefully

illustrated for NH3, in the following. Similar methodology can be applied to

the other species.

NH3

NH3 is one of the reactants of the first step of the synthesis. As showed in

Figure 3.12, the BE distribution revealed a majoritarian peak and a low BE

tail. A certain binding mode is given by the HB interactions that the system
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features. Two water molecules (W) are taken to be hydrogen bonded220,221

if their (H − acceptor O) distance is less than 2.4 Å; the same cut-off is

employed for any kind of HB.

For the system NH3 – ASW, two types (T) of HB are observed:

• T1: N – HW with H2O as donor and NH3 as acceptor

• T2: Hamino – OW with NH3 as donor and H2O as acceptor

where the atom sub-index indicate which fragment it belongs to: ’amino’

stands for amino group (here used in the general sense of H-atoms bound to

a N-atom) and W for one of the ice water molecules. The modus operandi

to identify distinct binding modes is based on careful analysis of character-

istic structural parameters (e.g. bond distances) of the adsorption site. First,

the distance between N-atom and the water molecule nearest to the binding

site (B(N−OW1)) is analyzed. The histogram of the distances is reported

in Figure 3.14a, left, and shows a clear separation in two groups. The first

group (B(N−OW1) < 3Å) is characterized by structures where N-atom is

oriented toward one water molecule, engaged in a T1 interaction. It corre-

sponds to the binding mode labelled as BM1, that accounts for 93.9% of

the binding sites. The second, BM2, (B(N−OW1) > 3Å) is composed by

rarer structures where NH3 is acting solely as HB donor, in agreement to

a T2 interaction. Among BM1 structures, it is possible to discern two ar-

rangements. Analysis of the distance between the two O-atoms nearest to
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Figure 3.14: a) Histogram of two distances relevant for the binding modes attribution
of the system NH3 – ASW. Left: distance between N and the nearest O. Right: dis-
tance between the two O nearest to N. The distances are highlighted in green in the
inset figure, which represents an example structure that belongs to BM1 (B(N – OW)
<3Å) and specifically to the subgroup BM1b (B(OW1 – W2) > 3.5Å). b) BE distri-
butions for the system, calculated at ωPBE-D3BJ/def2-TZVP//HF-3c/MINIX level
of theory, without including ZPVE correction, after being deconvoluted in the three
binding modes contributions: green BM2, orange: BM1a, blue: BM1b. The average
BE for each mode is also displayed as a solid line of matching color. c) Example
structure for each binding mode.
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the binding site (B(OW1 −OW2)), Figure 3.14a, right, reveals a first group

of structures where only T1 is present, BM1a, (B(OW1 −OW2) < 3) and one

where both T1 and T2 are, BM1b, B(OW1 −OW2)> 3. The latter requires the

presence of a second water molecule to be close to N-atom, resulting in the

two water molecules coordinated to NH3 (W1 and W2) to be further apart,

hence, the larger B(OW1 −OW2) distance. In other words, in BM1b, NH3 is

more inserted in the HB network of the ice.

Energetically, the fact that BM1b structures establish more numerous HB

interactions with the ice results in a larger range of BEs, involving the high

BE tail of the distribution: ∼ 12 kcal mol−1. On the other hand, considering

the lesser interactions established, BM1a structures are not significantly af-

fected by the ice: the BE peak is narrower and centered around 9 kcal mol−1.

Deconvolution of the toal BE distribution in the 3 binding modes peaks is dis-

played in Figure 3.14,b. It appears that the presence of HB interaction where

NH3 is acceptor is pivotal to guarantee strong BE, and that the best energetic

arrangement corresponds to the molecule being engaged in two interactions

(BM1b).

The characteristics of the binding modes encountered for NH3 and the fol-

lowing species are summarized in Table 3.4.

With respect to the role of NH3 in the Strecker synthesis, the molecule

is required to lose a proton in forming the aminoalcohol. When the reaction

is water-assisted, the proton is delivered to the ice surface, and subsequently
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Table 3.4: Categorization of the binding modes for Strecker synthesis species (first
column). Second column reports the binding mode. The categorization is based on:
total number of HBs established by the reactants with the ice (HBs, third column),
HB type (forth column), as illustrated in the paragraph, and their average BE (fifth
column, in kcal mol−1). Last column indicates whether the binding mode is a poten-
tial reactive candidate for the Strecker synthesis (Y = yes; N = no).

Species Mode HBs HB type e.g. BE reactive?
NH3

BM1a 1 T1 8.6 N
BM1b 3 T1,T2 11.8 Y
BM2 1 T2 2.9 Y

H2CO
BM1a 2 T3,T4 5.5 Y
BM1b 3 T3×2,T4 9.5 Y

Aminomethanol

BM1a 3 T6,T1,T2 13.3 Y
BM1b 2 T6,T2 9.6 Y
BM2 2 T5,T1 7.4 N

NHCH2
BM1a 2 T1,T4 11.8 Y
BM1b 1 T1 7.3 Y
BM2 2 T2,T4 3.8 N

HNC
BM1a 2 T2,T7 12.6 Y
BM1b 1 T2 8.7 Y
BM2 1 T7 5.1 N

Aminoacetonitrile
BM1a 4 T8,T1,T2,T4 12.6 Y
BM1b 2 T8,T4 8.7 Y
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to the carbonyl oxygen (proton relay mechanism). Such pathway is enabled

by T2 interaction, which is present in BM1b and BM2, therefore only those

binding modes are relevant for the synthesis.

H2CO

H2CO is also participating of the first step of the synthesis. According to

the analysis in Figure 3.12, the BE distribution presents a single peak, usu-

ally synonymous to the existence of a single predominant binding mode. A

summary of possible HB interactions that the system H2CO-W establishes

includes:

• T3: HW – Ocarbonyl with H2CO as acceptor and H2O as donor

• T4: Halkyl – OW with H2O as acceptor and H2CO as donor

where the sub-index ’alkyl’ generally indicates H-atoms bound to a C-atom.

In fact, the vast majority of the structures interacts with the ice through both

T3 and T4 interactions, i.e. both the extremities of the molecules are engaged

in HBs, binding mode denoted BM1 in Figure 3.12. Although, the variety

in BE among the distribution is determined by additional factors, like steric

impediment or multiple HBs. Among the latter, a rare and energetically fa-

vorable example is constituted by structures where the O-carbonyl is engaged

in two HB-acceptor interactions (T3 × 2), with different water molecules.
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Such mode corresponds to high BE tail of the distribution. An example can

be found in Figure 3.15, labelled ’BM1a’, while the average case structures

where only a single T3 is established, are denoted BM1b. The ZPVE has not

been included since the scope of the figure is to illustrate the different binding

modes and corresponding BE ranges. ZPVE corrected BE values have been

reported in the previous sections.

Regarding the Strecker synthesis, the role of H2CO is to accept the proton

from NH3 side, mediated by the water, which corresponds to a T3 interac-

tion, common to all the binding sites. Therefore, virtually, all the structures

are potential reactive sites.

Aminomethanol

A large molecule such as the aminomethanol, product of the first step of the

synthesis, present several binding modes. A complete census of them is out

of the scopes of this thesis. Therefore, only the most relevant ones will be

listed in the following. Among the possible HB interactions that the system

NH2CH2OH-W establishes, there are:

• T1, T2, T4

• T5: Halcoholic – OW with NH2CH2OH as donor and H2O as acceptor

• T6: HW – Oalcoholic with NH2CH2OH as acceptor and H2O as donor
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Figure 3.15: Histogram of the BE distribution of H2CO, calculated at ωPBE-
D3BJ/def2-TZVP//HF-3c/MINIX level of theory, without including ZPVE correc-
tion. An example of the two binding modes is reported, as selected from the distri-
bution. The inset on the right represents a image of a map of electrostatic potential
(MEP) of the ice region highlighted in BM1a: peculiar site that allows the double-
HBs coordination of H2CO. MEP color code ranging from blue (electron-poor re-
gions, dangling-H sites) to red (electron-rich).

Some of the HB interactions have been previously encountered for other

species (T1, T2, T4), while the other are characteristics of the aminomethanol.

The principal two modes (BM1, BM2) (Figure 3.16) are defined by the ar-

rangement of the alcoholic moiety of the molecule. The OH group can be

pointing downward, engaged in donor HB with water (T5, which determines

BM2 mode), or upward with respect to the cluster (T6, BM1). BM1 is more

energetically favorable than the other. The orientation of the amino group

(T1 or T2) is used to define subset of BM1 structures. In the average BM1

binding sites (at the center of the BE distribution, BE ∼ ( kcal mol−1), the

amino group is usually establishing a donor interaction (T2): BM1b variation
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Figure 3.16: Histogram of the BE distribution of NH2CH2OH, calculated at
ωPBE-D3BJ/def2-TZVP//BHANDHLYP/def2-SVP level of theory, without includ-
ing ZPVE correction. An example of the three binding modes is reported, as selected
from the distribution.

of BM1. The presence of both T1 and T2 (i.e. the amino group is highly

inserted in the ice network) determines a very favorable situation labelled

BM1a, corresponding to the high energy tail. Such hyper-coordination of the

amino group is analog to the high BE mode found for NH3.

In rarer cases, also – CH2 group is coordinated to the surface (T4), but such

weaker HB interaction is not determinant for the creation of new binding

modes. Summary of the characteristics of the modes are listed in Table 3.4.

In order to undergo the second step of the synthesis - aminomethanol

dehydration - the relevant interactions are: T6, that allows the protonation of
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Figure 3.17: Histogram of the BE distribution of NCCH2NH2, calculated at ωPBE-
D3BJ/def2-TZVP//HF-3c/MINIX level of theory, without including ZPVE correc-
tion. An example of the three binding modes is reported, as selected from the distri-
bution.

the alcoholic group, and T2, that serves for the deprotonation of the amino

group. Those two interactions are present solely in BM1 (in both variations),

which makes BM1 more interesting for reactivity studies, while structures in

the other binding mode, BM2, are loosely bound and are also not suitable to

undergo dehydration.

NHCH2

NHCH2 is the product of the dehydration of the aminomethanol. The geo-

metrical characteristic required to carry out the third step (the reaction with

HNC), is for NHCH2 to be oriented with -NH group pointing upward with
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respect to the the surface, in order to receive the proton from the ice assist-

ing water, i.e. establishing a T1 HB: This configuration correspond to the

predominant binding mode between the ones we identified for NHCH2 in

Section 3.3.4.1, (BM1 89.0 %). It is also the binding mode where the species

is more strongly bound, as opposed to the arrangement where -NH group

is pointing downward (establishing a T2 interaction, binding mode BM2).

Among BM1 structures, similarly to previous cases, the orientation of – CH2

moiety defines subgroups of different BE range. The most favorable situation

in terms of BE corresponds to both extremities of NHCH2 engaged in HB (T1

+ T4), as expected. An example of NHCH2 binding modes is reported in Fig-

ure 3.17.

HNC

HNC is the other protagonist of the third step. The HB interactions that the

system can establish are:

• T7: Ccyano – HW with HNC as acceptor and H2O as donor

• T2

The analysis of HNC binding sites distribution, (see Binding Mode Anal-

ysis, Section 3.3.4.1) suggested that that are two main orientation of the

molecule with respect to the ice: with the cyano group pointing upward
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(BM1, predominant binding mode, 80.6 %), or downward (BM2). BM1

structures are bound via the hydrogen atom (T2 HB), which is also the only

interaction required in order to undergo stage 3 reaction, as it guarantees HNC

deprotonation. Among BM1 structures, only the strongly bound ones estab-

lish also T7, i.e. the molecule is bent on the ice, in a high BE configura-

tion where both extremities are coordinated to the surface (BM1a). Example

cases, as extracted from the distribution, are reported in Figure 3.18. In sum-

mary, BM1(a,b) structures constitute the high BE part of the distribution and

are also suitable for the reaction, while BM2 cases are rare, therefore not rep-

resentative, loosely bound (only T7 is established) and not likely fit to react

with NHCH2.

Aminoacetonitrile

As it was the case for the aminomethanol, large species present many binding

modes, but the analysis will focus only on the major ones.

The system features a series of possible HB interactions:

• T1, T2, T4

• T8: Ncyano – HW with NH2CH2CN as acceptor and H2O as donor

The only one necessary for stage 4 is T8, i.e. the HB that allows the pro-

tonation of the cyano group. The BE distribution (Figure 3.19) shows a single

peak, hence a major binding mode (BM1). Inspection of the binding sites, in
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Figure 3.18: Histogram of the BE distribution of HNC, calculated at ωPBE-
D3BJ/def2-TZVP//HF-3c/MINIX level of theory, without including ZPVE correc-
tion. An example of the three binding modes is reported, as selected from the distri-
bution.

fact, disclosed that T8 is present in the vast majority of them. Whether the

amino group is also coordinated to the surface, determines the high BE tail

(BM1a) or the low BE tail (BM1b). However, almost all binding sites are

potential reactive candidates.
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Figure 3.19: Histogram of the BE distribution of NCCH2NH2, calculated at ωPBE-
D3BJ/def2-TZVP//HF-3c/MINIX level of theory, without including ZPVE correc-
tion. An example of the two binding modes is reported, as selected from the distri-
bution.
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3.3.5 Effect of cluster size on the Binding Energy

In order to evaluate the effect of the ice model size on the BE results, the

computational procedure provided by BEEP, has been applied also to the set

of clusters of different size at disposal (ASW12,22,37,60). Details about cluster

modelling and characteristics of the final structures can be found in Section

3.1.2. The analysis has been carried out for NH3 species, since it presents sev-

eral binding modes and a wide range of BE. In order to provide a meaningful

comparison, all the binding sites have been obtained at the same level of the-

ory, and due to the size of the larger systems (ASW37,60), both geometries

and energies have been computed using HF-3c/MINIX. It is worth mention-

ing that, according to the energy benchmark, the method overestimates the

BE by 115 K with respect to ωPBE-D3BJ/def2-TZVP result.

The BE distribution computed with the 4 set of clusters are reported in

Figure 3.20. The mean BE (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) values of the dis-

tributions are listed in Table 3.5. There is a shift to high BE for the larger

systems: µ increased by around 500 K passing from the 22-water molecules

clusters to the 60-molecules ones. In term of shape, the BE distributions also

get wider: σ of NH3 – ASW60 distribution is the double of NH3 – ASW22 one.

Another important effect of altering the size of the clusters is found in

the proportion of the binding modes. Taking into account only BM1a and

BM1b (see Figure 3.14), the modes that constitute the majoritarian peak of
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Table 3.5: Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) of the Gaussian fit applied to the BE
distribution of the systems NH3 – ASWS, where S = 12, 22, 37, 60 is the number of
water molecules, calculated at HF-3c/MINIX//HF-3c/MINIX level of theory, without
including ZPVE correction. The last column reports the ratio between the amount of
structures that belong to BM1a and BM1b binding modes, described in the previous
section.

System µ [K] σ [K] BM1a / BM1b
NH3 – ASW12 4684 436 0.6
NH3 – ASW22 4742 317 0.5
NH3 – ASW37 5074 809 0.4
NH3 – ASW60 5287 742 0.2

the BE distribution, the evolution of the ratio (BM1a/BM1b) has been fol-

lowed along the different models. In the smaller systems (ASW12,22) binding

sites where NH3 is interacting solely via HB acceptor interactions with the ice

(BM1a) are more frequent (ASW12, ratio: 0.6) or equal (ASW22, ratio: 0.5) to

the binding sites where the molecule is more inserted in the ice HB network

(BM1b). On the other hand, in the larger systems the proportion changes,

reaching a ratio 0.2 for ASW60, in favor of the hyper-coordinated motif. As

pointed out in the previous section, BM1b structures are more affected by the

site surroundings, therefore display a wider range of BEs that includes more

strongly bound structures. The fact that BM1b is the favored pattern in the

larger systems suggests that the cluster morphology allows higher insertion

of the species in the HB network, besides, it enables the appearance of a high

BE tail. Another explanation for the change in the modes ratio is relative

to the amount of dangling-H atoms identified for the different clusters. The

dangling-H sites on the ice surface appeared to diminish as the size systems
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increased (Section 3.1). A binding mode such as BM1a, therefore, is ex-

pected to not be favored on larger clusters, since it requires the presence of a

dangling-H pointing almost perpendicularly with respect to the surface plane

(see Figure 3.14c). On the other hand, the dangling-H in BM1b is placed

obliquely, in a configuration that might have been obtained by coerced defor-

mation of the ice network, caused by NH3 binding process.

In summary, the BE distributions obtained for the system NH3 bound

to ASW clusters of different sizes display a similar shape and average BE

values. However, the larger systems (ASW37,60) present a high BE tail,

which suggest that the cluster morphology allows stronger interaction of the

molecule. In fact, analysis the ratio between the major binding modes, re-

vealed that, for larger systems, the motif where NH3 is creating a larger num-

ber of HB interactions, i.e. is more inserted in the ice network, is the most

frequent.
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Figure 3.20: Histogram of BE distributions obtained for the system: NH3 –
ASWS where S = 12,22,37,60 is the number of water molecules, calculated at HF-
3c/MINIX//HF-3c/MINIX level of theory, without including ZPVE correction. Each
plot also reports the ratio between the amount of structures that belong to BM1a
(orange) or BM1b (blue) binding mode: BM1a/BM1b, described in the previous
section.
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3.3.6 Effect of surface topology on the Binding Energy

Finally, a more realistic ice model has been taken into account, aim-

ing to analyze the effect of non-neglectable changes of the surface topol-

ogy on the BE. The ice model, generated using a Machine-learned Potential

(MLP) trained ad hoc (Section 2.2), is a amorphous periodic slab of 500-

water molecules (Figure 3.4). The ice surface presents a variety of local en-

vironments, such as hollows regions (’valleys’) and peaks (’crests’). The set

of binding energies collected upon adsorption on such accurate ice model is

expected to reflect the subtleties of the ice-molecule interaction, and provides

a thorough description of it. The species in study is formyl radical (HCO),

since it has been ubiquitously detected in the ISM and is known to be an

intermediate in the grain surface formation of several prebiotic molecules.

The computational procedure used to compute BE distributions using set-of-

cluster model has been used as starting point, although adjustments have been

necessary, especially for the sampling. A proper sampling of the periodic sys-

tem required the definition of a geometrical grid on the surface, to make sure

to include all potential binding sites. Specifics about the updated pipeline are

reported in Section B. Binding sites optimization and BE calculation have

been carried out using the MLP trained for the system in analysis, namely

HCO – ASW.

Figure 3.21 reports the comparison between the BE distribution obtained
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Figure 3.21: Comparison between the BE distribution obtained for the system
HCO – ASW22, set of clusters, upper panel, and HCO – ASW500, set of periodic sur-
faces, lower panel, calculated using a machine learned potential specifically trained
for the system, without including ZPVE correction. The figure also reports the aver-
age BE value, as a dashed line.

with the set of 22-water molecules clusters (re-calculated using the MLP)

and the one obtained with the 5 periodic surfaces. The figure also includes

the average BE of both distributions. The average value shifts to higher BEs

in the larger systems, by about ∼ 450 K, which is imputed to the presence of

a notably high BE tail. The result underscores the importance of using a ac-

curate surface morphology, as the realistic model offers a diverse assortment

of adsorbing situations on the surface, permitting stronger binding of HCO.

Analysis of the binding modes of the molecule did not disclose any new

motives with respect to the findings for the set-of-clusters approach, hint-

ing that the high BE structures are not due to more energetically favoured

arrangements. Instead, they appear to be enabled by the surface morphol-
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ogy. The BEs have been categorized into four categories depending on their

strength: very weak binding (VW, up to 0.4 of the mean BE) weak binding

(WB, 0.4–0.7 range), medium binding (MB, 0.7 – 1.2 range), strong binding

(HB, 1.2–1.8) and very strong binding (VH, higher than 1.8 of the mean BE).

Figure 3.22a displays a histogram of the BEs where the energies that belongs

to each group are shaded in distinct colors. In order to understand the nature

of the strong interactions, the spatial distribution of the different BE groups

is investigated for one of the surfaces that constitute the HCO – ASW model.

Figure 3.22b reports the altitude plot of the model, which is a image of the

top view of the surface, employing a color scale representing the Z axis. The

plot provides a visual measure of the deepness of the surface regions. Rep-

resentation of the adsorbates center of mass as a dot of matching color with

the color scheme defined above, allows to locate the set of binding sites ob-

tained with the specific ice in their topological position on the surface. It is

reminded that each binding site is obtained individually, the entire set has

been condensed in one figure for the benefit of the visualization. The results

indicate that binding sites associated to the high BE group (HB) are mostly

located on the valley portions (darker color regions), while the weaker bind-

ing sites (WB/VW) are distributed on the higher lying crests (lighter color

regions). The result is confirmed by the analysis of average altitude (Z coor-

dinate of the center of mass) of each group of molecules. The average altitude

of species belonging to the low BE tail (loosely bound) is about 4 Åhigher
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Figure 3.22: a) Histogram of the BE distribution obtained for the system HCO–W
considering the 5 periodic surfaces, including ZPVE correction. Total of 880 binding
sites. The figure also report the color code used to identify the BE groups, illustrated
in the paragraph. b) Topological disposition of the different binding group for one of
the 5 ice surfaces. The color code reflect the attribution in a). Each dot corresponds
to the center of mass of the adsorbate in a binding site. MB sites are omitted for
clarity.

than in high BE ones.

The findings reinforce the hypothesis that molecules adsorbed on the

crests lack of strong interactions with the ice, hence, they have higher mo-

bility, being the first to diffuse or desorb upon temperature increase of the

substrate.

The topological position of the adsorbate can also be considered a index of

the capacity of surface insertion of it in the surrounding water network. In

fact, although hollow regions like concavities and small porous were already

present on the ice surface, part of the high BE values has a large deformation

energy (DE) associated to them. The DE is related to the BE according to
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Equation 2.51. The fact that strong adsorption carries out higher DE, implies

that the existence of strongly bound species is subordinated to the alteration

of the water environment upon binding. This final conclusion opens to fur-

ther investigations of the conditions necessary for strong adsorption, and the

role and efficiency of diffusion processes, triggered by temperature increase,

in ’filling up’ ice nano-porous.
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3.3.7 Discussion

Comparison with experimental results and previous theoretical studies

The BE values calculated in this thesis have been compared with available ex-

perimental results. Making a meaningful comparison of calculated BEs with

experimental data is challenging, due to the variety of conditions under which

the experiments are performed. In addition, the experimental data strongly

depend on the pre-exponential factor used in the Polanyi-Wigner equation

employed to derive the BEs222 and the fitting procedure for obtaining BEs

from TPD temperature curves. Among the experimental works, He et al. [57]

has been taken into account. They presented TPD measurement of BEs of

relatively simple molecules (N2 , H2, CO, CH4, and CO2) on a non-porous

ASW (np-ASW) surface at monolayer (ML) and submonolayer coverage. In

He et al. experiments, it is possible to distinguish between two situations

in terms of the coverage (θ ) of the target molecule on the surface. The low

coverage limit (θ → 0), represents a situation in which mostly the binding

sites of high BE would be occupied, corresponding to the high energy tail of

the BE distribution. On the other hand, BE values obtained at the monolayer

regime (θ ≃ 1 ML) can be related with the mean of a BE distribution, where

a variety of adsorption sites with different energies are occupied. The com-

parison shown in Figure 3.23, where the BE distributions are represented as

box plots. Overall, the experimental results of these limiting coverage cases
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Figure 3.23: Box plot comparison between BE distributions presented in this thesis
and experimental results57, relative to different situations in terms of coverage (θ ) of
the target molecule adsorbed on the surface. The box plot median corresponds to the
mean of the main binding mode.

coincide well with the computational values obtained in this thesis. The com-

parison is particularly good for H2, N2 and CO, (a difference of < 155 K in

the low coverage regime and < 170 K in the ML regime) while the error for

CH4 is larger (a difference in low coverage regime of 207 K, and a difference

in ML regime of 337 K). The results suggest that the approach of sampling a

number of independent ASW clusters of a limited size (22 water molecules)

properly reproduces the statistical nature of the interaction of those molecules

with an actual ice surface.

Astrophysical implications

When comparing results between chemical experiments and quantum chem-

istry computations, a difference of 0.2-0.3 kcal mol−1(corresponding approx-

imately to 100-150 K) in the final BE is not substantial. However, for astro-

chemistry modelling, a few tens of Kelvins could largely affect the final out-
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come. The molecular desorption is described by the Polanyi-Wigner equa-

tion, where its dependence on the exponential of the BE plays a crucial role

in determining the efficiency of the process. To show this effect on a realistic,

yet idealized, astrophysical case, the sublimation radius (the so-called snow

line) has been calculated for a protoplanetary disk65,223.

As expected, the position of the snow lines is heavily affected by the as-

sumed BE. The sublimation radius changes by a factor of a few, for example

in the case of H2O, CO and CH4, among the most important molecule in-

volved in the process of planet formation, up to an order of magnitude in the

case of e.g. CH3OH or NH3. Other species, like H2, show larger differences;

however they are not expect to form observable snow lines, since they are in-

volved in other chemical processes that are not captured by a simplified disk

model like the one taken into account. With a binding site distribution, within

the framework of this idealized disk model, the snow line is expected to get

smoother, thanks to the interplay between the temperature density profile, and

the BE distribution. Increasing the distance from the star, and consequently

decreasing the dust temperature, the number of available lower-energy bind-

ing sites will grow, depending on the broadening of the distribution. An ac-

curate determination of the BE is then fundamental to quantitatively assess

snow line positions in planet-forming regions and evaporation fronts during

star-formation.
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3.4 Strecker-type reactions on small water clus-

ters: propaedeutic study

This thesis is focused on the Strecker synthesis of glycine. The synthesis

is comprised of 4 stages, which have been listed in Section 3.2.2. Each one

is studied employing a set of small water clusters ("Small systems", Section

3.5), and on the ASW model composed of 22-water molecules (Section 3.5.

Studying the small systems is propaedeutic for simulating the larger sys-

tems, particularly in elucidating the reaction mechanisms involved. Analyz-

ing these mechanisms through the Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate (IRC) pro-

vides a detailed outline of the events occurring along the reaction coordinate,

enabling meaningful comparisons when investigating reactions on the ASW

surface.

3.4.1 Stage 1: Aminomethanol formation

The first stage (S1) of the synthesis is the nucleophilic addition of NH3

to H2CO to give aminomethanol (NH2CH2OH). Three different systems

are studied: (NH3 + H2CO + WX)X=0−2 corresponding to (S1 – WX)X=0−2,

where S1 – W0 is the reaction in gas-phase, and S1 – W1 – 2 represent situations

where the reactants are coordinated to a minimal water cluster (monomer and

dimer, respectively). The reaction in study is composed of one elementary
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step; energy barriers and reaction energies are reported in Table 3.6. Struc-

tural parameters of the optimized structures can be found in Appendix, Table

E.1.

Table 3.6: Energy barriers (∆E‡) and reaction energies (∆Eo) computed at ωB97-
M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries. Val-
ues in kcal mol−1.

System ∆E‡ ∆Eo

S1 – W0 32.8 -9.9
S1 – W1 14.6 -11.3
S1 – W2 10.1 -12.3

The role of the water molecules in S1 – W1,2 is assisting in proton transfer

reactions, establishing a bridge which mediates the passage of the proton

from one reactant to the other. In the reaction in study, one of NH3 protons

is transferred to the O-carbonyl of H2CO, through the water cluster, which

entails a considerable decrease in the reaction barrier, passing from 32.8 (gas-

phase) to 10.1 kcal mol−1 (S1 – W2). Besides, the exoenergetic character of

the reaction is maintained in all systems, with slightly increasing values of

∆Eo. The zero-point vibrational energy of the reactions (ZPVE) has not been

included.

The presence of assisting water molecules exerts a effect on the geometry

of the reaction site as well as on the electrostatic properties of the reactants.

In terms of geometry, the structural changes required in order to reach the

transition state (TS) geometry are smaller in S1 – W1 – 2 compared to the gas-
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Figure 3.24: Upper panel: variation of the bond angle, A(O-C-N), for the small
systems along S1 reaction coordinate. Lower left panel: NAO partial charges on
the main atoms for the systems, in the reactant geometries (R), shown in lower right
panel.

phase. As an example, Figure 3.24, upper panel, reports the variation of

the bond angle A(O-C-N) along the reaction coordinate. Among the three

systems, S1 – W0 shows the largest deformation in passing from reactants

to TS geometry, and also in passing from TS to product geometry, which

corresponds to a larger activation energy.

The participating water molecules also alter the electrostatic properties of

the reactive centre. For the water-assisted processes to take place, the water

molecule(s) has to be placed as hydrogen bond (HB) donor with respect to

H2CO, as well as HB acceptor to NH3 group, to mediate the proton transfer

from the latter to the former. The effect on H2CO is the polarization of the

carbonyl group, increasing the electrophilic character of the C-atom and fa-

cilitating the formation of C – N bond. Water also acts as a HB acceptor on
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NH3, slightly increasing the electronegativity of N-atom and exerting a weak-

ening effect on one of the N – H bonds, in turn favoring the proton transfer.

Those inductive effects can be estimated by evaluating partial charges on the

reactants geometries. For this study, the natural population NAO charges are

taken into account (Methods, Section 2.7). The tendency, displayed in Figure

3.24, upper panel, is the increase of the partial charges on the backbone atoms

of the reactants (O, C, N) with the number of water molecules present in the

reaction environment. The increment is up to 12 % for the O-carbonyl atom,

while less pronounced on N and C atoms.

Overall, the water environment provides a catalytic effect, facilitating

the structural rearrangements necessary to reach the activated complex and

increasing NH3 nucleophilic and H2CO electrophilic character respectively,

which results in lower reaction barriers.

Stage 1: Reaction mechanism

In order to elucidate the mechanism of the reaction, the intrinsic reaction co-

ordinate procedure (IRC = ξ ) is used to locate the reaction paths. Energy and

reaction force profiles (see Method Section 2.4) are presented in Figure 3.25

for S1 – W1 – 2, and Appendix Figure E.1 for S1 – W0. The analysis of the re-

action force profiles, lower panel, allows to define different reaction events

that take place along the reaction coordinate. The TS region of the IRC pro-

file is defined within the minimum and maximum of the reaction force pro-
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Figure 3.25: Energy (upper panels) and reaction force profiles (lower panels) for
S1 – W1 – 2, using BMK/def2-TZVP//BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP levels of the-
ory. Blue and orange lines represent TS and h-TS. TS and h-TS regions are displayed
as orange and blue shadowed areas.

file, and is displayed as a blue shadowed area. It has been pointed out176 that

primarily electronic rearrangements occur in the TS region, whereas outside

this region, structural modifications are predominant. However, additional

inflection points in the reaction force profile (inset Figure 3.25 lower panel)

suggest that a second incipient reaction event might be present before the TS

region. In fact, all three systems present additional critical points, located be-

fore the TS, that can be used to define a ’pseudo TS’. This event corresponds

to a shoulder on the IRC profiles, clearly visible for S1 – W1 – 2 and less pro-
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nounced in S1 – W0. Such events are considered transient point along the

reaction path and are associated with hidden transition states (marked as ’h-

TS’) and corresponding hidden intermediates (’h-I’), which can be converted

into real TS and I in presence of a change in the environment conditions or

substitution pattern of the reactive fragments177. Similarly to the TS regions,

event regions can be defined for the h-TS as well, by means of the local min-

imum and maximum of the force profile. Those are shown as orange shaded

regions in Figure 3.25.

In order to correlate the bond breaking/forming processes of S1 to the two

events identified along the reaction path, the relevant bond distances evolu-

tion along the reaction coordinate are analyzed. As displayed in Figure B.1

upper panel, C – N distance (solid line) decreases linearly until overcoming

the h-TS region, followed by a change in the slope, meaning that the bond

is established. Consequently, C – N formation (event 1, E1) is correlated to

the h-TS for the three systems. On the other hand, the bond distances related

with the proton transfer (N – H rupture from the ammonia side and O – H for-

mation on the formaldehyde side, dashed and dotted lines) show meaningful

slope alterations entering the TS region, thus linking the second event (E2)

to the TS. Schematic representation of S1 – W2 reaction events is reported in

Figure 3.27.

The nature of S1 events is confirmed also by the Wiberg bond orders and

bond order derivatives along the reaction coordinate, that have been calcu-
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Figure 3.26: Upper panels: relevant bond distances evolution along the reaction
coordinate for S1 – W0 – 2. Lowe panels: corresponding bond order derivatives. Blue
and orange lines represent TS and h-TS. TS and h-TS regions are displayed as orange
and blue shadowed areas.

lated for the main bond involved in the reaction (Figure B.1, lower panel).

A negative sign in the derivative indicates bond weakening or dissociation,

while a positive sign accounts for bond formation or strengthening. The ma-

jor change in the bond order describing the formation of the C-N bond is lo-

cated within the h-TS region, while the proton transfer processes are located

in the TS region. The bond order derivative plots also provide information

about the synchronicity of the processes in E2. For the system S1 – W0, the

major change in both bonds coincides; while for the water-assisted systems

the carbonyl protonation takes place first: O – H forming peak is found to

be at the beginning the TS region, while N – H breaking is closer to the end.

The asynchronicity is more pronounced in S1 – W2. Finally, estimation of

the electrostatic potential of S1 – W2 allows to characterize the critical points
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Figure 3.27: Schematic reaction mechanism for S1 – W2, and MEPs of the minimum
energy points. Blue corresponds to electron-poor regions while red to electron-rich
ones. The structures have been extracted from the IRC plot. Hidden TS (h-TSs)
correspond to inflection points on the reaction force while hidden intermediates (h-
Is) have been identified among the points immediately following the event region’s
area.

of the energy profile. Figure 3.27 displays the corresponding Maps of Elec-

trostatic Potential (MEPs) which use color to indicate electron-rich (red) and

electron-poor (blue) regions. All the structures have been extracted from the

IRC; h-TS corresponds to a inflection point of the reaction force while the

tentative hidden intermediate (h-I) has been selected among the points imme-

diately following E1 region area, as it is not an well defined state.

E1, C – N bond formation, corresponds to a significant shift of the elec-

tron density in H2CO fragment toward the O-carbonyl, as indicated by its

much more vivid red color compared to reactants configuration. NH3 frag-
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ment is also strongly electron-depauperated in creating C – N bond, such that

the dipolar hidden intermediate h-I ( –OCH2· · ·NH3
+) results to be the struc-

ture that presents the largest intramolecular polarization. Once the bond is

established, the proton transfer processes take place (E2). The MEP of the

TS reflects the delocalization of O-carbonyl electron density in forming the

O – H bond (attenuation of the red colored area). Also, it is possible to ap-

preciate the change in the position of the lone pairs on the oxygens of the

assisting water, as the proton transfer events finalize and the aminomethanol

is formed.

In summary, Stage 1 mechanism presents two reactive events (E1 and

E2) which are asynchronous: E1, C – N bond formation, is the first to happen

and leads to a dipolar hidden intermediate which is then converted to the TS,

followed by E2, the proton transfer, which connects the TS to the product.

Stage 1: Partition of the reaction barrier

The integration of the Reaction force profiles allows to quantify the energy

associated to the different reaction events (see Methods, Section 2.4). The

total energy barrier for this stage, ∆E‡, is therefore partitioned as:

∆E‡ = ∆E‡
E1 +∆E‡

E2 (3.7)

Where ∆E‡
E1 is the energy barrier associated to formation of the hidden TS

and ∆E‡
E2 is the energy necessary to convert the hidden intermediate to the
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TS.

Table 3.7: Partition of the energy barriers (∆E‡) according to Equation 3.7, in kcal
mol−1, as calculated from the force profile in Figure 3.25. Reaction energies (∆Eo)
have been included as well.

System ∆E‡
E1 ∆E‡

E2 ∆E‡ ∆Eo

S1 – W0 15.1 17.0 32.9 -8.9
S1 – W1 7.8 6.7 14.8 -11.7
S1 – W2 4.3 5.2 9.7 -13.0

As can be seen from Table 3.7, the reaction in gas-phase displays high

value for both E1 and E2 barriers: 15.1 and 17.0 kcal mol−1 respectively. For

the water assisted systems, while the magnitude of E2 barrier is comparable

(6.7 and 5.2 kcal mol−1), E1 barrier diminishes considerably in S1 – W2, be-

ing of only 4.3 kcal mol−1, vs 7.8 kcal mol−1 of S1 – W1, meaning that the

difference in the total S1 barrier resides in the entity of E1 barrier. Such de-

crease in E1 barrier can be imputed to to the comparatively lesser strained

configuration of S1 – W2’s h-TS. In fact, S1 – W2’s h-TS is characterized by a

5-members ring (taking into account all atoms but the hydrogens), compared

to the 4-members ring in S1 – W1 and the 3-members ring in S1 – W0, where

there are no water molecules involved.

Stage 1 on ice mixture

A set of small systems (NH3+H2CO+X2)X=W,NH3 is treated as a model sys-

tem for the reaction involving the larger ice mixture surface (Section 3.5.1.2).
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a) b) c)

Figure 3.28: TS geometries computed at BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP level of the-
ory for the three systems in analysis: a) S1 – W – NH3, where NH3 is HB-bonded to
surface’s NH3; b) S1 – NH3 – W, where H2CO is HB-bonded to surface’s NH3; c)
S1 – 2NH3, where both reactants are HB-bonded to surface’s NH3 molecules.

Table 3.8 reports energy barrier results, while TS geometries are shown in

3.28. The exothermicity of S1 process is maintained and all three cases dis-

play larger TS barrier than S1 – W2. The most favorable situation appears

to be Figure 3.28a, where NH3 (surface) is coordinated to NH3 (reactant),

acting as HB acceptor, with a energy barrier of 13.7 kcal mol−1. On the

other hand, the least energetically favorable is S1 – (NH3)2 (∆E‡ = 17.1 kcal

mol−1). This system is also not realistic, representing a reactive site with

three NH3 molecules in close proximity to each other.

Table 3.8: Energy barriers (∆E‡) and reaction energies (∆Eo) computed at ωB97-
M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries. NX
indicate the number of molecules involved in the proton relay. Values in kcal mol−1.

System NX ∆E‡ ∆Eo

a) S1 – W – NH3 2 13.7 -12.6
b) S1 – NH3 – W 2 16.3 -12.1
c) S1 – 2NH3 1 17.1 -10.6
S1 – W2 2 10.1 -12.3
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Figure 3.29: a) Energy (upper panel) and reaction force profiles (lower panel)
for S1 – W – NH3, using BMK/def2-TZVP//BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP levels
of theory. Blue line represent the TS. TS region is displayed as shadowed area.
Minimum energy structures have been reported as extracted from the energy profile.
b) Table that reports TS energy (∆E‡) and reaction energy (∆Eo) extracted from the
IRC, as well as the partition of the barrier in ∆E‡

1 (relative to h-TS) and ∆E‡
2 (TS). c)

Bond order derivative for the main bond distances involved in S2.

IRC analysis for system a) S1 – W – NH3, the one that displays the lowest

energy barrier, (Figure 3.29a) confirmed that mechanism is concerted and

composed of the aforementioned events E(1,2). The main difference from

S1 – W2 is in the the bond breaking/forming steps of E2: as illustrated by

the bond order derivative analysis in Figure 3.29c, the peak corresponding

to N – H rupture is anticipated with respect to O – H forming. This is likely
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due to the surface’s NH3 exerting a stronger inductive effect on the reactant,

compared to the assisting water in S1 – W2. The hypothesis is confirmed

by the NAO partial charges computed on NH3 atoms for the two systems,

showing larger intramolecular polarization of N – H bond for S1 – W – NH3

than in S1 – W2.

3.4.2 Stage 2: Methanimine formation

The second stage (S2) is the dehydration of aminomethanol, product of

S1, yielding methanimine (NHCH2). The reaction occurs via the migration of

one of the protons of the amino groups to the alcoholic group of the molecule.

IRC calculation for the system (NH2CH2OH+W2), S2 – W2, is carried out in

order to elucidate S2 mechanism. The plot is reported in Figure 3.30a, upper

panel. Analysis of the reaction force profile (Figure 3.30a, lower panel) and

the bond order derivative (Figure 3.30c) shows that the dehydration proceeds

in a single and asynchronous reactive event (E1).

The bond order derivative peaks indicate that C – O rupture takes place

first (solid line), followed by the protonation of the alcoholic group (dotted

line) and finally the breaking of N – H bond. That is, the proton relay is

initiated by the water molecule acting as HB donor on the alcoholic moiety

of the aminomethanol.

In summary, S2 mechanism is concerted and comprised of a single slightly

asynchronous event. The first steps to take place are C – O rupture in the
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Figure 3.30: a) Energy (upper panel) and reaction force profiles (lower panel) for
S2W2, using BMK/def2-TZVP//BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP levels of theory.
Blue line represent the TS. TS region is displayed as shadowed area. Minimum
energy structures have been reported as extracted from the energy profile. b) Table
that reports TS energy (∆E‡) and reaction energy (∆Eo) extracted from the IRC. c)
Bond order derivative for the main bond distances involved in S2.

aminomethanol backbone, along with the protonation of the alcoholic group,

leading to the conclusion that the reaction mechanism present a late character

in terms of the water formation: once the TS geometry is reached, the water

molecule has already been released.
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3.4.3 Stage 3: Aminoacetonitrile formation

Stage 3 (S3) is the nucleophilic addition of HNC to methanimine (pro-

duced in S2), yielding aminoacetonitrile (NH2CH2CN).
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Figure 3.31: a) Energy (upper panel) and reaction force profiles (lower panel) for
S3W2, using BMK/def2-TZVP//PW6B95-D3BJ/def2-SVP levels of theory. Blue
and green lines represent TS and h-TS respectively. TS and h-TS regions are dis-
played as blue and green shadowed areas. R, TS, h-TS and P structures have been
reported as extracted from the energy profile. b) Table that reports TS energy (∆E‡)
and reaction energy (∆Eo) extracted from the IRC, as well as the partition of the bar-
rier: ∆E‡

1 is relative to the TS, while ∆E‡
2 (h-TS) has been included for completeness.

c) Bond order derivative for the main bond distances involved in S3.

The reaction mechanism is analyzed for (HNC+NHCH2+W2), S3 – W2.
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The analysis of energy and reaction force profiles (Figure 3.31a), revealed

that the reactive events in the nucleophilic addition are asyncrounous.

The first event (E1) is the proton transfer between the reactants and it is

associated to the TS region. From the bond order derivatives (Figure 3.31c),

it appears that the proton relay is initiated by the loss of the proton of HNC,

followed by NHCH2 protonation. The second event (E2) is the aminoacetoni-

trile backbone formation and it manifests as a shoulder in the energy profile,

corresponding to a h-TS located in the relaxation part of the reaction coor-

dinate. The feature associated to this event in Figure 3.31c, is C – C bond

formation, a broad peak in correspondence of the h-TS region. It is notewor-

thy that the order of the nucleophilic addition events is reversed with respect

to the founding for previous stages, where the backbone bond forming (S1)

or breaking (S2) happened first with respect to the proton transfer. The rea-

son for the change of mechanism in S3, lies in the high reactivity and rela-

tively strong acidity of HNC, which is more susceptible to proton loss upon

perturbation224, compared to NH3 in S1 or H2O in S2.

The schematic reaction mechanism of S3 is reported in Figure 3.32 along

with MEPs of the relevant structures as extracted from the IRC profile. The

reactants configuration presents clear charge separation in the system: HNC

side of the pre-reactive complex corresponds to a much more electron-rich

area (red), compared to NHCH2 side (blue). The proton transfer between the

two molecules exacerbates the system intermolecular polarization, as E1 step
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Figure 3.32: Schematic reaction mechanism for S3 – W2, and MEPs of the minimum
energy points. Blue corresponds to electron-poor regions while red to electron-rich
ones. The structures have been extracted from the IRC plot. Hidden TS (h-TS)
corresponds to a inflection points on the reaction force, while the hidden intermediate
(h-I) has been identified among the points immediately preceding the h-TS region).

leads to a dipolar h-TS of zwitterionic nature, where most of the electron-rich

regions are located on the deprotonated HNC. E2 is basically the reaction

between two ionic fragments of opposite charge. Finally, the product is the

structure where the charge is most delocalized, although the cyano group re-

tains negative polarization in the molecule. It should be advised that part on

the electron density is located on the restored lone pair on the amino group,

although, it can only be partially noted, as the lone pair is pointing backward

with respect to the figure orientation.
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3.4.4 Stage 4: Glycine formation

The final stage is the hydrolysis of NH2CH2CN, which involves the nu-

cleophilic attack (S4a) of a water molecule on the C-atom of NH2CH2CN, to

yield a hydroxy imine, which tautomerizes (S4b) to the more stable glycine

amide form (NH2CH2C(O)NH2), followed by a second nucleophilic addition

of water (S4c) to give glycine.

S4a has been studied on two different systems: (NCCH2NH2 +H2O+WX)X=1,2,

S4a – W1 – 2, meaning that the hydrolysis of the nitrile is water-assisted and X

is the number of water molecules engaged in the proton relay. It is to be

noted that water molecules are labelled as ’H2O’ when they refer to reactants

and as ’W’ when they participate in proton transfer processes. The reaction

is the nucleophylic addition of H2O to the cyano group of NCCH2NH2 and

it is concerted and exothermic for both systems. The energy diagrams are

reported in Figure 3.33.

S4a – W1 (black) is favored in terms of TS energy, since the barrier is

lower than S4a – W2 one (red) (38.1 vs 44.3 kcal mol−1 ), as well as in terms

of exothermicity. This result is surprising, since the TS geometry where there

is a 1-water proton relay (S4a – W1) entails a more strained bond angle with

respect to the 2-water molecules proton relay (S4a – W2). However, TS en-

ergy values for S4a are the highest encountered so far in the synthesis. In

order to illustrate the several factors contributing to S4a energy barrier, and
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Figure 3.33: Energy diagram for S4a – W1,2 structures, using BHANDHLYP-
D4/def2-SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-B97-M/def2-TZVP
level of theory. Minimum energy structures - reactants R, transition state (TS) and
product (P) - are reported. The color scheme for the atoms is red for O, black for C,
blue for N and white for H.

how the assisting water molecules affect it, a detailed comparison with S1

is illustrated, since both stages are nucleophilic additions. From a structural

point of view, S4a is characterized by low accessibility of the electrophylic

group, due to the fact that the electron-poor C-atom is engaged in a linear

bond, therefore the reaction is sterically impeded (Figure 3.33R). Moreover,

in order for S4a to take place, the aminoacetonitrile is required to break the

linearity of its C-C-N angle, which implies large deformation of the molecule.

On the other hand, the participants of S1 have smaller sizes and in the reac-

tant equilibrium structure C-carbonyl is oriented toward NH3, favoring the

addition. In terms of electron affinity, H2O is known to be a weaker nucle-

ophile than NH3, therefore its free lone pair is less easily donated to the elec-
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S1 -  W2 (R) S4a -  W2 (R)

Figure 3.34: Comparison between MEPs of the reactants of S1 and S4a coordinated
to a water dimer. Blue corresponds to electron-poor regions while red to electron-
rich ones.

trophilic group. Lastly, from an electrostatic point of view, the cyano group

in NCCH2NH2 is not as polarizable as the carbonyl group in H2CO, besides,

N-atom is a worse proton acceptor compared to O-atom. The comparison be-

tween the MEPs of the reactant is S4a-2W and in S1-1A (Figure 3.34) gives

a visual measure of how less charge polarization is present in S4a – W2.

Due to all these factors, the water-assisted hydrolysis of NCCH2NH2 ap-

pears to be a very unfavorable process.

Stage 4a: Reaction mechanism

Figure 3.35 reports the IRC profiles for S4a – W(1-2) systems. The very sharp

shape of the IRC curve revealed a concerted mechanism where the events are

almost syncronic.

Information about the order in proton transfer events is provided by the bond

order derivative plot: O – H breaking in the nucleophilic H2O takes place
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Figure 3.35: a,b) Energy (upper panel) and reaction force profiles (lower panel) for
S4a – W1,2, respectively, using BMK/def2-TZVP//BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP
levels of theory. Blue line represent the TS. TS region is displayed as shadowed
area. The plots include Tables that reports TS energy (∆E‡) and reaction energy
(∆Eo) as extracted from the IRC. c,d) Bond order derivative for the main bond dis-
tances involved in S4a, for the two systems.

slightly before nitrile’s N – H formation. On the other hand, the addition of the

hydroxide group is the event that requires the greates structural rearrangement

and displays a broad peak (relative to variations in C – O) centered at the TS

for both systems. Indeed, C – O formation starts before the beginning of the

TS region and reaches its final value much later on the reaction coordinate,

especially for S4a – W2.

Stage 4: complete pathway

For completeness, the entire pathway of S4 has been studied using an inter-

mediate size system constituted by the reactants adsorbed on a water tetramer:
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S4 – W4. The energy diagram is reported in Figure 3.36.

Table 3.9: Energy barriers (∆EEn
‡) and reaction energies (∆EEn

o) for the system
S4 – W4, computed at ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-
D4/def2-SVP geometries, for step n of S4. Values in kcal mol−1.

System ∆E‡
E1 ∆Eo

E1 ∆E‡
E2 ∆Eo

E2 ∆E‡
E3 ∆Eo

E3
S4 – W4 37.9 -8.2 4.9 -10.9 39.5 6.6

The reaction is the conversion of a nitrile (aminoacetonitrile) into a car-

boxylic acid (glycine). It comprises three steps, the energy barrier for each of

them is reported in Table 3.9. The first step (E1) is the already explored nu-

cleophilic addition of water to the polar C – N bond to give the hydroxy imine

(I1). In this system, the proton tranfer is mediated by 2 water molecules. The

energy barrier for the process is line with the findings for the smaller clus-

ters. Tautomerization of the intermediate (E2) yields the glycine amide (I2),

in a reaction analogous to the tautomerization of a enol to give a ketone, once

again mediated by 2 water molecules. The step requires to overcome a barrier

of ∆E‡
E2 = 4.9 kcal mol−1. Further hydrolysis of the amide gives the product,

glycine, plus ammonia, with a barrier of 39.5 kcal mol−1. The step involves

the nucleophilic addiction of water to the C-carbonyl followed by transfer of

a proton from the water to N-atom of NH2 moiety, to make the latter a better

leaving group, and subsequent elimination. The proton transfer of step E3 is

assisted by a single water molecule.

Apart from the tautomerization (E2), the steps E1 and E3, requires them-
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Figure 3.36: Energy diagram for S4 – W4 structures, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-
SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-B97-M/def2-TZVP level of
theory. Minimum energy structures - reactants R, transition states (TS1,3) and prod-
uct (P) and intermedates (E1,2) - are reported

selves a amount of energy superior to any other stage of the Strecker synthesis

of glycine, suggesting that the feasibility of the S4 in conditions of low tem-

perature is limited.
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3.5 Strecker-type reactions on ASW

ASW has no long-range order resulting in greater surface heterogeneity

than crystalline-ice, therefore a large variety of adsorption sites exists on the

surface. In Section 3.3, the implications of it have been illustrated on the esti-

mation of the binding energies of physisorbed species. The following section

addresses how it affects the energetic parameters of reactive processes, such

as reaction energies (∆Eo) and transition state (TS) barriers (∆E‡).

A mean to account for a most complete census of reactive configurations

is selecting a set of suitable sites where the reactants are adsorbed (tightly

or loosely), according to their binding sites maps. As it was the case for

the binding energy, the TS and reaction energy of processes taking place on

ASW are better represented by a distribution of values, where the lower ex-

treme of the range coincides with the most energetically favorable reactive

arrangement on the ice.

First and second order surface effects

Different reaction site configurations can be described in terms of the non-

covalent intermolecular interactions that the reactants establish with the ice -

in form of hydrogen bonds (HB) - and the strength and inductive effects of

such coordination. Those effects can be considered as surface effect of first

order, since they involve the reactants. Besides, it is also important to analyse
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Figure 3.37: Example of coordination anomaly on the bridging water (W – B) on
two reactants structures for the first stage of the synthesis. a) structure where WB
presents 2 HB donor groups (D). b) structure where WB has only one D group. HB
acceptor groups are marked as A.

the coordination of the assisting water molecules with respect to the ice HB

network. Strecker-type reactions on ASW involve a sequence of proton trans-

fer steps. These processes occur through bridging molecules that belong to

an extended HB network, compared to the model system. Thus, it is expected

for the surrounding water molecules - not involved in the reactions - to have a

specific catalytic effect on each of the proton transfer steps, according to their

role in the HB network with respect to the bridging molecules. This kind of

surface effect can be considered as second order, as it refers to the effects of

the ice on the bridging water molecules, instead of the reactants. As an ex-

ample, Figure 3.37 reports two initial structures for the first stage. Although

from a "reactants point of view", structures Figure 3.37a and Figure 3.37b

are analogous (H2CO is establishing two HBs with the surface, while NH3

only one), in terms of second order effects, they differ considerably. While in
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Figure 3.37a the bridging water molecule that will be engaged in the proton

transfer (marked as WB), presents two HB donor groups, in Figure 3.37b, WB

lacks of a HB donor water molecule. This kind of HB network phenomena

can have a dramatic effect on the energy barriers of the reactive processes.

The synthesis of glycine is comprised of 4 stages, each one has been

studied on a set of small water clusters (Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 3.4.4).

In the following, it will be explored on a series of reactive sites on the ASW

model composed of 22-water molecules (Sections 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 3.5.4).

Additionally, the first stage is also studied on a nano-porous model (Section

3.5.1.1) and on the ice mixture model (Section 3.5.1.2).

3.5.1 Stage 1: Aminomethanol formation

General aspects

Studying the reaction on a larger surface model implies dealing with the HB

network presents within the ice and the potentially higher number of partic-

ipating water molecules, giving rise to more complex phenomena. In agree-

ment with the multi-binding framework, S1 has been carried out on a variety

of sites on the ASW surface. The procedure to obtain the set of transition

states has been the following:

1. Selection of three of the ASW22 cluster models modelled in Section

3.1.1, and identification of all the sites where a dangling hydrogen atom
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(’dangling-H’) is present. Those are considered to be potential reactive

sites, due to the fact that a dangling-H is necessary for the docking of

H2CO: bridging the proton from NH3 side across the ice to H2CO. The

spreading of the dangling-Hs on a selected surface can be appreciated by

the MEP image in Figure 3.38.

2. Extensive sampling of the reactants in the minimum energy configura-

tions corresponding to S1 – W1 – 2 fragments, i.e. extracting the geometry

of the pre-reactive complex, (H3N · · · C(H2) –– O) and removing the as-

sisting water molecules. The step provides a set of initial configurations

to use as starting point for the TS search.

3. TS characterization, which has been successful for a number of 14 reac-

tion sites.

4. Identification of reactants and products and TS energy calculation.

The set of transition states has been categorized according to the characteris-

tics of their corresponding reactive sites.

Reactive sites categorization

The reactive sites have been characterized in terms of how strongly the re-

actants are affected by the presence of the surface. As pointed out for the

model system, the reactants interact via HB with the water (W) molecules of

the ice. S1 systems feature primarily three possible types of HB interactions,
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Figure 3.38: Map of electrostatic potential (MEP) calculated for of one of the ASW
clusters. Blue corresponds to electron-poor regions while red to electron-rich ones.
There is an average of 8 dangling H sites per cluster.

which have been described in Section 3.3.4.1 (namely T1, T2, T3). The to-

tal number of HBs, NHB established by pre-reactive complex, can be used as

a measure of its insertion into the surface HB network. Larger NHB corre-

sponds to higher insertion. The set of reactants has been divided into 4 cases

(C), based on NHB and HB type:

• Case 1 (S1-C1): NHB = 2

• Case 2 (S1-C2): NHB = 3

• Case 3 (S1-C3): NHB = 3

• Case 4 (S1-C4): NHB = 4-5

Moreover, to further quantify the strength of the interaction, the reactant

interaction energy - IE(R) - between the pre-reactive complex and the ice is
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Figure 3.39: Example of structures belonging to S1-C(1-4) groups identified for S1.
strucures names are illustrated in Table 3.10. a) S1-C1-B, b) S1-C2-A, c) S1-C3-C
d) S1-C4-B.

estimated through a SAPT analysis. The interacting fragments have been

defined according to the following expression:

IE(R) =−IE(NH3 +H2CO · · ·W22) (3.8)

Table 3.10 reports S1 cases and their characteristics, while Figure 3.39 reports

an example structure for each case.

The first case, S1-C1, represents a situation where the effect of the ice on
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Table 3.10: Categorization of the reactive sites for Stage 1 (S1) in 4 cases
(S1 – C(1-4)). First column reports the structures belonging to each case, labelled
alphabetically, e.g. S1-C1-(A-E). The categorization is based on: total number of
HBs established by the reactants with the ice (NHB, second column), HB type (T1 – 3,
third column), as illustrated in Section 3.3.4.1, and their interaction energy with the
surface (IE(R), forth column), as defined in Equation 3.8. The average (Avg) and
standard deviation (Std) of IE(R) is reported as well. Values in kcal mol−1.

Case NHB IE(R)
S1-C1: mild effect 2: T2,T3
S1-C1-A 8.0
S1-C1-B 11.7
S1-C1-C 10.5
S1-C1-D 11.3
S1-C1-E 11.6

Avg(Std) 10.6 (1.4)
S1-C2: strong effect on NH3 side 3: T2 × 2, T3
S1-C2-A 13.7
S1-C2-B 11.3
S1-C2-C 12.2

Avg(Std) 12.4(1.0)
S1-C3: strong effect on H2CO side 3: T2, T3 × 2
S1-C3-A 16.6
S1-C3-B 18.9
S1-C3-C 17.6

Avg(Std) 17.7(0.9)
S1-C4: strong effect on both sides
S1-C4-A 4: T2 × 2, T3 ×2 21.7
S1-C4-B 5: T1, T2 × 2, T3 ×2 21.8
S1-C4-C 4: T2 × 2, T3 ×2 30.6

Avg(Std) 24.7(4.1)

the reaction site resembles the model system: both the reactants establish one

HB each with the surface, as they interact solely with the water molecules
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Figure 3.40: Average NAO partial charges estimated on carbonyl-O (left), carbonyl-
C (middle), N (right), for the structures of each cases. Color code is blue for S1-C1,
yellow for S1-C2, green for S1-C3 and red: S1-C4. Analogous partial charges on the
model system atoms are reported for reference (black star).

that will assist the proton transfer: NHB is 2. S1-C1 structures presents the

smallest average IE value (10.6 kcal mol−1). Therefore the surface effect on

the pre-reactive complex is defined as mild.

S1-C2 and S1-C3 cases exhibit structures in which, in addition to the

assisting waters, there is another water molecule directly HB-bonded to the

reactants. This additional water molecule is specifically coordinated to NH3,

serving as a secondary HB acceptor in the case of S1-C2, or to H2CO, act-

ing as a secondary HB donor in the case of S1-C3. Therefore, NHB is 3 for

both groups and the surface effect is denominated strong on one side of the

pre-reactive complex. The second water molecule is expected to enhance the

inductive effects exert on the reactants by the assisting water molecules, as

discussed in Section 3.4.1. The additional HB interactions with the surface

are also congruent with the higher IE(R) values in S1-C2 and S1-C3 com-

pared to S1-C1 sites.

Figure 3.40 reports the change in average NAO partial charges for each
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case with respect to the model system. Substantially, S1-C1 (blue) behaves as

the model system (black star). The presence of a third HB established by NH3

(S1-C2, yellow), results in the increase of the magnitude of the charge on N-

atom. When a third HB is established by H2CO (S1-C3, green), it results in

the increase of the magnitude of C and O charges.

The last case, S1-C4, is constituted by structures which present the com-

bination of the characteristics of the previous two cases, reaching NHB = 4

(two HB established by each reactant). There is also a very peculiar case that

has been included in S1-C4, where the total NHB is 5: 3 HBs are established

on NH3 side (due to the presence of 2 HB acceptor water molecules and 1 HB

donor) and 2 on the H2CO side. The level of insertion of S1-C4 structures

into the ice network is consequently higher, providing strong surface effect on

both sides of the pre-reacting complex, as indicated also by the IE(R) values

for this group, that are far greater in magnitude compared the previous cases,

with an average of 24.7 kcal mol−1. S1-C4 structures also present the highest

intramolecular polarization on both the reactants, as confirmed by the partial

atomic charges in Figure 3.40 (red) that show the largest values.

A careful analysis of the reactive sites shows that structures more inserted

in the HB network of the ice (S1-C3 and S1-C4) display the presence of a sec-

ond dangling-H in the reaction environment. Such dangling-H is responsible

of the peculiar coordination of H2CO, corresponding to BM1a binding mode

(an example is displayed in Figure 3.15), which is the highest in BE and also
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the rarest, since it requires the presence of two dangling-Hs close to each

other in the ice model. It will be illustrated that the reaction mechanisms is

highly dependent on such environmental characteristic, therefore, the reaction

sites are primarily grouped in situations where there is only one dangling-H

(lone dangling-H sites, S1-C1, S1-C2), and situations where there are two

(pair dangling-H sites, S1-C3, S1-C4).

In the following sections, detailed results for the different situation are

presented.
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Lone dangling-H sites

The reactions in correspondence of lone dangling-H sites includes S1-C1 and

S1-C2 structures. Their reactive behaviors exhibit slight differences. Conse-

quently, the results will be presented in terms of energy, followed by a de-

tailed examination of the reaction mechanisms for each of them, separately.

5 structures correspond to case S1-C1: one of them reflects the mecha-

nism of S1-W1, i.e. the proton transfer is mediated by one water molecule,

while the rest reflects S1 – W2. Table 3.11 and Figure 3.43, left panel, reports

the energy barriers for this stage. The TS barrier for the structure S1-W1-

like is 13.7 kcal mol−1. This value is only marginally smaller than S1-W1

(14.6 kcal mol−1), meaning that the reaction site is not particularly affected

by the ice environment. Structures that present S1 – W2-like behavior have

an average TS barrier of 10.3 kcal mol−1, in line with S1 – W2 model system.

The standard deviation of the average TS barrier is very low, suggesting little

structural variability in the reactive sites for this case.

There are 3 structures that correspond to S1-C2, TS energy barrier and

reaction energy results are reported in Figure 3.42 and Table 3.11. The mech-

anism is analog to the reaction assisted by 2 water molecules and the energy

values are in line with S1 – W2, with a average barrier of 10.0 kcal mol−1.
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Figure 3.41: Energy diagram for S1-C1 structures, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-
SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-B97-M/def2-TZVP level of
theory. Minimum energy structures - reactants R, transition state (TS) and prod-
uct (P) - are reported for a example case. Energy diagram for S1-C2 structures,
using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-
B97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory. Solid black lines represents structures where
the proton transfer is mediated by 2 water molecules (as in S1 – W2, hence the
name ’S1 – W1-like’). Solid red line indicate one water-molecule assisted structures
(S1 – W1-like). Minimum energy structures - reactants R, transition state (TS) and
product (P) - are reported for a example case. The color scheme for the atoms is red
for O, black for C, blue for N and white for H.
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Figure 3.42: Energy diagram for S1-C2 structures, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-
SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-B97-M/def2-TZVP level of
theory. See Figure 3.41 caption for more details.

S1-C1: mild surface effect. Reaction mechanism

IRC analysis has been carried out for S1-C1-B, the system that presents the

lowest TS barrier, the energy profile is reported in the upper panel of Figure

3.43a. The plot is qualitatively similar to the findings for S1 – W2. Analysis

of the reaction force profile (Figure 3.43a, lower panel) allowed to identify

the reactive events, and to partition the energy barrier according to in Equa-

tion 3.7. As it was the case in S1 – W2, the first reactive event associated to
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Table 3.11: Energy barriers (∆E‡) and reaction energies (∆Eo) computed at ωB97-
M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries, for
structures that belong to S1-C1, and S1-C2 cases. Column two, WX, indicates the
number of water molecules involved in the proton relay. Average (Avg) and standard
deviation (Std) for the set of S1 – W2-like cases have been included as well. Values
in kcal mol−1.

System WX ∆E‡ ∆Eo

S1-C1-A 1 13.7 -17.3
S1-C1-B 2 9.7 -11.2
S1-C1-C 2 10.3 -11.2
S1-C1-D 2 10.5 -11.0
S1-C1-E 2 10.7 -11.5
Avg(Std) 10.3(0.4) -11.2(0.2)
S1-C2-A 2 9.7 -9.2
S1-C2-B 2 9.9 -11.9
S1-C2-C 2 10.4 -10.1
Avg (Std) 10.0(0.3) -10.4(1.1)

the h-TS corresponds to the C – N formation while the second reactive event

is the proton transfer process. The ∆E‡
E1, associated to the h-TS, is of 5.3 kcal

mol−1, slightly larger than in the model system (4.3 kcal mol−1). Consider-

ing that the only water molecules coordinated to the reactants are the ones

involved in the proton relay, as in S1 – W2, the effect on the barrier is anal-

ogous. However, the rigidity of the HB ice network takes part in increasing

∆E‡
E1. Regarding ∆E‡

E2, the barrier to convert the dipolar hidden intermediate

( –OCH2· · ·NH3
+) to the TS, it is of 3.4 kcal mol−1, slightly smaller than in

the model system, meaning that the proton transfer processes are marginally

facilitated by the environment.
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Figure 3.43: a) Energy (upper panels) and reaction force profiles (lower panels)
along the IRC for S1-C1-B, using BMK/def2-TZVP // BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-
SVP levels of theory. Blue and orange lines represent TS and h-TS, respectively. TS
and h-TS regions are displayed as orange and blue shadowed areas. The table reports
TS energy (∆E‡) and reaction energy (∆Eo) extracted from the energy profile, as well
as the partition of the barrier in ∆E‡

1 (relative to h-TS) and ∆E‡
2 (TS). b) Structures

relative to R and h-TS, as extracted from the energy profile. C-N bond distance have
been highlighted. c) Bond order derivative for the main bond distances involved in
S1.

Regarding the reaction mechanism, as shown by the bond order derivative

analysis, Figure 3.43b, the order and location of the peaks corresponding

to bond breaking/forming phenomena is akin to S1 – W2. However, the TS

region is broader, meaning that the asincronicity of the events in E2 is more

pronounced: the legs of the proton transfer are more spaced on the reaction

coordinates, with N – H breaking being further apart with respect to O – H
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forming, compared to the model system. The reason for such behavior lies

on minimal surface second order effects on the bridging water molecules,

consistent with the diminished ∆E‡
E2. In summary, S1-C1 group of structures

presents a behaviour akin to the findings for the small system (average of 10.3

kcal mol−1 in TS barrier), showing no major catalytic effect of the surface HB

network.

S1-C2: strong surface effect on NH3 side. Reaction mechanism.

The most relevant consequence of the stronger interaction with the ice on

NH3 side of the reactive complex, is on the reaction mechanism and can be

appreciated by taking into account the IRC profile for one of the structures

(S1-C2-B), displayed in Figure 3.44a (upper panel).

The left branch of the curve is similar to the case analysed for S1-C1.

The shoulder corresponding to E1 is present and slightly more pronounced

than in S1-C1 case. The partition of the energy barrier, Figure 3.44b, shows

that the energy associated to E1 is 5.3 kcal mol−1, which is larger than in the

model system (4.3 kcal mol−1). As previously mentioned, this is probably

attributed to the resistance encountered by the approaching NH3 and H2CO

in the S1-C2 configuration, as they form additional interactions with the ice

surface.

On the other hand, the TS region, and the region located passed the TS,

differ from S1-C1: the curve presents the appearance of a second shoulder
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Figure 3.44: a) Energy (upper panel) and reaction force profiles (lower panel) for
S1-C2-B, using BMK/def2-TZVP//BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP levels of theory.
Blue line represent the TS. Orange and green represent h-TSs. TS and h-TSs regions
are displayed as shadowed areas. TS and h-TSs structures have been reported as ex-
tracted from the energy profile. b) Table that reports TS energy (∆E‡) and reaction
energy (∆Eo) extracted from the energy profile, as well as the partition of the barrier
in ∆E‡

1 (relative to h-TS1) and ∆E‡
2a (TS). ∆E‡

2b (h-TS2) has been included for com-
pleteness. c) Bond order derivative for the main bond distances involved in S1.

feature, corresponding to a second hidden transition state, h-TS2. The anal-

ysis of the inflection points of the reaction force profile, Figure 3.44, (lower

panel), confirmed the existence of a third reactive event (green line and green

shadowed region). The bond order derivative plot, Figure 3.44b shows that,

in S1-C2, the asyncronicity in the proton transfer events increases to such ex-

tent that it manifests as two separated reaction events, in which the emerging

h-TS can be associated solely to the final step of the proton transfer: the N – H
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bond breaking. The result suggest that it is a peculiar feature of S1-C2 and

that it follows from the inductive effects exert by the two water molecules

acting as HB acceptors on NH3. They diminish the proton donor character of

N-atom, thus delaying the proton transfer from it. Basically the strong sur-

face effect of first order on NH3 side enhances the asincronicity of the proton

transfer processes, therefore N – H breaking is located much later with respect

to O – H bond forming (E2a), and constitutes a separate event (E2b).

The updated schematic mechanism for the reactive events of S1-C2 is

reported in Figure 3.45, along with the MEPs of the reactive centre along the

reaction coordinate, for the example case. As for the model system, Section

3.4.1, Figure 3.27, the structures have been extracted from the energy profile.

All but the hidden intermediates (h-Is) correspond to critical points of the

energy and the reaction force profiles. The h-Is tentative structures have been

selected among the points immediately following the corresponding event

region, in the flattest part of the IRC curve. E1 is unaltered with respect to

the model system: it is the formation of the dipolar h-I1, ( –OCH2· · ·NH3
+),

structure that presents the largest intramolecular charge localization, as the

formation of C – N bond has a strong inductive effect on the carbonyl. The

two proton transfer steps comprised in E2a lead to the protonation of the O-

carbonyl, relocating the electron density from its oxygen’s lone pair to the

forming σ bond. The delay of the third proton transfer step results in the

second hidden intermediate, h-I2, which presents a relatively electron-rich
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Figure 3.45: Schematic reaction mechanism for S1-C2-B, and MEPs of the min-
imum energy points. MEP color code: blue corresponds to electron-poor regions
while red to electron-rich ones. The bonds involved in each reactive event have been
highlighted. The structures have been extracted from the IRC plot. Hidden TS (h-
TSs) correspond to inflection points on the reaction force while hidden intermediates
(h-Is) have been identified among the point immediately following the event region’s
area.

area on the deprotonated water acting as HB acceptor on NH3. It can be

appreciated by noting the color change area on the bridging water to the left
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of the reactive complex - despite the fact that the orientation of the molecule

is not ideal, as the water lone pair is pointing backward - the area passes

from vivid blue (h-I1) to reddish (h-I2). The third event (E2b) is N – H bond

breaking that forms the product, relocating the electron-rich area from the

bridging water to the N-atom, where the lone pair is reestablished.

The partition of the energy barrier, Figure 3.44b, shows that the reaction

energy associated to E2a is 3.3 kcal mol−1, which is smaller than the model

system by almost 2 kcal mol−1. As we pointed out for S1-C1 example case,

it might be due to some surface second order effects on the reactive centre.

In summary, S1-C2 structures present an average TS barrier of 10.0 kcal

mol−1, hence no consistent surface catalytic effect compared to the model

system. The major peculiarity of this group resides in the reaction mecha-

nism that presents the appearing of a third event in the relaxation part of the

reaction coordinate. The event is due to the delaying of the last step of the

proton relay (N – H bond breaking), caused by the effect exerted by the two

water molecules acting as HB acceptors on NH3.

Pair dangling-H sites

S1-C3 and S1-C4 structures are characterized by the presence of a second wa-

ter molecule coordinated to the reactants, acting as HB donor. That situation

corresponds of having a pair of dangling-H atoms in the reaction site. The

additional dangling-H is establishing a second HB donor on H2CO side. As
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a result of the extraordinary polarization of the carbonyl bond (Figure 3.40),

once event E1 is reached, the hidden dipolar intermediate, ( –OCH2· · ·NH3
+),

h-I, is converted into a real intermediate. Therefore, S1 reaction in S1-C3 and

S1-C4 sites present a step-wise mechanism - constituted of 2 separated steps.

S1-C3: strong surface effect on H2CO side

Figure 3.46 and Table 3.12 report the corresponding energy barriers for S1

steps, together with a example case. This group is composed of 4 structures.

Table 3.12: Energy barriers (∆EEn
‡) and reaction energies (∆EEn

o) for structures
that belong to S1-C3, computed at ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using
BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries, for step n of S1. Column two, WX, in-
dicates the number of water molecules involved in the proton relay. Average (Avg)
and standard deviation (Std) have been included as well. Values in kcal mol−1.

System WX ∆E‡
E1 ∆Eo

E1 ∆E‡
E2 ∆Eo

E2
S1-C3-A 2 2.9 2.8 5.0 -12.9
S1-C3-B 2 5.5 5.6 8.0 -11.3
S1-C3-C 1 3.6 4.0 4.1 -11.5
S1-C3-D 1 2.9 2.8 7.6 -11.7
Avg(Std) 3.6(1.1) 3.8(1.2) 6.2(1.6) -11.9(0.6)

A minimum on the PES of S1-C3 emerges as the dipolar intermediate (I)

corresponding to E1. Its appearance forges a PES plateaux, as the intermedi-

ate exhibits energy levels akin to those of TS1, with an average barrier of 3.6

kcal mol−1. This value is slightly lower than the findings for the partial bar-

rier ∆E‡
E1 for S1-C1 and S1-C2. E2, the exothermic formation of the product,

has a average TS barrier of 6.2 kcal mol−1. For all cases E2 barrier is greater
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Figure 3.46: Energy diagram for S1-C3 structures, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-
SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-B97-M/def2-TZVP level of
theory. See Figure 3.41 caption for more details.

than E1, hinting that the second event is the rate-limiting step of the process.

As previously mentioned (Section 3.5), event E2 might be affected by surface

second order effects that alter energetic and order of the proton transfer steps

in a specific fashion. Therefore, in order to explain the variability in E2 barri-

ers for this group, the comparison between S1-C3-A (∆E‡
E2: 5.0 kcal mol−1)

and S1-C3-B (∆E‡
E2: 8.0 kcal mol−1) is illustrated.

Figure 3.47a and 3.47c, show reactants and E2 transition states respec-

tively. This couple of structures has been reported also in Figure 3.37 as
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Figure 3.47: Upper panel: a) Geometries relative to S1-C3-A reactants (R, left) and
second step TS (TS2, right). HB donor and acceptor groups are labelled as A, D.
WB stands for bridging water. b) Bond order derivative for TS2 events for the same
system. Atoms involved in bond forming/breaking events have been labelled on TS2
structure. Lower panel: c) and d) analogous of a) and b), respectively, for S1-C3-B
system.

example case of coordination anomaly. In fact, S1-C3-B lacks of a HB donor

group (labelled as D) acting on the bridging water (WB), with respect to S1-

C3-A. Thereby, the proton donor character of WB in S1-C3-B is worsened,

with consequent shifting in the order of E2 events. In fact, the protonation

of the bridging water WB, usually the intermediate step in a 2-water proton

relay, takes place first with respect to O – H bond formation. The result is

confirmed by the bond order derivative analysis in Figure 3.47b and 3.47d.

The red solid line representing the bridging water protonation (WB – HB bond
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formation, in the figure), which in S1-C3-A is the second event to take place,

is the first to happen in S1-C3-B, instead.

As a consequence, in terms of structural parameters and electrostatic po-

larization, TS2 for the two systems, Figure 3.47a, 3.47c, differ considerably.

In fact, the coordination defect in S1-C3-B alters its geometry, breaking the

planarity of the 4 heavy atoms establishing the proton relay (N – OW – OW-

OH2CO). Moreover, the oxygen atom of WB in S1-C3-B presents a lone pair

not engaged in any HB, which results in a extraordinary electron-rich region,

as it can be appreciated by the MEPs, reported in Figure E.2.

Similar order alteration in the proton transfer events has been observed

for the pair of systems where the proton transfer is mediated by one wa-

ter molecule (’S1-W1-like’ systems), S1-C3-(C,D), as well. Since for both

S1 – W1 – 2-like cases the proton transfer reversed order mechanism results in

higher E2 barriers, it can be concluded that coordination anomalies in the HB

ice network, such as lacking HB donor groups acting on the assisting water

molecules, is a energetically non favorable characteristic.

This is expected, since the HB network of the ice provides stabilization

to the TS, hence coordination defects would lead to higher energy structures

and higher TS barriers.

In summary, S1-C3 structures present a step-wise reaction mechanism,

comprised of two step, corresponding to events E(1,2) previously identified.

The first event, the formation of the dipolar intermediate is associated with
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the formation of a PES energy plateaux with a average barrier of 3.6 kcal

mol−1, while the formation of the product is exothermic and it is the rate lim-

iting step for all the systems, with an average energy barrier of 6.2 kcal mol−1.

S1-C4: strong surface effects on both sides

Table 3.13: Energy barriers (∆EEn
‡) and reaction energies (∆EEn

o) for step n of
S1, for structures that belong to S1-C4, computed at ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of
theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries. Column two, WX, indicates
the number of water molecules involved in the proton relay. Values in kcal mol−1.

System WX ∆E‡
E1 ∆Eo

E1 ∆E‡
E2a ∆Eo

E2a ∆E‡
E2b ∆Eo

E2b
S1-C4-A 1 0.4 -1.1 7.1 -13.0
S1-C4-B 2 0.1 -10.7 12.8 -11.5
S1-C4-C 2 -0.4 -2.1 4.9 1.8 2.6 -10.3

3 structures that correspond to S1-C4 characteristics: high level coordi-

nation of both the reactants with the ice surface. Among the reaction sites

found for this case group, three involved two ice-surface water molecules in

the proton relay (S1 – W2-like) while in one path the proton relay was es-

tablished with one water molecule (S1 – W1-like). As for the previous case,

the peculiar binding mode of H2CO determines a step-wise mechanism com-

prised of several events. The first one is C – N formation, E1. The main

difference with S1-C3 is that the dipolar intermediate is formed by a marked

exothermic process. Moreover, the barriers ∆E‡
E1 (reported in Table 3.13 and

Figure 3.48) are close to zero kcal mol−1, meaning that the PES is very flat
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Figure 3.48: Energy diagram for S1-C4 structures, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-
SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-B97-M/def2-TZVP level of
theory. See Figure 3.41 caption for more details.

and the formation of the dipolar intermediate is essentially barrierless. The

reaction energy of S1-C4-B, one of the reactive sites, is the most exothermic

(∆Eo
E1: -10.7 kcal mol−1), due to the extraordinary coordination that the dipo-

lar intermediate establishes with the ice, upon formation. In fact, the H2CO

side of the dipolar intermediate is interacting with three water molecules.

The energy barriers for the proton transfer, E2, range from 5 to 13 kcal

mol−1,. E2 is the rate limiting step of the process, as it was the case also for
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S1-C3. Despite the high E2 barriers, it is possible to argue that the exother-

micty of the previous step might supply part of the amount of energy needed

to overcome the barrier.

Lastly, structure S1-C4-C displays a different reaction pathway composed

of three steps (E1, E2a and E2b). Figure 3.48 also reports the configuration of

the different minima for this pathway. E2a, the first leg of the proton relay, is

slightly endothermic and leads to the formation of a second dipolar interme-

diate (I2). This structure is analogous to h-I2 that was detected as a shoulder

on the energy profile of S1-C2, Figure 3.44. Figure E.3, it is possible to find

the MEP calculated for I2. Analysis the HB network around of the assisting

water WB reveals a extraordinary hyper-coordinated molecule surrounded by

three HB donor groups (labelled as D(1-3)). Hence, the successfully isolation

of I2 appears to be due to surface second order effects. S2-C4-C represents

a ’paused’ S1 mechanism, where the ice environment accommodates the re-

active complex at each step. Nevertheless, the E2b, the final step, exhibits

significantly greater exothermicity compared to the formation of I2, making

the production of the product more energetically favorable than halting S1 at

the second dipolar intermediate. Furthermore, S1-C4-C presents among the

smallest energy barriers for each step of S1 taken singularly, hinting that it

might reflect the most plausible mechanism for the aminomethanol formation

on ASW.

In summary, S1-C4 structures display elevated insertion into the HB net-
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work of the ice, reflected by the high number of interactions established by

the reactive complex. As a consequence, S1 proceeds through a step-wise

mechanism, comprised of two or three exothermic steps, leading to the for-

mation of hyper-coordinated dipolar intermediates that finally convert to the

product.

3.5.1.1 Stage 1 inside of a nano-porous

To investigate the impact of the increased insertion of the reactive complex

into the ice HB network, also motivated by the finding for S1 in proximity of

the double dangling-H sites, S1 is conducted on a surface featuring a nano-

porous. Only the inner region of the porous is taken onto account, since the

structure has been extracted as a spherical portion of the ASW500 periodic

surface.
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Figure 3.49: Map of electrostatic potential (MEP) calculated for the surface which
present a nano-porous. Blue corresponds to electron-poor regions while red to
electron-rich ones. The inner surface present two dangling Hs (blue regions); the
one that will be used as a docking point for the reaction has been highlighted. A con-
straint has been applied on the atoms on the outer layer of the surface, represented as
sticks.

A constraint has been applied on the atoms belonging to the outer sphere

to preserve the porous. Further details about the modelling can be found in

Section 3.1.5, and a MEP of the surface is displayed in Figure 3.49.

The inner surface presents only two dangling-H sites; the one on the right

part of the nano-porous (highlighted) resulted to be the docking site for the

reaction. To attain the initial geometry of the reactive site, the same proce-

dure as in Section 3.5.1 was followed. However, all the sampling attempts

using the reactive complex resulted in the barrierless formation of a dipolar

intermediate ( –OCH2· · ·NH3
+) I1 (relative to reactive event E1). It was de-

duced that the porous environment inclined towards favoring that particular

arrangement. Given that it was not possible to optimize both the reactants in-
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side of the porous, in a non-interacting configuration, a different strategy has

bee used, sampling the porous-inside using solely H2CO and placing NH3

on one of the edges. Such initial reactant geometry allowed to estimate the

exothermicity of the intermediate formation. As expected, it was very favor-

able, entailing a energy difference of -16.9 kcal mol−1, upon NH3 diffusion

into the cavity. Figure 3.50 reports the energy diagram for the pathway as

well as the structures of the minima. The reaction mechanism is step-wise

and substantially corresponds to the three-steps S1-C4 case, S1-C4-C (Sec-

tion 3.5.1). It is not surprising since the nano-porous surface can be seen as

a exacerbated situation of S1-C4, where both sides of the reactive complex

are highly coordinated to the ice. The energy barriers for the three steps are

reported in Table 3.14, S1-C4-C values are included for comparison.

Table 3.14: Energy barriers (∆EEn
‡) and reaction energies (∆EEn

o) for step n of S1
carried out in a nano-porous, computed at ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using
BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries. Column two, WX, indicates the number
of water molecules involved in the proton relay. S1-C4-C values are included for
comparison. Values in kcal mol−1.

System WX ∆E‡
E1 ∆Eo

E1 ∆E‡
E2a ∆Eo

E2a ∆E‡
E2b ∆Eo

E2b
S1 – ASWporous 2 - -16.9 4.9 0.2 4.1 -5.5
S1-C4-C 2 -0.4 -2.1 4.9 1.8 2.6 -10.3

As previously mentioned, I1 formation (E1) is barrierless and much more

exothermic when taking place into the nano-porous, than on the ASW sur-

face, hinting to a important surface catalytic effect. Regarding E2a, the first
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part of proton relay, the barrier is almost 5 kcal mol−1 and it is is slightly

endothermic, as it was the case for S1-C4-C. On the other hand, the last

event (E2b, the formation of the product) has a TS barrier of 4 kcal mol−1,

larger than S1-C4-C, hinting that the hyper-coordinated intermediate I2 is

more stabilized by the nano-porous than by the ASW cluster. In conclusion,

the nano-porous presented a dangling-H acting as docking site located around

the centre of the inner surface. This characteristic strongly favored the bar-

rierless formation of the reactive complex between the reactants (I1). The

mechanism to convert the intermediate to the product proceeded via a two

steps-proton relay with TS barriers of 4-5 kcal mol−1 each. Nevertheless, the

considerable energy surplus derived from the highly exothermic first step (es-

timated by around ∆Eo
E1 = -17 kcal mol−1) might be used for the subsequent

ones.
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Figure 3.50: Energy diagram for S1 inside a nano-porous. Energies values computed
at BMK/def2-TZVP // BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP level of theory. Energy min-
ima are reported in the lower panel. Water ice molecules that are kept constrained
during optimization are represented as sticks.
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3.5.1.2 Stage 1 on ice mixture

The last section illustrates the results obtained for S1 using a ice mixture

surface H2O : NH3 = 2.5:1. Only the first stage has been explored since

it is the one where NH3 participates in the reaction, therefore, increasing

its availability in the environment might result in a higher probability of the

process. However, the analysis has not statistical purpose, being focused

mainly on evaluating eventual changes in energetics and mechanism of S1

reactions caused by the ammonia-rich environment.

The ice mixture surface presents the following composition: (H2O)15 :

(NH3)6, details about the modelling can be found in Section 3.1.3. Compared

to the pure water clusters, the ice mixture presents more dangling-Hs, a total

of 10 per surface and less spaced on the surface, as it can be evinced also from

the MEP image in Figure 3.51. Due to the large variety of possible reactive

combinations, only three limiting cases of such a broad scenario are taken

into account:

• S1 – mixture – C1: surface’s NH3 molecules are present in the bulk of the

ice, but do not interact with the reactants or take part of the reaction

• S1 – mixture – C2: one surface’s NH3 does participate of S1, assisting in

the proton transfer.

• S1 – mixture – C3: several surface’s NH3 molecules are coordinated to

the reactants, but are not engaged in the proton transfer.
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Figure 3.51: Map of electrostatic potential (MEP) calculated for the ice mixture
surface. Blue corresponds to electron-poor regions (dangling-H bonds) while red to
electron-rich ones.

The reactive complex of each case is reported in Figure 3.52 and the energy

barrier results are listed in Table 3.15 and Figure 3.53.

The first case, S1 – mixture – C1, the energy barrier is 12.0 kcal mol−1. In

terms of reactant geometries, this situation is analogous of S1-C1 on ASW,

illustrated in the previous section. The comparison of the energy barrier with

the average found for that group (10.3 kcal mol−1), reveals that the ammonia-

rich environment is energetically unfavorable for the aminomethanol forma-

tion, increasing the barrier by almost 2 kcal mol−1.

The same conclusion applies to Case 2, being the one with the high-

est barrier (13.52 kcal mol−1) among the situations considered. In terms

of geometry, this case resemble the small system S1 – NH3 – W (b) (Section

3.4.1), where the NH3 participating of the proton transfer is coordinated to
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Figure 3.52: Reactive situations taken into account for S1 on ice mixture. a) S1-
mixture-C1, b) S1-mixture-C2, c) S1-mixture-C3, according to the description in the
text.

the H2CO. In comparison to the energy barrier of small system, the reaction

carried out on the large mixed ice surface presents a smaller barrier by almost

3 kcal mol−1. This result, despite the amount of the overall barrier, provides

the evidence of a certain catalytic effect of the larger ice mixture environment

applied to S1 – NH3 – W (b) reaction mechanism.

Lastly, the effect on the ammonia-rich environment in providing ener-

getic stabilization to the reactants is addressed. In Case 3 structure, H2CO is

creating 3 HBs with the surface: 2 with water molecules and 1 with a NH3

molecule. In terms of geometry, this kind of coordination is typical of the

pair dangling-H sites encountered for the pure ASW surface (S1-C3, S1-C4).
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Figure 3.53: Energy diagram for S1 on ice mixture, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-
SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-B97-M/def2-TZVP level of
theory. Solid black line: S1-mixture-C1; dashed black line: S1-mixture-C2; solid
red line: S1-mixture-C3. Minimum energy structures - reactants R, transition states
(TS1,2), intermediate (I) and product (P) - are reported for each case.
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Table 3.15: Energy barriers (∆EEn
‡) and reaction energies (∆EEn

o) for step n of S1
carried out on ice mixture, computed at ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using
BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries. Column two, NX, indicates the number of
molecules involved in the proton relay. Values in kcal mol−1.

System NX ∆E‡
E1 ∆EE1

o ∆E‡
E2 ∆EE2

o

S1-mixture-C1 2 12.0 -11.1
S1-mixture-C2 2 13.5 -11.1
S1-mixture-C3 2 2.4 -7.6 9.6 -5.6

In fact, the system in analysis shares the same step-wise mechanism. Both

steps are largely exothermic, as in S1-C4, but E1 barrier is not as shallow (2.4

kcal mol−1). Besides, the second step is confirmed to be the limiting step of

the process, with a barrier of 9.6 kcal mol−1.

In summary, the energy barriers for the aminomethanol formation on the

ice mixture are found to be higher than the pure ASW surface for all the three

cases taken into account. A reaction mechanism where the surface NH3 is

participating of the proton transfer is highly unflavoured, as shown also by

the preliminary studied carried out for the small systems. Furthermore, the

presence of a mixture ice bulk exerts a slightly negative effect on the en-

ergy barrier, compared to a S1-C1 type reaction. Once again, the most ener-

getically favorable situation is the hyper-coordinated reactants arrangement,

where the surface NH3 is directly interacting with the reactants. This last

case is relative to a step-wise mechanism, analogous of S1-C3,4 type reac-

tions. Despite the greater polarization effects provided by the ammonia-rich
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ice on the reactants, the two steps barriers are larger and not as exothermic as

for the pure ASW.
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3.5.2 Stage 2: Methanimine formation

In order for the assisted dehydration of the aminomethanol (S2) to take

place, the molecule needs to be HB-bonded to the surface in a specific ar-

rangement: the amino-group requires a surface HB acceptor group to receive

the proton and bridge it to the alcoholic group of the molecule. According

to binding mode analysis in Section 3.3.4.1, such binding motif corresponds

to BM1(a,b) binding modes, Figure 3.16. 8 suitable structures have been ex-

tracted from the aminomethanol BE distribution. 7 of them are of BM1b type,

which is the most common in the distribution, and one is BM1a type, much

rarer, but more strongly bound to the ice. Such high BE is given by the hyper-

coordination of the molecule, guaranteed by the presence of two dangling-Hs

(Figure 3.16 BM1a), instead of one for BM1b cases. Therefore, in analogy

with Stage 1, the results will be illustrated in terms of lone dangling-H sites

and pair dangling-H sites.

Lone dangling-H sites

S2 is concerted for all the systems and the set of TS energies is reported in

Table 3.16. The average value is 27.3 kcal mol−1 with a standard deviation

of 2.5 kcal mol−1.

In order to rationalize the energy barrier difference between the systems,

the structural parameters of the reactants are analyzed. The plot in Figure
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Table 3.16: Energy barriers (∆E‡) and reaction energies (∆Eo) computed at ωB97-
M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries, for
S2. The structures have been labelled alphabetically. Average (Avg) and standard
deviation (Std) have been included, as well. Values in kcal mol−1.

System ∆ES2
‡ ∆ES2

o

S2-A 28.8 11.9
S2-B 22.8 6.1
S2-C 26.5 7.5
S2-D 24.6 11.7
S2-E 30.7 10.0
S2-F 28.1 4.8
S2-G 28.8 8.9
Avg (Std) 27.2(2.5) 8.7(2.5)

3.55, left upper panel, shows a tendency between shorter bond distances for

the alcoholic group protonation and smaller TS barriers. The shorter is the

distance between the dangling-H and the alcoholic group, the easier is the

protonation.

A even better tendency can be found analyzing the breaking backbone an-

gle O-C-N , 3.55, right upper panel. Cases where the aminomethanol presents

a less strained bond angle (more similar to the model system, 117 degree,

marked as star in the plot) show larger TS barriers. On the other hand, higher

angle deformation (values between 112 and 113 degree) corresponds to lower

TS barriers. As it seems to be the case, reactant structures where the bond

breaking angle is bent in a way that minimize the O-H bond forming distance

are more reactive with respect to the dehydration.
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Figure 3.54: Energy diagram for S2 – ASW in lone dangling-H sites, computed at
ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geome-
tries. Minima are reported for S2-B, the system that shows lower energy barrier.

Finally, the interaction energy (IE) between the aminomethanol and the

ice surface in the set of reactive sites has been calculated as:

IE(R) = IE(NH2CH2OH · · ·W22) (3.9)

Analysis IE values revealed that most of the structures that presents low TS
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energy also shows high IE (> 14 kcal mol−1, Figure 3.55, lower panel, left).

In Figure 3.55 lower panel, right, we reported two structures at the extremes

of the IE distribution: high IE (orange), low IE (blue). The structural param-

eters for the two structures have been highlighted as colored squared in all

the plots, revealing that they are located at the extremes of the range of each

structural parameter, representing two examples of respectively favorable and

unfavorable S2 reactants.

In conclusion, the analysis of S2 reactive sites in presence of a lone

dangling-H, allowed to define certain structural and energetic characteristics

that are the most favorable to undergo aminomethanol dehydration. First,

having a highly strained aminomethanol backbone angle that bends the molecule

toward the HB donor assisting water. Such feature increases the deformation

energy of the system and minimizes the distance to cover in protonating the

alcoholic group, which is the step that initiates the proton relay. The short

distance between the alcoholic group and the assisting water is reflected by

high interaction energies between the aminomethanol and the surface, hence,

structures that are strongly adsorbed are energetically favored.

Pair dangling-H sites

Carrying out the reaction in a surface site where a pair of dangling-H is

present determines a change in the reaction mechanism, similarly to the re-

sults for the first stage.
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tries. The groups acting as HB-donor on the OH– have been highlighted in yellow
in the intermediate (I) inset.

The second dangling-H is coordinated to the amino group of the amino-

methanol, establishing a HB-donor interaction, corresponding to the binding

mode BM1a identified for the species (Figure 3.16). The binding mode cor-

responds to the strongest arrangement of aminomethanol on ASW.

The dehydration proceeds in two separated steps, TS and reaction and

energies are reported in Table 3.17. However, the mechanism - in terms of the

order of bond breaking/forming processes - is in agreement with the finding

for the small system (Section 3.4.2) and for previous case. The first step (E1)
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Table 3.17: Energy barriers (∆EEn
‡) and reaction energies (∆EEn

o) for step n of
S2 carried out in a site containing a pair of dangling-H bonds, computed at ωB97-
M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries. Col-
umn two, WX, indicates the number of water molecules involved in the proton relay.
Values in kcal mol−1.

System WX ∆E‡
E1 ∆Eo

E1 ∆E‡
E2 ∆Eo

E2
S2 pair dangling-H site 3 23.7 22.7 3.9 6.6

is the protonation of the alcoholic group, yielding a dipolar intermediate, I

(HO– · · · NH2CH2OH2
+). The step corresponds to part of the proton transfer

steps comprised in the proton relay that bridge the proton from the amino

group to the opposite part of the molecule. The negative charged fragment

is coordinated to the amino group. The reason for the isolation of the OH–

in that specific ice site is the especially favorable coordination offered by

the ice network. In fact, the OH– in that position is surrounded by 4 HB-

donor groups (highlighted in yellow in Figure 3.56, I inset). The first step

is the most expensive energetically, requiring the overcoming of a barrier of

23.7 kcal mol−1. The second step, E2, is the elimination of the protonated

alcoholic group, along with regeneration of the assisting water (∆E‡
E2 = 3.9

kcal mol−1). The sum of the barrier values of the two steps falls in the range

of TS energy found for the lone dangling-H sites, meaning that the hyper-

stabilization provided by the ice does not considerably lower the energetic

requirements for the process. Besides, this kind of reactive sites are rarest, as

they correspond to the high BE tail of the distribution of the aminomethanol.
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Nevertheless, passing from a concerted mechanism to a step-wise one where

each leg of the proton relay is isolated entails notable advantages, which will

be discussed at the end of the chapter (Section 3.5.5).

3.5.2.1 Stage 2 following from Stage 1

Local chemistry mechanism

S2 is also studied using one of the species produced in S1, in order to have

a complete picture of the process of aminomethanol synthesis and dehydra-

tion on ASW. The idea was to consider a local chemistry pathway, where a

product of S1 undergoes S2 without the need for structural rearrangements

or diffusion to a different ice site. In doing so, the system is expected to take

full advantage of the exothermicity of S1. Unfortunately, among the several

structures obtained in S1, very few presented the correct configuration to un-

dergo the dehydration. This is expected, as NH2CH2OH tends to keep the

arrangement in which it has been generated, i.e. with the alcoholic group

pointing toward the cluster (resulted of the carbonyl group protonation).

The structure that was used as reactant is the product of S1-C4-B, that

belongs to S1-C4 case, providing a extraordinary coordinated reactive site,

where 3 dangling-H sites are present in the reactive environment, hence,

the aminomethanol produced in S1-C4-B was very much inserted into the

HB surface network. The feature turned out to be particularly valuable,

since S1-C4-B presents a large number of water molecules surrounding the
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aminomethanol, apart from the ones involved in S1, and a pair of them are

HB-bonded in the correct arrangement to assist in the dehydration. The en-

ergy barriers for the full local pathway is reported in Table 3.18 and Figure

3.57.

Table 3.18: Local pathway for the generation and dehydration of aminomethanol
(S1+S2). Energy barriers (∆EEn

‡) and reaction energies (∆EEn
o) for step n of S1

and S2. Energies at ωB97-M/def2-TZVP // BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP level of
theory. Values in kcal mol−1.

S1 (S1-C4-B) S2
∆E‡

E1 ∆Eo
E1 ∆E‡

E2 ∆Eo
E2 ∆E‡

S2 ∆Eo
S2

0.1 -10.7 12.8 -0.8 28.8 11.9

S1 steps have been included, as well, so that the energy diagram displays

three energy barriers. TS1,2 refer to the exothermic formation of the interme-

diate between NH3 and H2CO and of the product, respectively. TS3 refers to

the aminomethanol dehydration, that is a endothermic process and requires

to overcome a barrier of 28.8 kcal mol−1.

The entire pathway (S1+S2) is also slighly endothermic by 0.4 kcal mol−1.

The comparison of S2 barrier with the S2-TS we calculated in the previous

section, shows that the value belongs to the upper part of the TS distribu-

tion. Although, the surface exerts a catalytic role, lowering the TS energy by

around 6 kcal mol−1 with respect to the model system (S2 – W2), the dehy-

dratation presents the highest barrier of the full local pathway and is much

larger than the exothermic dissipation generated by S1, as it exceed it by 28.0
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Figure 3.57: Steps for a local pathway for the generation and dehydra-
tion of aminomethanol (S1+S2). Energy diagram at ωB97-M/def2-TZVP //
BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP level of theory. Figure insets: side view, only the wa-
ter molecules interacting with the reactants have been highlighted. The pair of water
molecules involved in S1 are located on the front, while the pair that participates of
S2 are on the back. The aminomethanol product of S1 is used as reactant for S2;
additional inset on the lower right corner.

kcal mol−1, which makes it a energetically unfavorable process.

In conclusion, we considered a local mechanism for the dehydration of

the aminomethanol using one of the structures produced in Section 3.5.1. De-

spite the exothermicity of S1, and the catalytic effect of the ASW surface, the

reaction maintains its endothermic character and presents a high TS barrier

of 28.8 kcal mol−1, making it an unfeasible reaction pathway.
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Non-local chemistry mechanism

A non-local mechanism is also considered. It involves a aminomethanol

molecules produced in one of S1-ASW cases that undergoes structural re-

combination to reach the necessary configuration for S2, followed by the de-

hydration step. There is a great variety of rearrangements that such a ’large’

molecule (under astrophysical criteria) might experiment upon diffusion on

the surface. In order to facilitate the analysis - and limit the arbitrariness of

the recombination - the simplest and most straightforward process identified

among the pool of cases at disposal was chosen. The reactant structure is

again from S1-C4 group (S1-C4-C, Section 3.5.1), which presented a suit-

able reaction site for S2 nearby the original S1 site. The new site can be

easily reached by rotating the C – N bond, i.e. changing the orientation of

the amino group toward the dangling-H of the new assisting water. Basically,

only one of the moieties of the molecule is required to recombine to undergo

S2, keeping the original site mostly unchanged. Figure 3.58 and Table 3.19

illustrates the complete non-local pathway.

As for the local case, S1 steps are included for completeness. The S1-

C4-C reaction mechanism (TS1 – 3) has been described in details in Section

3.5.1. TS4 refers to the structural recombination. This process is slightly

exothermic and requires to overcome a barrier of 3.1 kcal mol−1. Finally, the

dehydration takes place TS5, with a barrier of 22.8 kcal mol−1. This value is
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level of theory. Figure insets: side view, only the water molecules interacting with
the reactants have been highlighted.

the lowest we encountered so far for S2, corresponding to a surface catalytic

effect of almost 12 kcal mol−1 with respect to the model system. Such large

decrease in the energy barrier is likely due to the system flexibility that allows

the molecule to enhance the interaction with the surface site, compared to

the local reactive site, whose high level of insertion into the HB network

conferred rigidity to system. In fact, analyzing the structural characteristics

of the non-local reactant, it can be noted that it meets the criteria previously
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Table 3.19: Non-local pathway Non-local pathway for the generation and dehy-
dration of aminomethanol (S1+S2). In between, the molecule undergoes structure
recombination (’Strc. recomb.’). Energy barriers (∆EEn

‡) and reaction energies
(∆EEn

o) for step n of S1, Strc. recom. and S2. Energies at ωB97-M/def2-TZVP
// BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP level of theory. Values in kcal mol−1

S1 (S1-C4-C) Strc. recomb. S2
∆E‡

E1 ∆Eo
E1 ∆E‡

E2 ∆Eo
E2 ∆E‡

E3 ∆Eo
E3 ∆E‡

r ∆Eo
r ∆E‡

S2 ∆Eo
S2

-0.4 -2.1 4.9 1.8 2.6 -10.3 3.1 -0.2 22.8 6.1

listed to be more favorable for S2 (among the lone dangling-H sites).

In summary, S2 non-local pathways is comprised of two steps: the diffu-

sion of the reactant to a nearby binding site, suitable for S2, and the NH2CH2OH

dehydration. The first step is slightly exothermic and presents a barrier of

around 3 kcal mol−1. On the other hand, the dehydration is endothermic and

presents a barrier of 22.8 kcal mol−1. Despite belonging to the lower part

of the TS energy range found for S2 in lone daingling-H sites, the barrier is

considerably greater than the energy surplus from S1. It is concluded that

both the local and non-local pathways are not feasible formation pathways

for methanimine under interstellar conditions.
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3.5.3 Stage 3: Aminoacetonitrile formation

The study of S3 mechanism for the model system (Section 3.4.3) revealed

that the first event (E1) is HNC deprotonation, which suggests a central role

of HNC. Thus, we evaluated a set of possible arrangements of HNC adsorbed

on ASW, as starting point for the reaction. According to the binding mode

analysis in Section 3.3.4.1, the necessary adsorption motif of HNC to undergo

S3 is BM1 (Figure 3.19), and it exists in two variation: BM1a, the highest in

BE, and BM1b, the most common in the BE distribution.

The computational procedure to carry out S3 on ASW is the following:

1. selection of a suitable BM1a and BM1b binding sites for HNC

2. random sampling of NHCH2 around HNC in the two binding sites This

step provided a set of potential reaction sites.

3. selection of 2 reactive sites where NHCH2 also presents the correct co-

ordination to S3

4. TS search and characterization, which has been successful for both sys-

tems; and TS energy calculation

The resulting reaction sites are displayed in Figure 3.59 and corresponds

to different situations. Namely, in the first case, Figure 3.59a, both fragments

are interacting strongly with the ice. HNC is establishing two HBs, as pre-

viusly mentioned, as well as NHCH2. The arrangement of NHCH2 in this site
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correspond to the high BE motif in the binding mode analysis: BM1a, Figure

3.9, also suitable to carry out S3. Therefore, NHB = 4.

In the second case, Figure 3.59b, both the reactants are loosely bound

to the surface: HNC is establishing a single HB (corresponding to its BM1b

mode, Figure 3.18), while NHCH2 is interacting solely trough the NH moiety

(corresponding its BM1b mode, Figure 3.17). In total NHB = 2. The strength

of the surface influence on the reactants is reflected by their interaction energy

(IE) with the surface, estimated as:

IE(R) =−IE(HNC+NHCH2 · · ·W22) (3.10)

As expected, IE is larger for S3-C1 (23.2 vs 19.0 in S1-C2 kcal mol−1).

According to reactant characteristics, summarized in Table 3.22, the two

cases are considered examples of strong and mild surface effect, respectively.

Moreover, the two reactive sites present respectively one and two dangling-

Hs, therefore, in agreement with previous stages, the results will be presented

in light of that characteristic.
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Figure 3.59: Reactive sites selected for S3 on ASW. a) Pair dangling-H site. Both
reactants are strongly bound to the surface b) Lone dangling-H site, the reactants are
loosely bound.

Table 3.20: Categorization of the reactive sites for Stage 3 (S3) in two cases. First
column reports the structures. The categorization is based on: total number of HBs
established by the reactants with the ice (NHB, second column), HB type (third col-
umn, as illustrated in Section 3.3.4.1, and their interaction energy with the surface
(IE(R), forth column), as defined in Equation 3.10, in kcal mol−1.

Case NHB IE(R)

Lone dangling-H site: mild surface effect 2: T1,T1 19.0

Pair-dangling-H site: strong surface effect 4: T1,T2,T4,T7 23.2
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Figure 3.60: Energy diagram for S3 – ASW in a lone dangling-H site, computed at
ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using PW6B95-D4/def2-SVP geometries.

Lone dangling-H site: mild surface effect

The lone dangling-H reactive site presents both fragments interacting mildly

with the surface. The reaction is is concerted and display a high reaction

barrier of 31.3 kcal mol−1. This value surpasses the model system by 14 kcal

mol−1, suggesting a different reaction mechanism. In fact, analysis of the

IRC plot, reported in Figure 3.61a, revealed that the order of reactive events in

S3 are reversed with respect to the model system (Section 3.4.3). C – C bond

formation takes place first (E1) and is followed by the deprotonation of HNC

and the rest of the proton transfer events (E2). An interesting characteristic

of the reaction site in study, is that the proton transfer takes place in a 3-
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Figure 3.61: a) Energy (upper panel) and reaction force profiles (lower panel) for S3-
C1, using BMK/def2-TZVP//PW6B95-D3BJ/def2-SVP levels of theory. Blue and
orange lines represent TS and h-TS respectively. TS and h-TS regions are displayed
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(∆E‡) and reaction energy (∆Eo) extracted from the IRC, as well as the partition
of the barrier: ∆E‡

E1 is relative to the h-TS, while ∆E‡
2 to the TS. b) h-TS and TS

structures as extracted from the energy profile. c) Bond order derivative for the main
bond distances involved.
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water-molecules proton relay, unlike all the processes explored so far. Several

attempts to perform the reaction in a 2-water proton relay fashion have been

unsuccessful. A explanation might be found in the fact that the product has a

4 atoms backbone chain and is almost linear, witch would require a very large

deformation of the ice in order to accommodate its formation via a 2-water

proton relay.

h-TS and the TS regions in the IRC are close by, such that the shape of

the IRC is very broad at the top. In order to shed light on the reason behind

the change of mechanism, the variation of the bond angle (NHNCCC) along

the reaction coordinate was examined (Figure 3.62). The comparison with

the model system, also reported in the plot, shows that the bond angle at

the beginning of the reaction is quite different for the two systems. S3 – W2,

dashed line, displays a more acute angle (79.1 degrees) which gets wider

along the reaction path, reaching the linearity in the product angle. Most of

the angle broadening for the model system takes place after the TS, since

that is when C – C bond forms. On the other hand, the bond angle in the lone

dangling-H ASW site (solid line) presents a large initial value (117.8 degrees)

and increases mostly in the region that precedes the TS, in agreement with the

anticipated C – C bond formation in the mechanism.

It can be concluded that the reason for the change in mechanism resides in

the geometry of the reactive site, as it exhibits a bond angle closer to the value

found in the product. Besides, according to the binding modes identification
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illustrated at the beginning of the section, this case corresponds to the reaction

between two loosely bound fragments, hinting that their high mobility allow

them a certain degree of flexibility on the ice. As a result, the fragments in

the initial reactive complex have the possibility to orient toward each other.

Such an arrangement favors the backbone C – C bond formation, and leads to

a change in the S3 mechanism with respect to the model system. However,

the new mechanism shows a very large energy barrier of 32.7 kcal mol−1.

Pair dangling-H site: strong surface effect

Similarly to the findings for S1 and S2, when the process takes place in re-

active site that allows the coordination of the reactants to two dangling-H

atoms, S3 reaction unfolds in a step-wise manner.

The energy diagram is reported in Figure 3.63. Although the result is dif-

ferent to what was observed for S3 model system, the order in the pathway
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Figure 3.63: Energy diagram for S3 – ASW in a pair dangling-H site, computed at
ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using PW6B95-D4/def2-SVP geometries.
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Table 3.21: Energy barriers (∆EEn
‡) and reaction energies (∆EEn

o), computed at
ωB97-M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using PW6B95-D4/def2-SVP geometries, for
step n of S3 on a lone and a pair dangling-H sites. Column two, WX, indicates the
number of water molecules involved in the proton relay. Values in kcal mol−1.

System WX ∆EE1
‡ ∆EE1

o ∆EE2
‡ ∆EE2

o

Lone dangling-H: mild ice effect 3 31.3 -29.0
Pair dangling-H: strong ice effect 3 6.4 3.2 0.3 -35.5

steps reflect the events previously identified for S3–W2. In fact, the study re-

vealed a hidden transition state (h-TS, Figure 3.31) that, thank to the stabiliza-

tion provided by the ASW, becomes a well characterized TS (TS1 in Figure

3.63). Table 3.21 shows that S3 maintains its overall exothermic character.

The first step, E1, HNC deprotonation and proton relay, is endothermic and

has a energy barrier of 6.4 kcal mol−1, which corresponds to a catalytic effect

of around 12 kcal mol−1 with respect to the model system. The proton relay is

established among 3 assisting water molecules, as to accommodate the newly

forming NCCH2NH2. The notable barrier decreasing can be attributed to the

influence of the additional dangling-H coordinated as HB donor to HNC, as

it increases its proton donor character, facilitating the deprotonation. Another

consequence of the significant surface effect on the proton-relay event is the

emergence of the dipolar intermediate (I), also stabilized by the presence of

the aforementioned dangling-H and also of the newly established HB donor

coordination of the bridging water.

The intermediate (NC– · · ·NH2CH2
+) was characterized for the model
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system, where it appeared as transient point, h-I. Basically, the species presents

large intermolecular polarization, as electron-rich regions of the system are

located mostly on the deprotonated HNC, while NHCH2 side is electron-

depauperated.

Step 2, E2, is the reaction between the ionic fragments of I, it is exother-

mic and almost barrierless. Basically the system requires only enough energy

for the fragments to escape the ice coordination and form the product.

A IRC analysis is carried out solely of the first step of S3, due to the

flatness of the potential energy surface of the second step and the practically

barrierless nature of that process. The plot is reported in Figure E.6. The

main finding of the analysis of the mechanism along the IRC is that the pro-

ton transfer events in E1 are also highly asynchronous, to such extend that

E1 is separated into two distinct reactive events: the proton transfer is initi-

ated by the deprotonation of HNC (E1a) and the proton migration proceeds

until reaching the third assisting water (E1b) where it stops. Exam of the

coordination of the last assisting water comprising the proton-relay bridge,

unraveled that it has two surface groups around them acting as HB acceptor,

worsening its proton donor character. Therefore, the last proton transfer step

is delayed due to second order surface effects (Section 3.5). The fact that

the proton relay steps are spaced on the reaction coordinates confers a very

narrow character to the TS region.

In summary, S3 has been studied on ASW in a sites that present a pair
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dangling-H bonds, which confers remarkable energy stabilization to the re-

actants. The reaction proceeds via a step-wise pathway. The mechanism

reflects the finding for the model system and is comprised on two events:

the proton transfer, initiated by HNC deprotonation, and the establishment of

C – C bond. The ASW environment provides such stabilization to the reac-

tants leading to the convertion of the model system dipolar hidden intermedi-

ate (h-I) in a real one, similarly to the findings for S1 and S2, in passing from

a lone dangling-H site to a pair one. As a consequence, the energy barrier for

the proton transfer is sensibly lowered from 18.7 kcal mol−1 to only 6.4 kcal

mol−1, while the C – C backbone bond formation is almost barrieless.

Surface strong effects leading to an alternative mechanism: HCN depro-

tonation

Finally, an inquiry was made into the first step of the proton transfer, specifi-

cally the deprotonation of HNC. As pointed out, the low character of the TS

barrier in the pair danglinh-H site is due to the high BE arrangement of HNC

which favors the species deprotonation and, in turn, the stabilization of the

dipolar intermediate. Thus, aminoacetonitrile formation was investigated in

the same extraordinary favorable reaction site but using HCN as a reactant.

HCN and HNC are known to be present in similar amount in the ISM and to

isomerize easily on ASW, inter-converting with each other225.

The alternative mutated reactive site is reported in Figure E.4R. HCN ar-
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rangement corresponds to a high BE binding mode for HCN molecule (BE

range: 5-7 kcal mol−1), analogous to HNC one in the pair dangling-H reactive

site. Solely S3 deprotonaton step was studied (Figure E.4). The calculated

energy barrier of 10.3 kcal mol−1 is larger than the finding for the deprotona-

tion of HNC (6.4 kcal mol−1), under - it could be safely assumed - the same

environmental conditions.

The result is in part expected, as HNC is a more reactive species than

HCN and a stronger acid224. Besides, the dipolar intermediate, Figure E.4I,

obtained by HCN deprotonation, presents a non favorable orientation of the

fragments with respect to C – C backbone formation. Therefore, greater struc-

tural rearrangements are expected in order to attain the product geometry.

Although the test case is not meant for statistical purposes, the finding rein-

forces the conclusion that S3 reaction mechanism on ASW takes places in

a exothermic step-wise mechanism initiated by the deprotonation of HNC,

highly assisted by the ice environment.
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3.5.4 Stage 4a: Glycoamide formation

S4 is comprised of 3 steps. The first one (S4a) is the hydrolysis of the

aminocetonitrile. S4a was studied using small size systems (NCCH2NH2

+ H2O + W1,2, Section 3.4.4). This section illustrate the results on ASW

surface. The system is study is: (NCCH2NH2 + H2O + W22).

Given the elevated energy barrier observed in the model systems and the

low polarizability of the reactive site, emphasis shifted towards the search for

alternative proton transfer mechanisms.

Two cases were taken into account, in the first one, S4a-C1, the hydrolysis

is assisted by one W, (1-water proton relay). The choice was driven by the fact

that S4aW1 displayed the smallest barrier among the small systems, hence the

idea to apply that reaction mechanism to the ASW surface.

The second case, S4a-C2, considered a mechanism where the proton

transfer is mediated by a very large number of water molecules, figuratively

by the bulk of the surface. This hypothesis had its foundation on the attempt

to diminish the straining of TS structure in S4a. Therefore, the procedure to

identify possible initial reactive site for S4a on ASW has been imprinted to

ensure such variability in the TS geometries. The reactants configurations for

S4a-C(1,2) have been selected from NCCH2NH2 BE distribution, according

to the binding mode analysis, Section 3.3.4.1, Figure 3.19. The water addi-

tion has been carried out using one of the surface molecules as nucleophile
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Figure 3.64: Reactants geometries using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP for a) S4a-C1
; b) S4a-C2. The H2O acting as nucleophile has been highlighted with a green arrow.
Both structures have been selected from NCCH2NH2 BE distribution. BE computed
at ωPBE-D3BJ/def2-TZVP // HF-3c/MINIX. Values in kcal mol−1.

(highlighted in green in Figure 3.64), instead of sampling the nitrile site with

H2O. Structure in Figure 3.64a is engaged in the larger number of interac-

tions, as the reactive site presents three dangling-H bonds. The BE of the

molecule is consequently high. On the other hand structure in Figure 3.64a is

an example of lone dangling-H reactive site, and is weakly bound to the ice.

Table 3.22: Categorization of the reactive sites for Stage 4a (S4a) in 2 cases
(S4a – C(1-2)). First column reports the structures. The second column indicates
the total number of HBs established by the reactants with the ice (NHB). The third
column reports aminoacetonitrile BE.

Case NHB BE(R) [kcal mol−1]

S4a–W1-like: S4a-C1 5 11.8

bulk H-transfer: S4a-C2 2 7.5
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Figure 3.65: TS geometries at BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP level of theory for a)
S4a-C1 ; b) S4a-C2.

Proton transfer mediated by one assisting water

S4a-C1 yielded a reaction barrier of 36.4 kcal mol−1 (Table 3.23 and energy

diagram in Figure 3.66). The TS geometry is reported also in Figure 3.65a;

the molecules that participates of the proton relay have been highlighted and

enumerated. The fact that the energy barrier is only almost 2 kcal mol−1

smaller than in the model system, suggests a marginal surface catalytic effect.

Moreover, the reaction loses its exothermic character, displaying a endother-

micity of 3.3 kcal mol−1. Examining the reactive site led to the conclusion

that the rigidity of the system (since the nitrile is coordinated to the ice by

both extremities) disfavors the reaction, adding up to the characteristic S4a
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Figure 3.66: Energy diagram for S4a-C(1-2) structures, using BHANDHLYP-
D4/def2-SVP geometries. Energies have been computed at ω-B97-M/def2-TZVP
level of theory. Minimum energy structures - reactants R, transition state (TS) and
product (P) - are reported. The color scheme for the atoms is red for O, black for C,
blue for N and white for H.
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sterical hindering that has been discussed for the model system.

Table 3.23: Energy barriers (∆E‡) and reaction energies (∆Eo) computed at ωB97-
M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries, for
S4a – ASW. Column two, WX, indicates the number of water molecules involved in
the proton relay. Values in kcal mol−1.

System WX ∆E‡ ∆Eo

S4a-C1 1 36.4 3.3
S4a-C2 7 44.3 -5.4

Proton transfer mediated by the ice bulk

Case S4a-C2 took into account a TS that minimizes NCCH2NH2 deforma-

tion, establishing a very large proton relay where the nucleophilic water that

initiates the proton transfer and the last proton donor assisting water are not

interacting between themselves, as they belong to different regions on the

surface. As it can be seen by the TS geometry reported in Figure 3.65b, the

pathway that allowed the proton to displace from the H2O to the cyano group

involves 7 water molecules.

Despite the higher flexibility of the nitrile in this reaction site compared to

S4a-C1, as it is interacting with the ice only through its cyano group, the TS

energy for this case is higher than in S4a-C1 and S4aW1 model system by 8

and 6 kcal mol−1 respectively, although the pathway maintains its exothermic

character.

In conclusion, the two cases explored for S4a reaction on ASW present
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very meager catalytic effect of the surface with respect to the model sys-

tem. Furthermore, the 1-W proton transfer pathway performed on the ASW

surface, reaction mechanism that was the most favorable among the small

systems, resulted in the loss of exothermicity. On the other hand, the attempt

to reduce the deformation energy of the system, carrying out a 7-W proton

transfer between water molecules far apart on the surface, and displacing the

proton into the bulk of the ice, did not show promising results either.

In light of those results, it is concluded that the hydrolysis of aminoace-

tonitrile on ASW surfaces is highly improbable. Therefore, the successive

steps of Stage 4 have been excluded from the investigation.
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3.5.5 Discussion

Nature of the ice catalytic sites

Within this thesis, a novel approach is introduced to study reactivity processes

on interstellar ice models. The application of the methodology to reactions

associated with the Strecker synthesis of glycine allowed for a more accurate

computation of reaction energies and transition state barriers for processes

taking place on a amorphous ice surface. The findings indicate a pivotal role

of the morphology of the surface in determining the reaction mechanisms. In

light of the comprehensive study, especially for the first stage of the synthesis,

a proposed categorization of the ice sites into three types is suggested, based

on their catalytic importance:

1. Common catalytic site: Essentially, any site where the reaction can occur,

characterized by the presence of a dangling-H (so-called lone dangling-H

site).

2. Hyper-catalytic site: Characterized by the presence of two dangling-H

in close proximity, facilitating strong binding of the fragments (so-called

pair dangling-H site).

3. Nano-porous catalytic site or concavities: dangling-H site within hollow

regions.
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The first stage was studied on 15 reactive sites. Three variations of the

main reaction mechanism were found, depending on the catalytic site in-

volved. The nucleophilic addition reaction of ammonia to formaldehyde pro-

ceeds in a concerted manner in the presence of common type catalytic sites

(lone dangling-H) and has a barrier in the range of 9-10 kcal mol−1. When

the reactive site is hyper-catalytic (pair dangling-H) the strong non-covalent

interaction between formaldehyde and the ice site causes hyper-polarization

of the molecule. As a consequence, the mechanism converts from concerted

to step-wise, since the approach of ammonia leads to the formation (with

or without a barrier) of a dipolar intermediate between the two molecules:

( –OCH2· · ·NH3
+). The presence of such an intermediate, stabilized by the

ice molecules, had been documented in the works of Chen and Woon [103]

and Riffet et al. [100], in the presence of a surface model of 9 and 4 wa-

ter molecules, respectively. In those studies however, the conditions under

which the intermediate was isolated, were not investigated. According to this

thesis study, the dipolar intermediate is formed exothermically and without a

barrier when both fragments are strongly bound to the surface. It is formed

endothermically, instead, when only the formaldehyde presents a high bind-

ing energy arrangement, while the adsorption motif of ammonia is of sec-

ondary relevance. In that case the formation has a barrier of 3-5 kcal mol−1.

The product is obtained from the dipolar intermediate in a subsequent step

through a concerted proton transfer, which requires overcoming a barrier of
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3-12 kcal mol−1, depending on the reaction site, and is the limiting step of

the reaction. An inspection of ASW500 periodic surfaces generated in Section

3.1.4, enabled an estimation of the prevalence of common and hyper-catalytic

sites. On average, each surface might accommodate ∼100 unique sites, 25%

of them are estimated to harbour lone dangling-Hs, while 5% being hyper-

catalytic sites. Consequently, it is deduced that hyper-catalytic sites do exist

on realistic ices, and are present in fair amounts.

When the reaction takes place within nano-pores, a significant variation in

the mechanism occurs: not only the dipolar intermediate form without over-

coming a energy barrier, but it is also impossible to isolate a non-interacting

configuration of the two reactants within the porous. This suggests that nano-

pores catalytic sites are primarily important in determining the encounter of

molecules, as well as subsequent reactivity. Furthermore, once the dipolar

intermediate is formed, the proton transfer step also proceeds in a step-wise

manner, as the environment favors the isolation of a second hemiaminal-type

intermediate, where the carbonyl protonation has already taken place. This

second intermediate had also been found in Chen and Woon [103] work, in

the presence of a surface of 12 water molecules. The other steps of the proton

transfer take place separately. Another important property of the nano-pores

catalytic sites is, therefore, evident: the ability to isolate individual steps of

the proton relay in the reaction. Normally, ice-mediated proton transfers oc-

cur in a concerted manner, establishing a cyclic ring (proton-relay). The fact
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that the steps can be isolated in the presence of pores opens up important con-

sequences for reactivity in the interstellar medium, which will be discussed in

the upcoming section. Carrying the first step within the nano-porous requires

overcoming two energy barriers of 5 and 3 kcal mol−1, corresponding to the

above-mentioned steps, which correspond to the lowest values for the surface

formation of aminomethanol. As challenging as it may be to estimate the

quantity of pores-like sites in the realistic ice that has been modeled, it can

certainly be considered that, when present, they strongly influence reactivity

and guide molecules to encounter in the more hollow regions of the surface.

As for the second stage, the dehydration of aminomethanol, it proceeds

concertedly at all 7 common catalytic sites considered and presents barriers

in the range of 23-31 kcal mol−1. When, instead, the reactive site is hyper-

catalytic, the reaction takes place in two steps, similarly to what was observed

for the previous stage. The dipolar intermediate in this case corresponds to

the protonated aminomethanol: (NH2CH2OH2
+ · · · OH– ), while the negative

fragment is located in correspondence of one of the water molecules partic-

ipating to the proton relay. However, the barrier remains within the energy

range found for the lone dangling-H sites. It is concluded that the second

stage is the least affected by variations in the surface morphology.

The third stage involves the formation of aminoacetonitrile from HNC

and methanimine. The reaction is a nucleophilic addition, like the first step,

and is subjected to a similar type of environmental influence. In the com-
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mon catalytic sites, the lone dangling-H is located on the side of the NHCH2

species and is used to bridge the proton in the proton relay. The reaction takes

place concertedly with a rather high barrier (31 kcal mol−1). On the other

hand, if the site is hyper-catalytic, there is also a change in the mechanism.

The second dangling-H establishes a binding mode for the HNC molecule

where it is strongly bound to the surface. Therefore, the reaction occurs

in two stages, in which the deprotonation of HNC takes place first to form

the dipolar intermediate (NC– · · ·NH2CH2
+), followed by the proton transfer

to yield the product. Koch et al. [105] had observed that stage 2 proceeds

through a dipolar intermediate, but the necessary conditions for its formation

and stabilization had not been thoroughly investigated. In the case of the

step-wise mechanism, overcoming a barrier of 6 kcal mol−1 is required for

the deprotonation, while the formation of the molecule’s backbone is barrier-

less, involving the association of two fragments with opposite charges.

The fourth stage involves, in first place, the concerted hydrolysis of amino-

acetonitrile and has been studied in two reactive sites of distinct catalytic effi-

ciency. Due to the nature of the reaction and the involved species (see discus-

sion in Section 3.4.4), the reactive processes do not exhibit catalytic effects

compared to the model system, similarly to the dehydration of the second

stage. In fact, in one of the cases, there is a opposite effect of increasing the

barrier by 2-3 kcal mol−1. As the barrier remains indiscriminately high in

both cases - about 40 kcal mol−1 - it was not deemed relevant to study the
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subsequent steps of stage four.

Comparison with previous works

Regarding the first stage, previous studies primarily focused on reactions on

minimal water clusters97,102, showing results similar to those presented in this

thesis for the preliminary study that was propaedeutic to reactions on amor-

phous surfaces. Among works considering ice models, Rimola et al. [98]

simulated the reaction on an 18-molecule crystalline water ice surface model

at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level, finding an activation barrier of 9.6 kcal mol−1

for the first stage. This thesis work likely constitutes the most comprehensive

census of reactive configurations concerning the aminomethanol formation,

as well as the first research on a actual amorphous ice model. The reactive

configuration encountered by the author98, upon visual inspection, seems to

correspond to a common catalytic site, lone dangling-H, and indeed, their

barrier aligns with the results for those specific systems, (S1-C1 and S1-C2).

Works mentioned in the previous section100,226, where the reaction proceeds

on 4-12 molecules cluster models through the formation of a dipolar interme-

diate, exhibit barriers in the range of 5-9 kcal mol−1. However, it is essential

to emphasize that in their works, the total barrier of the process, from neutral

species has not been calculated, i.e. they assumed the barrierless formation

of the dipolar intermediate as reactant. In other words, the comparison with

the results presented here, involves only barriers subsequent to the first one.
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In that case, the barriers are consistent with hyper-catalytic sites (S1-C3, S1-

C4), which present analog mechanism, even considering the discrepancy in

the method used (B3LYP/6-31G**).

The second stage, the dehydration of aminomethanol to form metha-

nimine, has been addressed in the aforementioned work of Rimola et al. [98]

and also by Riffet et al. [100], using a PCM model at DFT/G3B3 theory level

on small water clusters. In both works, despite the catalytic behavior of wa-

ter, the reaction presented quite high energy barriers (21 and 23 kcal mol−1

respectively), which is in line with the results of this thesis for the concerted

mechanism (common catalytic site). However, to the best of our knowledge,

a hyper-catalyzed step-wise dehydration pathway, facilitated by the presence

of the ice has not been presented thus far.

The direct path for aminoacetonitrile formation has been investigated by

Koch et al. [105]. Their work considered different situations: minimal water

clusters, and the presence of two water molecules acting as proton transfer

assistants, plus 12 water molecules acting as ice spectators, at B3LYP/6-

31+G(d,p) level of theory. The energy barrier has been found to decrease

from 10 kcal mol−1 (reaction on water dimer embedded in the PCM solva-

tion) to only 1 kcal mol−1 (considering explicit 12-molecules solvation). Ri-

mola et al. [98] simulated the reaction on 18-molecules ice crystalline model,

obtaining a higher barrier of 20 kcal mol−1. This thesis results fit into the

framework of the previous studies. Specifically, the concerted mechanism
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pathway corresponds to the common catalytic reactive site identified in the

latter work98, and the barrier found in this thesis is slightly higher, which is

attributed to the different type of surface model and the level of theory. Re-

garding the intriguing result by Koch et al. [105], it is worth noticing that

the 2 + 12-molecule solvation model has been performed ad hoc, in order to

selectively stabilize the transition state. Therefore, the reactive situation is

more akin to carrying out the reaction in the liquid phase.

Finally, the last stage has been simulated by Rimola et al. [98], assuming

that the two water molecules participating in the hydrolysis derive from evap-

oration processes occurring on the ice surface. The first water nucleophilic

attack towards the nitrile gives the glycine amide, and displayed a high en-

ergy barrier of 38 kcal mol−1. This is the only step of stage 4 that has been

explored in this thesis on ASW, and the results align with their, emphasizing

a limited catalytic role of the ice in the process.

Astrophysical implications

The reactivity results presented in this thesis lead to interesting consequences

in terms of astrophysical implications.

As mentioned above, hyper- and nano-pores catalytic sites on amorphous ice

mantles appear to convert concerted water-assisted reaction mechanisms to

step-wise. Under these specific circumstances, each step of a proton relay

corresponds to a isolated event. As a consequence, it might benefit from
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quantum tunnelling effects, allowing reactions involving hydrogen atoms to

occur faster than expected from transition state theory. Tunneling effects

associated with transfer and abstraction reactions involving hydrogen, have

been extensively studied3,227,228 and are known to play a significant role in

the ISM. However, tunneling effects are heavily dependent on the width of

the energy barrier. Analysis of the IRC profiles revealed that, in case of iso-

lated or almost isolated proton transfer step (e.g. S1-C2), the top region of

the IRC curve gets particularly narrow, compared to the profile of a reaction

that involves the entire set of proton relay steps (e.g. S1-C1), opening to the

possibility that the reaction rates might actually be enhanced by tunnelling

effects, which could be crucial at extremely low temperature (< 10K).

This result is a further evidence in support of one of the main conclusions

of this thesis: the aminomethanol, product of the first stage of the synthe-

sis, can be formed through a Strecker-type reaction under interstellar dense

clouds condition. The hypothesis that the species is present on the ice, and

has long residence time is especially valid, in light of the estimated range

of binding energies provided in this thesis (2-15 kcal mol−1). The binding

energy distribution of aminomethanol exhibits a rather high average value (9

kcal mol−1) compared to most molecules studied, which can be attributed

to the numerous non-covalent interactions that the molecule can establish

with the ice mantle; thus, the fact that the aminomethanol has not been ob-

served in the interstellar medium yet, might be due to identification issues
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(see discussion in Section 1.1.4.1) or to the possibility that the molecule un-

dergoes destruction on the surface, before desorbing. However, according

to the results of this study, dehydration is not among them: the energy bar-

rier is prohibitively high for most interstellar environments. Furthermore,

although aminomethanol dehydration, as well as the majority of the other

stages of the synthesis, undergoes alterations in the mechanism due to the

effect of surface morphology, it does not experience the usual reduction in

the extent of the energy barrier. A consequence of the latter is that alternative

formation mechanisms for methanimine must be considered, ruling out the

Strecker-type reaction. Various pathways have been proposed, including sur-

face reactions involving the hydrogenation of HCN75. However, it has been

suggested229 that such a scenario would lead to the formation of NH2CH3

as the main product, i.e. the saturated species that concludes the chain of

hydrogenation steps, instead of NHCH2. In support of it, corresponding ex-

periments on ice-analogs did not detect methanimine among the products,

suggesting that it is a short-lived intermediate. More credited pathways are

gas-phase reactions, including ion-molecule or neutral-neutral reactions. The

latter seem more probable230 and also align with the fact that the species

has not been observed in dark cloud regions but only in warm star-forming

regions112, where neutral-neutral gas-phase chemistry can occur.

With respect to the various interstellar regions relevant to the synthesis of

prebiotic species, it is worth mentioning that some of the species have been
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detected only in warm regions near hot cores. Higher temperatures have var-

ious effects on reactivity, among these, facilitating surface reactions not en-

ergetically favored in extreme conditions, such as the concerted mechanism

variation of stages 1 and 3 (energy barrier range 10-30 kcal mol−1). Addi-

tionally, in such environments, an increase in the mobility of the species on

the ice is expected. This would allow the encounter of fragments that were

originally situated in distant sites with respect to each other. Or else, orig-

inally located within lower layers of the ice mantle, and subsequent to the

evaporation of part of it, are made available to react.

Diffusion is often considered the limiting step in interstellar models of

surface chemistry. As mentioned above, reactions in correspondence of pair

dangling-H sites, or hyper-catalytic sites, require the presence of one or both

species in high binding energy situations. The temperature increase is also

thought to favor a change in the type of binding modes65, meaning that, with

an increase in temperature - not sufficient for desorption - the molecules mi-

grate from low BE sites to high BE sites. This could promote, in such warmer

environments, the reaction in a hyper-catalytic arrangement of the reactants

(e.g. S1-C3, S1-C4 for stage 1). In terms of morphology, the situation cor-

responds of the species to be in (or to had moved to) the so-called ’valleys’

regions of the ice mantle.

On the other hand, reactions taking place around lone dangling-H sites,

or common catalytic sites, among molecules weakly bound to the surface
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(e.g. S1-C1, S1-C2 for stage 1), would still be more likely to take place in

active star-forming regions - than in quiescent dark clouds - since the barri-

ers, although higher, can be more easily overcome. Such situations represent

the reaction between loosely bound species that encounter and react in the

time-span before reaching sites of higher binding energy, or before desorbing.

Topologically, these molecules are originally located on peaks, or ’crests’ of

the ice mantles. Such topological considerations are suggested by the bind-

ing enery results obtained with the realistic ice model, which provides large

surface available for absorption, with a greater variety of scenarios. Indeed,

molecules on the crests are shown to exhibit lower binding energy than those

in the valleys.

As for colder regions, such as dark clouds, Strecker-like neutral-neutral

surface reactions are disadvantaged, in favor of non-energetic pathways96,

involving radical species. Nevertheless, there is the possibility that the pro-

cesses increase their feasibility due to catastrophic events, such as violent

impacts of cosmic rays. These events might cause abrupt kinetic energy in-

crease in the impact vicinity, potentially allowing the systems to overcoming

barriers comparable to those calculated for stages 2 and 4 (energy range: 30-

45 kcal mol−1).

Moreover, changes in the morphology of the ice following cosmic ray

bombardment could release species trapped in lower levels of the ice man-

tle. Catastrophic events could also open up possibilities for new formation
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mechanisms, for example regarding NHCH2 species. Recently, it has been

proposed that its formation occurs following the impact of an excited-state

carbon atoms on top of ammonia molecules adsorbed on the surface, caus-

ing atom-insertion. The recombination of the reactive complex, powered

by means of external sources of energy, such as cosmic rays, yields metha-

nimine.

However, the possibility that the entire set of reactions associated with a

Strecker-type synthesis of glycine occurs following one or more catastrophic

events might be unrealistic, as the stages are numerous and contain somewhat

intricate steps. Besides, competitive pathways for glycine formation88,92,96,

which present simpler mechanisms, would also receive a energy contribution

from catastrophic events, likely emerging as the favored ones. This, in any

case, does not rule out the possibility that a certain stage of the Strecker syn-

thesis takes place, individually. One last consideration regarding the chem-

istry under extreme conditions of quiescent clouds is needed. This thesis

study has brought attention to the fact that, for the vast majority of the re-

actions, there exists a step-wise variant that takes place in hyper-catalytic

sites or nano-pores, involving the formation of dipolar intermediates. Once

the intermediate is isolated, the reaction is basically the coupling between

charged fragments, thus exhibiting either none or minimal barriers. It cannot

be excluded that, in dark clouds, suitable charged species may form through

alternative pathways - i.e. not originating from neutral species - making them
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available for the reaction. For example, due to the secondary ionization field

caused by cosmic rays. This induced-UV field is the only type of radia-

tion present in dark clouds, as the high-density conditions of the environ-

ment shield it from the radiation common in other regions of the interstellar

medium. Therefore, a surface chemistry of ion-ion type could be an alterna-

tive for the production of such prebiotic species. Obviously, this hypothesis

should consider the adsorption and mobility of charged species - the ease of

encountering each other - their lifetime on the surface, and whether that is

within the overall dust neutralization time.

Lastly, the study reinforce the idea that, in peculiar situations such as in

comets or meteorites precursors, this kind of Strecker-type reactions is vi-

able. These environments include the surface of certain comets that exhibit

a scenario composed of patches of ices and exposed refractory material, re-

sulting in generally higher temperatures (∼200 K). Studies of surface models

consisting of silica surfaces with traces of watery ices have been recently

proposed231. Or else, in aqueous alterations of meteorites interstellar-parent

bodies (asteroids, comets, or moons) that may have undergone transforma-

tions, causing partial melting of water ice of the future meteorite fragments.

This allowed for prebiotic synthesis to occur in the lower ice layers. Such

processes seem to be at the foundation of the origin of life in the Solar Sys-

tem, as amino acids resulting from these reactions could have been preserved

within the meteorites, shielded from radiation, until reaching Earth.
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4. Conclusions

The objective of this thesis was to create a robust framework to accu-

rately determine parameters — specifically, binding energies and transition

state barriers — that are key to explain the formation and observation of pre-

biotic species in the interstellar medium. Binding energies are critical as they

determine the desorption rate of small molecules from the ice mantle surface,

while the transition state barriers are pivotal for calculating the reaction rates

between adjacent molecules on the surface. The research aimed to investigate

the impact of an amorphous solid water (ASW) surface on these parameters

by constructing accurate models of ASW ice and computing these properties

with the highest possible precision using methods from electronic structure

theory.

Different models of ASW ice were proposed. A set of amorphized water

clusters was derived from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations and sub-

sequently cooled to 20 K, to mimic surfaces akin to those in dense interstellar

clouds. A periodic ASW surface containing 500-water molecules was built

using a purposed trained Machine-Learned Potential. The models were char-

acterized in terms of dangling-hydrogen atoms, as they constitute important

catalytic sites, where adsorption and reaction preferentially occur.
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Considering the computation of binding energies, it was paramount to

build a framework to automatize the computation of binding energies on

the set-of-clusters ASW models in order to apply it to a large number of

molecules of interstellar relevance. Therefore a Binding Energy Evaluation

Platform (BEEP) was constructed to implement a protocol to compute bind-

ing energies on ASW cluster models using DFT. This protocol included sys-

tematic sampling of binding sites on the water clusters and BSSE-corrected

binding energy calculations. Furthermore, in order to obtain highly accu-

rate binding energy values, the DFT model chemistries were carefully bench-

marked on small water clusters with respect to a CCSD(T)/CBS reference

value. It was found that, due to the amorphous nature of the surface, the

binding energy is best described by a distribution of values that can be com-

puted using BEEP. The molecules were categorized into two groups, based on

their type of interaction with the surface: molecules that are bound primarily

through hydrogen-bonds (Group H) and molecules for which dispersion inter-

actions enable binding to the surface (Group D). 21 binding energy distribu-

tions of astrophysically relevant molecules were computed. Each distribution

contains between 220-230 binding sites. Most molecules in Group H present

two distributions, corresponding to different binding modes, while Group D

molecules mainly have one. The astrophysical impact of the new binding

energy values was analyzed and it was determined that the position of the
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snowline of an idealized protoplanetary disk change significantly when using

a binding energy distribution instead of single value. Such result suggests

that the new multi-binding approach might help in determining the correct

position of the sublimation front, and also hints at the importance that provid-

ing accurate binding energies might have on key astrophysical observables.

Finally, various binding modes of the reactants involved in the Strecker syn-

thesis of glycine were examined, and it was found that not all binding modes

facilitate a reactive encounter necessary for the formation of prebiotic species

associated with that synthesis.

Lastly, the new multi-binding approach allowed to disclose the effect of

the ice morphology on specific reactions mechanism, clarifying its catalytic

role. The study took into account reactions associated to the Strecker synthe-

sis of glycine. Each of them has been simulated in a varied set of reactive

sites with different characteristics, as offered by realistic ASW ice models.

The results indicate that, depending on the nature of the catalytic site, sig-

nificant variations of the reaction mechanisms occur. Especially, when the

processes takes place in so-called pair dangling hydrogen sites or in the in-

terior of nano-porous, many water-assisted reactions convert from concerted

to step-wise. That is due to the extraordinary polarization of the reactants

caused by the ice environment, which permits the isolation of dipolar inter-

mediates. Under these specific circumstances, each step of a water-assisted
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proton transfer corresponds to an isolated event. The latter entails notable

advantages: in many cases the step-wise variation presents remarkably lower

energy barrier with respect to the concerted one. Moreover, as the reactions

involve hydrogen, isolated proton transfer events might benefit from quan-

tum tunnelling effects, providing a viable route to formation at extremely low

temperature (<10 K).

Regarding reactivity on ASW, a primary result is that a viable route ex-

ists, under interstellar conditions, for the first stage of Strecker’s synthesis,

the nucleophilic addition of ammonia and formaldehyde yielding the product

aminomethanol. Moreover, the process of aminomethanol dehydration, con-

stituting the second stage of synthesis, exhibits a prohibitively high energy

barrier across all reactive sites. This result, coupled with the analysis of the

binding energy values calculated for the species, further strengthens the hy-

pothesis in favor of aminomethanol to be present on the surface of interstellar

ice mantles. Also, as a consequence, alternative formation mechanisms to the

Strecker synthesis for the observed dehydration product (methanimine) must

be taken into account.

The third stage of the synthesis involves the formation of aminoacetonitrile

from the nucleophilic addition of hydrogen isocyanide to methanimine. The

reaction mechanism is sensitive to changes in the surface environment, and

benefits from the presence of ice HB donor groups, which provide stabiliza-
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tion to the reactive site, similarly to the findings for first stage. Therefore, it

represents a viable synthetic route for aminoacetonitrile, assuming a differ-

ent source for methanimine. Finally, such considerations are not applicable

to the last stage of the synthesis, the hydrolysis of the aminoacetonitrile to

attain glycine, which comprises a sequence of steps with high transition state

barriers.

The results of the study for the second and the last stages lead to the con-

clusion that the Strecker synthesis as a pathway for amino acids formation in

the coldest regions of ISM, has to be ruled out. Nevertheless, there is the pos-

sibility that individual Strecker-type reactions increase their feasibility due to

catastrophic events, such as impacts of cosmic rays, which might provide a

local energy surplus needed to overcome large energy barriers.

In conclusion, within this thesis, a novel approach is introduced to obtain

parameters, which are paramount to understand processes occurring on in-

terstellar ices, such as reactivity and desorption of species, thus contributing

valuable insights of possible formation pathways of prebiotic species in the

interstellar medium.
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A. Astrophysical framework

Figure A.1: Key ice reactions during the different stages of cloud and star formation,
where 0. corresponds to cloud edges where UV photons can penetrate, 1. the early
stages of dense cloud formation, 2. the later formation of cloud cores, and 3. the pro-
tostellar envelope. Ice formation begins in 1. with hydrogenation of atoms resulting
in an H2O-dominated ice with a high CO2 concentration. At later times CO freezes
out catastrophically, resulting in a second layer where CO2 formation continues and
CH3OH formation begins. In the protostellar stage desorption of CO starts at 20 K
and H2O:CO2 segregation at 30 K. Adapted from Öberg et al11.
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Figure A.2: a) ALMA sharpest observation of a protoplanetary disk surrounding the
young star HL Tauri. The dark ring midway through the disk is the water snowline,
the point from the star where the temperature and pressure are low enough for ice to
form. Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO); b) Left: Illustration of the dust temper-
ature and gas density structure in a protoplanetary disks. A sketched distribution of
dust particles is shown by the black circles: bare grains are present within the water
snowline (dashed curve), H2O-coated grains are contoured in blue, and CO-coated
grains, outside the CO snowline (dotted curve), are contoured in white. Right: the
top panel shows a simplified representation of the emission regions of the main sim-
ple molecules, while the main emission regions are highlighted in purple and yellow
in the bottom panel. Adapted from Miotello et al.232
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B. Machine Learning Potential

B.1 Training procedure

A ad hoc Machine Learning Potential (MLP) is trained for the astro-

physically relevant system: formyl radical (HCO) adsorbed on ASW, using

the GM-NN potential168,233. The training set configurations consist of 9226

structures, generated via MD simulations at various temperatures on water

clusters of difference sizes (first group, sub-total 1700) as well as equilibrium

structures where the target molecule interact with the water clusters (second

group: 7526). Table B.1 reports the details about training set composition

and propagation methods used. Energy and forces of DFT quality are subse-

quently computed for the total set of configurations extracted from the MD

trajectories. The DFT method used is MPWB1K-D3BJ/def2-TZVP234, se-

lected based on the results of geometry and energy benchmarks carried out in

a previous binding energy study223. BSSE error has been accounted for us-

ing the gCP factor, which incorporates an approximation of the counterpoise

correction to the energy calculation, as provided by Orca software. D3BJ

dispersion correction has been applied to all DFT energies.
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Figure B.1: Training set composition.
.

An ensemble of three MLP models has been trained for 1000 epochs, us-

ing the same training data but with different randomly initialized parameters.

As long as the deviation between the prediction of the models is small, the

structure is well-represented within the training set and the MLP PES gener-

alizes well. All relevant hyper-parameters used for the training procedure can

be found in the original work233.
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Table B.1: Structures included in the training data. The last column refers to the num-
ber of structures extracted for refinement for each system. The propagation method
is only used for sampling geometries, while energy and gradients are computed at
MPWB1K-D3BJ/def2-TZVP level of theory.

System Propagation Method (NVT) T(K) Number of points
W30 GFN2-xTB235 50/300/500 200/400/400
W50 GFN2-xTB 50/300/500 167/167/167
W70 GFN2-xTB 50/300/500 50/50/100

sub-total: 1700
HCO + W22 GFN-FF236 100/300 150/150

metadynamics - GFN-FF 150
HCO + W37 GM-NNa 100 500

GFN-FF 300 500
metadynamics - GFN-FF 500

HCO + W60 GM-NNa 100 100
GFN-FF 300 100
metadynamics - GFN-FF 100

sub-total: 7526
Total: 9226

a We used a previously trained (intermediate) GM-NN.

B.2 Quality tests in reproducing the BE

Several tests have been performed to evaluate the performance of the

MLP. HCO – W22 set-of-clusters is used as model system. The first test is

aimed to assess the overall quality of the MLP, in reproducing binding sites

geometry and DFT BEs. The group of ∼ 250 binding sites of the system pro-

duced in a previous work223 has been re-optimized using the MLP, followed

by MLP BEs estimation. Figure B.2 shows the comparison between the orig-

inal DFT BE distribution and the MLP one. The agreement between the

results is below 0.5 kcal/mol in Mean BE, showing a superlative performance

of the MPL. Moreover, a second test has been carried in order to assess MLP
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Figure B.2: System: ∼250 structures of HCO adsorbed on a 22-water molecules
set-of-clusters. Comparison between DFT BE distribution obtained using BEEP
methodology and infrastructure (blue) and the distribution computed on the same
set of binding sites using the trained MLP (orange). Dashed lines represent the aver-
age BE for each set.

ability in specifically reproducing the BE, estimating MLP BEs for a subset

of DFT structures extracted from the original distribution. The mean absolute

error (MAE) in BE for the subset, taken as the average of the sum of the error

of each single structure, is < 0.5 kcal/mol, confirming the reliability of the

MLP.

B.3 Computational pipeline for BE calculation for

the periodic surfaces

We selected 5 surfaces per density, resulting in a total of 25 periodic 500-

ASW surfaces for each of the two system. We then proceeded to sample the

surfaces with the target molecule. The sampling algorithm is composed of 5
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steps. (1) Generate a grid on the ice surface (we assumed a step of 3Å to be a

reasonable diffusion hopping distance for the molecule), we introduced noise

on the grid points by relaxing the grid coordinate by ± 1/4 of the step size in

both X and Y directions. (2) Place the molecule in corresponding of a grid

point and adjust its position in order for the center of mass of the molecule

to be placed at a specific distance from the nearest neighboring surface atom

(we performed three rounds of sampling with initial distances of 2.50, 2.75

and 3.00 Å from the surface grid point). Furthermore, apply a final random

rotation to the molecule to guarantee the largest variety of initial orientations

toward the surface. (3) Fully optimize the so produced binding sites candi-

dates using the respective MPL. We noted that the final number of binding

site vary for each system, since the cell volume is established based on the

initial density. (4) Filtered the minima belonging to an initial surface model

(resulted from the three sampling rounds) grouping the structures according

to geometrical criteria (similarity threshold of root-mean-square deviation of

atomic positions (RMSD) ≤ 0.09 Å). The sampling procedure uses QCEle-

mental package. The trained MLP have been used to optimize the binding site

candidates and calculate their BE, obtaining a BEd for each density model.

In order to include the Zero-Point Vibrational Energy (ZPVE) contribution

to the BEd, we also use the MPL to compute the Hessian matrix for selected

structures of model system (X-W22) at the equilibrium geometry and derive

a linear model that we used to correct all the BE values.
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C. Benchmark Results
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Table C.1: Summary of the results of binding sites geometry and energy benchmarks
for W2 – 3 – X (W2 – X for radicals) and W4 – X (W3 – X for radicals) systems, respec-
tively. The first column reports the molecules. Columns 2-3 report the performance
of the best DFT functional for each group, and of HF-3c. Only structures that con-
verged (n) to the reference minima (N) were considered for the benchmark. The forth
column reports reference energies calculated at CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory. The
fifth column reports the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the best DFT functional for
each group. All DFT geometries and energies were computed using a def2-TZVP
basis set and including D3BJ dispersion correction. HF-3c method is coupled with
MINIX basis set.

RMSD / Å BEs / K MAE / K

Group D B3LYP(n/N) HF-3c(n/N) CCSD(T)/CBS ω-PBE

H2 0.11 (3/6) 0.14 (5/6) 320, 116 19
CO 0.12 (7/7) 0.22 (5/7) 950, 870, 791 10
CH4 0.07 (2/2) 0.14 (2/2) 712 74
CH3 0.09 (1/2) 0.12 (1/2) 821, 824 45
N2 0.13 (3/3) 0.26 (3/3)
Average 0.10 (16/20) 0.18 (16/20) 37

Group H PWB6K(n/N) HF-3c(n/N) CCSD(T)/CBS ω-PBE

NH3 0.06 (4/7) 0.14 (5/7) 3632, 3516, 3562 79
CH3OH 0.08 (8/8) 0.13 (6/8) 3922, 4111, 4005 119
HCOOH 0.06 (11/13) 0.17 (10/13)
H2CO 0.06 (5/6) 0.15 (4/6) 2600, 1197, 1181 338
HF 0.04 (3/4) 0.06 (2/4) 5956, 5380, 4158 83
HCl 0.07 (6/6) 0.18 (2/6) 3445, 2923, 956 146
HCO 0.05 (3/3) 0.07 (1/3) 2224, 1684 56
HNC 0.08 (4/5) 0.30 (3/5) 4211,3953 305
HCN 0.06 (4/5) 0.20 (3/5)
Average 0.06 (48/57) 0.15 (36/57) 160
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Figure C.1: RMSD for different xc-functionals used in the geometry optimization
for the S1 reaction on the W2 ice model. The reference geometry is DF-CCSD(T)-
F12/cc-pVDZ (See Section 3.2.2)
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Figure C.2: RMSD for different xc-functionals used in the geometry optimization
for the S2 reaction on the W2 ice model. The reference geometry is DF-CCSD(T)-
F12/cc-pVDZ (See Section 3.2.2)
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Figure C.3: RMSD for different xc-functionals used in the geometry optimization
for the S3 reaction on the W2 ice model. The reference geometry is DF-CCSD(T)-
F12/cc-pVDZ (See Section 3.2.2)
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Figure C.4: Energy benchmark results for S1 on the DF-CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ
geometry (See Section 3.2.2)
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Figure C.5: Energy benchmark results for S2 on the DF-CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ
geometry (See Section 3.2)
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Figure C.7: Condensed benchmark results for the S1 reaction on a water dimer dis-
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D. Computational Details

D.1 Gaussian fitting procedure

To fit the BE distribution data with a Gaussian function, we employed a boot-

strap method. We first divide our sample in equally-spaced bins, so that each

bin contains Ni samples, with a Poisson error
√

Ni. We then produce 104 dis-

tributions analogue to the original data, randomizing the points assuming a

Gaussian error of
√

Ni around the mean Ni and we fit each distribution with

f (x) = aexp
(
−(x−µ)2

2σ2

)
, (D.1)

where a, µ , and σ are free parameters. The binned distribution of each pa-

rameter after the 104 iterations is also a Gaussian, where the average is the

value we assume for the given parameter and the dispersion is the associated

error.
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D.2 Tri-Surface plots generation

A Triangular 3D surface (Tri-Surface) Plot is a type of surface plot, cre-

ated by triangulation of compact surfaces using finite number of triangles in

a manner that each point on the surface is a triangle. The intersection of

any two triangles results in void or a common edge or vertex. The triangu-

lation took into account solely atoms that belongs to the surface of the peri-

odic ice models, based on their Z value. All surface plots are created using

ax.plot_trisur f () function of matplotlib library237.

D.3 Dispersion correction

The following Figure D.1 reports the comparison between the histograms

of the BE distributions computed in this work, with and without including

dispersion correction (D3BJ). The low impact of this contribution on the BE

is reflected in a small shift of the distributions for most of the molecules in

Group H, lower panel. On the other hand, the D3BJ correction is essential

for Group D molecules, upper panel, as it shifts the BE distributions into the

bound regime.
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Figure D.1: Binding energy distributions computed using the best performing DFT
functional from the energy benchmark for each molecule, with (blue) or without
(orange) including D3BJ correction. Upper panel: Group D; lower panel: Group H.
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E. Tables and Figures Reactivity

Table E.1: Bond distances in angstrom, angle in degrees, stage 1, small system (See
Section ??

System B(C-N) B(N-H1) B(O-H2) A(O-C-N)
R 2.77 1.01 2.97 104.7

S1 – W0 TS 1.57 1.16 1.41 97.2
P 1.44 2.37 0.96 110.6
R 2.63 1.02 1.88 102.1

S1 – W1 TS 1.56 1.13 1.25 107.9
P 1.46 1.91 0.97 110.7
R 2.52 1.02 1.76 107.9

S1 – W2 TS 1.54 1.11 1.14 109.3
P 1.46 1.81 0.97 110.8

Table E.2: Energy barriers (∆E‡) and reaction energies (∆Eo) computed at ωB97-
M/def2-TZVP level of theory, using BHANDHLYP-D4/def2-SVP geometries, for
S4a – W1 – 2. Column two, WX, indicates the number of water molecules involved in
the proton relay. Values in kcal mol−1.

System WX ∆E‡ ∆Eo

S4a – W1 1 38.1 -5.3
S4a – W2 2 44.3 -0.1
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Figure E.1: Energy (upper panels) and reaction force profiles (lower panels) for
S1 – W0, using BMK/def2-TZVP//BHANDHLYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP levels of theory.
Blue and orange lines represent TS and h-TS. TS and h-TS regions are displayed as
orange and blue shadowed areas.

a) b)

Figure E.2: Comparison between MEP of two S1-C3 structures (TS). Example of
HB coordination anomaly.
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Figure E.3: MEP of the second hidden intermediate in S1-C3-C.
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